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ABSTRACT

This study critically analyses and examines Charles Dickens's portrayal of social

injustices during the Victorian era in his works. Dickens, an internationally renowned

writer whose works are still widely read all over the world, has written on various social

issues that are relevant to the twenty-first century. While there has been a significant

number of critical works on Dickens, many of them addressing his social concerns,

there has been a lack of research that deals with a comprehensive picture of social

injustices as depicted in these works.

This study, therefore, fills the gap by looking at the comprehensive picture of Dickens's

portrayal of social injustices. It also examines the role that Dickens plays in promoting

social justice. The study further investigates whether Dickens was concerned with the

plight of women as well as the marginalized status of the Jewish people in the

nineteenth-century English society. To do this, I have looked at his fourteen novels

and one short story.

The guiding hypothesis of this study is that Dickens demonstrates that writers can playa

vital role in promoting social justice. Secondly, Dickens has given an accurate picture

of the ills of the Victorian society. And thirdly, Dickens treats women and the Jewish

people as victims of prejudice.

My study has adopted the New Historicism and Feminist Theories to literary criticism.

The New Historicism theory is relevant as this study deals with examining the social

injustices in the Victorian era and how Dickens responds to the historical situation of

the nineteenth-century. This study also deals with how Dickens portrays female

characters and how they were treated by men and society at large, thus the relevance of
v



the Feminist theory. Using the above theories, this study analyzes the primary texts

mentioned above in relation to the issues of social injustices, critiques the critics'

observations about the concerned issues and examines whether Dickens was fair in his

presentation of the social injustices.

In this study, I first look at how the Victorian society and Dickens's personal life

contributed to his sensitivity towards a just society. Thereafter, I examine the different

types of social injustices, including the unjust treatment of the poor and the Jewish

minority, which were dealt with by Dickens. I also examine the legal and other

institutions that played roles in promoting social injustices. I, then, focus on how the

vulnerable group, the women and the children, were treated by society in Dickens's

works.

The findings of this study are that first, Dickens's works are concerned with various

social injustices including the exploitation of the poor, the working class, women,

children and the Jews. Secondly, that Dickens attacks the legal systems as well as the

public institutions that contributed towards fuelling social injustices in his society.

Thirdly, that Dickens paints an accurate picture of society, and his message is that

human beings can only become happy when they overcome their own prejudices against

others and treat them with respect and compassion.

Based on the study, I conclude by stating that Dickens's works deserve to be studied in

this twenty-first century in our attempt at understanding the various social injustices and

the extent to which they can affect human beings. By understanding the effects of

social injustices, we are able to move a step forward in creating a just society that

Dickens prayed for.
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This study will contribute to future research on Dickens, especially, in the area of

Dickens's portrayal of social ills in the nineteenth-century and how societies in the

twenty-first century can benefit from his works.
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Chapter One

Introduction

1.0 Introduction

Socialjustice is universal. This has to do with the fact that each government or state

has the obligation to give its citizens a dignified way of life. The concept of the

universality of social justice is also to be seen in literature. When writers use their

pens to create a picture of reality, in the actual sense, they are creating pictures of

human experience both good and bad, hoping that all human beings will be able to

deepen their wisdom for the betterment of humanity. Literature, therefore, is an

effective tool in contributing towards the protection and promotion of social justice

or what we call "human rights" in modern day terms in any society.

Great writers in the past have compassionately advocated for the promotion of

social justice all over the world. Maria Castero in her presentation "The Other

Faces of War: Literature and Human Rights Education" states:

I believe that literature--and the arts in general-is a powerful tool for

transmitting ideas about our rights and responsibilities on this planet....

Simply put, literature in essence, speaks to us about the human condition.

And where there is such a condition, there are conflicts and an eventual

search for justice and happiness. (1)

Victor Hugo, in his preface to Les Miserables writes that his book is of value so

long as ignorance and poverty persist on earth. He states:
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While through the working of laws and customs there continues to exist a

condition of social condemnation which artificially creates a human hell

within civilization, and complicates with human fatality a destiny that is

divine; while the three great problems of this century, the degradation of

man in the proletariat, the subjection of women through hunger, the

atrophy of the child by darkness, continue unresolved; ... while ignorance

and poverty persist on earth, books such as this cannot fail to be of value.

(15)

Since the dawn of civilization, writers across time and space have addressed the

issues of social injustice. Writers such as Sophocles, Bernard Shaw, Victor Hugo,

Ngugi wa Thiong'o, Wole Soyinka and Peter Abrahams have immersed themselves

in prolific writing by ridiculing and criticizing those who perpetrate social

injustices. From the ancient Greeks we have Sophocles' tragedy, Antigone, written

in BC 442. The story evolves around how a leader should rule his society.

Sophocle , however, also addresses the issue of how all citizens have the right to be

buried and that women have the right to be heard. Les Miserables written by the

French writer Victor Hugo deals with the plight of the less privileged such as the

innocent children, the women and the destitute in the nineteenth century France.

Hugo gave lecturers on the perils of poverty and he argued for the freedom of

education.

2

Maxim Gorky, a Russian writer, writes Mother to address the injustice done to the

proletariat. Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison, an African-American writer, deals

with the rights of the coloured, while the Japanese novel The Broken

Commandment by Toson Shimazaki looks at the unjust treatment accorded to the



supposedly sub-human class which was called the "eta." In the African context,

writers such as Wole Soyinka and Ngugi wa Thiong'o write about political freedom

and the right to free trial among other issues in works such as The Man Died and

Detained. Zana Muhsen writes A Promise to Nadia, a true story about her sister

and herself She appeals to the protection of the rights of girl children who are

sold as child brides in Yemen. As such, the literary writers, regardless of their

race, colour and gender have been the conscience of the society and the nation. In

this respect, we can say that literature is no respecter of boundaries.

Dickens is one such writer who was committed in addressing the problems of social

injustice in the nineteenth-century Victorian society. Dickens does not merely

record the truth. He critically analyses how the vulnerable including the poor, the

c41ldren, the Jewish people and the women were unjustly treated by the English

society supported by the unjust laws and systems of the Victorian era. The concept

of social justice has over the centuries broadened and this is due to the fact that the

concept of human rights which includes women and children's rights has emerged.

We are more enlightened on the issue of justice and, therefore, this study intends to

look at the social injustices brought out by Dickens from a new dimension.

It is in this context that this research aims at proving that Dickens has contributed

tremendously to the understanding of issues of social justice and that his literary

techniques have effectively brought out the various social injustices that existed

during the Victorian era.
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1.1 Statement of the Problem

This study seeks to conduct an analysis of Dickens's novels with a VIew to

understanding how Dickens talks to his readers about the human conditions of the

nineteenth-century England. It also examines his view of how the children, the

poor, the women and the Jews were treated by the Victorian society. It also seeks

to investigate the extent to which Dickens expounds on the concept of social justice

in his literary works.

There has been a general misconception that the issues of social justice are the

concern of law. Nevertheless, literature has largely remained the source through

4\Vhichadvocacy on social justice finds expression. It is through literature that we

can critique how human beings are treated and how they invariably seek to entrench

core values as humans. Therefore, in effect, we see literature as a very powerful

instrument that influences change for the betterment of society.

In this regard, Dickens is one such writer who writes literature to better the society.

He has been labelled the champion of social justice who in his literary works has

written on different aspects of social justice such as the plight of the children and

the poor. He has also criticised the authorities for not upholding justice. Apart

from his literary works, Dickens has also advocated for promotion of social justice

through his speeches at various gatherings. As a result, he has succeeded in

convincing his readers/audience to see the world from a different point of view, that

is, from a more humane point of view. Using his pen to fight injustice, he has tried

to change the unjust and inhumane laws of England as well as the people's attitudes

toward injustices.
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Since the nineteenth-century, many scholars have written on Dickens and his works.

There are a number of his biographies written by different scholars all over the

world with their different interpretations of his life. Such are Gilbert K.

Chesterton, Martin Fido, Kenneth Fielding, John Forster, Christopher Hibbert,

Robert Langton, and Michael Slater. There are also a great number of articles and

books written on his works. A number of Dickens's works have been made into

films, and are acted on stage all over the world. His works are still widely read

front children to grown-ups and is still one of the loved writers globally.

A number of scholars have examined the issue of social injustices in a selected

number of his works or have discussed specific social injustice in his works.

However, in spite of his achievements as the champion of social justice, very few

critics have looked at whether Dickens adequately and fairly represents the

experiences and voices of the women and the Jewish people who are the

marginalized groups. This study is unique in that it examines all of Dickens's

novels with a view to painting a comprehensive picture of the social injustices

Dickens deals with. Also, in spite of his reputation as a great classic writer

whose works are still read and studied in this twenty-first century, Dickens has been

criticized as a crusader who "adulterates art with pamphleteering" by critics such as

George Sampson (622). This study, therefore, seeks to also examine how Dickens

treats social injustices in his works, and to enlighten the readers in the twenty-first

century of the relevance of his works in understanding and dealing with the issue of

social injustice. I intend to interrogate these views, and determine whether they

are justified or not.
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1.2 Justification

Literature expresses human experience, societal values and attitudes. It has the

power to move people's hearts to see their faults, their strength and to appreciate

human dignity. One of the dominant themes in literature, and one that forms the

basis of this study, is that of social justice. Why social justice? It is because the

purpose of upholding social justice is to enable all people to live with dignity and

realize their potentia1.

Charles Dickens, one of the best known English writers of the nineteenth-century,

has been labelled a champion of social justice. He has written for grown-ups as

well as for children. He wrote novels and essays based on his fascination with the

criminal underground, his sympathy for the poor and especially for children, and his

interest in the justice system. Many of his works have been adapted as plays and

have been widely performed in theatres all over the world. For over one hundred

years, books and essays have been written on Dickens's life and his works and a

journal entitled The Dickensian to which many subscribe has been published since

the early twentieth-century. Each year, the Dickens Fellowship which was

founded in 1902 holds its international conference. In 2012, the 200th year of

Dickens's birth will be celebrated all over the world with various conferences and

symposiums.

Dickens mission was to reform the legal system in England as well as the prison

system and to see that justice was not only protected but also promoted by the

authorities. He also sought to remedy the common man's ignorance of his rights.

Through his writings, Dickens has been influential to the change in people's hearts

which in turn helped improve the living conditions and the treatment of the

6



vulnerable, in particular, the poor and the children. Despite Dickens's concern for

social justice, very few critics have critically analysed all his novels with the

intention to look at the comprehensive picture of Dickens's portrayal of social

injustices. This study fills the gap by analysing Dickens's fourteen novels and one

short story and examining his portrayal of social injustices expansively.

Also, in societies like Kenya, social injustices that Dickens condemned in his works

are still prevailing and thus, I am compelled to believe that an in-depth study of

Dickens's portrayal of social injustices in his works will be of great value to us in

re-examining our behaviours in regard to creating a just society. Literary works

transcend time and space and this study proves that Dickens's works are relevant to

Kenya in the twenty-first century.

1.3 Objectives

In analyzing Dickens's works, this study:

1. exammes the role that Dickens plays in promoting social justice by

undertaking a critical analysis of his novels,

2. explores the various injustices Dickens presents in his works and look at a

comprehensive picture of his world of injustices,

3. demonstrates how Dickens's personal life history has affected his portrayal

of the underprivileged class, in particular, the children and the women,

7



4. investigates how through his works, Dickens highlights the plight of women

in the nineteenth century English society and whether these concerns are

relevant to the contemporary women, and,

5. examines how Dickens deals with the marginalized status of the Jews in the

nineteenth-century English society.

1.4 Hypotheses

This study is based on the following hypotheses:

1. Dickens demonstrates that writers can play a vital role in promoting social

justice.

2. Dickens's expenence as a legal clerk and a parliamentarian reporter

enabled him to be conscious of the issues of social injustice, and his

experience has coloured his portrayal of the Victorian society; but on the

whole, his depictions were objective.

3. Dickens's background, especially, working as a child labourer and his

relationship with his mother affected his portrayal of the underprivileged, in

particular, the children and the women, giving it a sense of urgency and

immediacy.

4. Dickens treats the women as part of the oppressed and exploited class and

his works have highlighted their plight as the members of the

under-privileged gender.

5. Though Dickens portrayed many of his Jewish characters as stereotypes, his

portrayal reflected how the Victorian society perceived them. He was
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sensitive to the status of the Jewish people and generally portrayed them as

the oppressed and exploited.

1.5 Literature Review

This section reviews four categories of literature; literature on the interrelation

between literature and social justice, literature on Dickens's personal life and

literature on Dickens as a writer on social justice.

1.5.1 Interrelation between Literature and Social Justice

In regard to the interrelation between literature and social justice, there are

increasing numbers of scholars who have written on the role of literature in

enhancing social justice. Maria Castero in The Other Faces of War: Literature and

Human Rights Education sees literature as:

a powerful tool for transforming ideas about our rights and

responsibilities on this planet. Simply put, literature in essence, speaks

to us about the human condition. And where there is such a condition,

there are conflicts and an eventual search for justice and happiness. (1)

Theodore Ziolkowski asserts that literature plays an important role in voicing social

justice. In The Mirror of Justice: Literary Reflections of Legal Crisis, Ziolkowski

states that "justice gazes most often into her literary mirror when she has been

dishevelled by the winds of social and political upheaval."
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Our concern in this study is not only to analyze the social injustices depicted in

Dickens's works but also to show that what we see in the texts is the mirror of

reality. This study also intends to demonstrate how literary writers such as

Dickens play a vital role in promoting social justice. Thus, I agree with

Valentinovich Plekhanov when he proclaims that "literature assists to develop

man's consciousness to improve social systems" (5). This view is also voiced by

Okot p'Bitek who argues that "any artist whose pulse throbs contemporaneously

with his environment cannot help but see, feel and articulate the sores of his society,

its indignation and inequalities, its madness and its arbitrariness, its propensity to

undo itself and to suppress dissent" (97). Soyinka holds a view that "the artist

having transformed himself to a spirit form begins to record the mores and

experiences of his society. He becomes the voice of vision of his own time" (21).

A writer having the role as a teacher or a guide who uses literature to mirror the ills

and evils in society may influence the readers to open their eyes to the problems in

society and take action for the betterment of society. Thus, I agree with Wellek

and Warren when they assert that "the writer is not only influenced by society: he

influences it. Art not merely reproduces life but also shapes it. People may

model their lives upon the patterns of fictional heroes and heroines" (102).

Literature is a mirror of society and literary writers use their pens as a weapon to

fight injustices all over the world. And more often than not, literary works have

been more effective in fighting evils than anything else. Dickens is no exception.

As such, the role that literature plays in giving insights to the issue of social justice

is gaining more and more attention.

10



1.5.2 Charles Dickens's Life History

As I attempt to conduct a comprehensive analysis on Dickens's VIew of social

justices, it would be important to discuss his personal life. His personal

background will guide us in understanding his beliefs and reasons why he was

concerned with social justice in an era of social inequality.

Works have been written on Dickens since the nineteenth-century. One of the

earliest and best written biographies is that by John Forster published in 1876.

Kenneth J. Fielding in Charles Dickens acknowledges Forster's biography of

Dickens to be "the best written and most reliable" but also criticises him for not

only omitting Dickens's separation from his wife but also for not mentioning about

Dickens's marital issues in his biography (6). Fielding'S book surveys the

different biographies of Dickens's upto 1953. He claims that more biographies

were published on Dickens than on any other English writer but most were not

worth reading except for George Gissing's who wrote the "first full-length critical

study" in 1898 (16).

Between early twentieth-century to the 1930's, many more critics became interested

in Dickens though the focus was on Dickens as a person and his private life rather

than the works themselves (22). This is evident by the establishment of The

Dickens Fellowship in 1902 and the first volume of The Dickensian being published

in 1905. However, after the publishing of Edgar Johnson's biography of Dickens

in 1953, much attention was focused on the works of Dickens and on his skill as a

writer.

11



Robert Langton in The Childhood and Youth of Charles Dickens: With

Retrospective Notes and Elucidations from his Books and Letters traces Dickens's

life as a child and youth in his works. Unlike other biographers before him, he

takes a brave step forward to write about Dickens's experience as a child labourer in

the shoe blacking factory, an experience that Dickens's best friend, Forster, could

not even write about. Langton states:

It is greatly to beregretted that Mr. Forster did not, twelve years ago,

when writing the first volume of the life of his friend, go thoroughly into

these remembrances of a noble boyhood, so much easier to be got at then

than now....

On mature reflection, however, it appeared to me that, as I had found

absolutely nothing in the early chidlhood or surroundings of this great

man that anyone need be ashamed of, or that could give pain to relatives

or friends, and that as the task would be certain to be attempted hereafter,

when, for obvious reasons, much of this new matter would have been

irrevocably lost, I could no longer hesitate. (7-8)

Langton's biography is important to our study as we are able to understand

Dickens's hidden fears and dissapointment of being a child labourer and how his

experience as a child labourer at a very young age affected his writing on the plight

of children in his works.

Christopher Hibbert's Charles Dickens: The Making of a Literary Giant discusses

Dickens's life in detail, interrelating his life with his works. Unlike Forster who

had first hand information of Dickens's personal life, Hibbert does not shy away

12



from the problems of Dickens's relationship with his mother, his wife and other

women. This biography is beneficial to our work in understanding how Dickens's

view of women were influenced by his relationship with his mother and wife.

Michael Slater's Charles Dickens published in 2009 is one of the recent biography

of Dickens and has been recognized as the most detailed biography on Dickens ever

by reviewers such as John Bower(The Times), Simon Callow(The Guardian) and

Dinah Birch(The Independent). His biography is unique in that first, he gives

details of Dickens's personal and emotional life. Second, he gives an indepth

analysis of how each and every book were written under what circumstances.

Third, he does not simply give an account of Dickens's life but also through

Dickens's letters, speeaches and addresses at different functions, introduces us to a

side of Dickens that other biographers had not shown. This includes a detailed

explanation of Dickens's public activities, travelling experiences, his concern for

the helpless people and how they helped shape Dickens's different works. Slater's

biography is indispensible as it gives us an insight into Dickens's life and his

thoughts. This will help in uncovering Dickens's concerns for those who were

unjustly treated.

1.5.3. Charles Dickens as a Writer on Social Justice

Much criticism has been leveled at Dickens in regards to the truthfulness in his

depiction of the social evils in the then nineteenth-century England. George

Sampson in The Concise Cambridge History of English Literature claims that as

much as Dickens exposed oppression and injustices in his works, he was a social

13



crusader and at times "falsified his values and ceased to be an artist" (622).

Sampson has an interesting point to consider especially on his claim that Dickens

was a crusader and not a literary artist. His view is important in my study as we

embark on understanding how literature can promote social justice.

George H. Ford seems to be critical of Dickens's exaggeration in his depiction of

things of "high national importance" and wishes that Dickens would be more

accurate in his portrayal of society, he acknowledges Dickens as the champion of

the underprivileged. Ford says that Dickens wrote to "improve and strengthen the

charities of life, raise the trampled upon, soften intolerance, diffuse knowledge,

promote happiness" (81). He further comments that Dickens wrote using a wide

variety of techniques including satire to ridicule the abused privileges. Ford,

nevertheless, does not get into details as to how Dickens promoted justice using any

of his works nor does he analyse the different works in relation to my study of

social justice.

Loius Cazamian in The Social Novel in England discusses Dickens as a writer

whose views are inseparable from his characters and experiences. He states that

Dickens's "social opinions are complex and full of contradictions; like his class

attitudes, they can only be understood in the light of his life, wherein a personality

giving emotional resolution to the contradictions emerges" (117). He terms

Dickens as a social commentator who was "sincere, principled, and irreproachable

in the spirit in which he undertook this task, although his detailed presentation of

facts might be found wanting" (124). In another chapter, Cazamian discusses the

villains and good characters in view of the industrial problem during the Victorian

era. This work provides us with information on Dickens's background as a social

14



commentator which is of importance in understanding his stance on the issues of

social justice.

Humphrey House in The Dickens World claims that Dickens's history is

"inseparable" from his reformism (10). He discusses the interrelation between

Dickens's works and the period in which he wrote them. He also examines

Dickens's view of reform and the attitude to life depicted in his works and the

society he lived in (14). He, however, omits the issue of education as he confessed

that he was not able to obtain necessary materials for his discussion. In addition,

he examines Dickens as a journalist writing about social reforms and states that

Dickens's "political values were middle class and that Dickens only reflected the

popular mood of the time" (49). He also claims that:

... the pity IS that this giant [Dickens] never grew up intellectually.

Where Dickens touched upon social reform, anywhere in fact where he

began to think, he falls below the level of the second-rate, though the

generous indignation that he shows is worthy of a full and complete man.

(16)

My study, however, focuses on Dickens as a creative writer and thus, the angle from

which we discuss Dickens's portrayal of social justice may differ from House's

argument. House's work, nevertheless, is relevant to my study in the area of

studying Dickens's works in relation to the historical background of the Victorian

era.

Philip Collins's Dickens: The Critical Heritage compiles a number of articles,

commentary, reviews of each work of Dickens. Collins's book does not deal with
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the issue of social injustices comprehensively as it is a compilation of short articles,

commentary and reviews of different works of Dickens's. Nevertheless, it is of

importance to this study as I am able to appreciate how different commentators and

reviewers evaluated his works, especially on the issue of social justice.

Barbara Hardy's The Moral Art of Dickens is divided into two parts. The first part

deals with Dickens as a moral novelist and generally looks at the moral progress in his

novels. Part Two of the book analyses the form, character and symbolism in The

Pickwick Papers. Martin Chuzzlewit. David Copperfield and Great Expectations.

She deals with Dickens's belief in virtues and through her analysis of selected texts,

captures Dickens's concern with humanity and love. Though Hardy does not focus

on the issues of social justice, she does not forget to appreciate the fact that Dickens

was concerned with "the human follies," injustice of the law, government and the

prison system (9).

William J. Long in Its History and its Significance for the Life of the English

Speaking World asserts that "wherever he went, Dickens was a marvellously keen

observer, with an active imagination which made stories out of incidents and

characters that ordinary men would have hardly noticed" (488). Long discusses

Dickens as a writer in general but does not touch on social injustices.

Gilbert K. Chesterton, in his critique of Dickens's works, acknowledges the

contribution that Dickens made in fostering change in the twentieth-century

England but finds the description of the institutions rather unrealistic. In his work,

Charles Dickens. Chesterton agrees that Dickens "was the voice in England of this

humane intoxication and expansion, this encouraging of anybody to be anything ....

No man encouraged his characters so much as Dickens" (10). He further points
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out that Dickens "never talked down to the people. He talked up to the people.... He

had not merely produced something they could understand, but he took it seriously,

and toiled and agonized to produce it" (77).

Chesterton also comments that there are two types of reformers, the pessimist and

the optimist. He categorizes Dickens as the optimistic reformer who believes that

souls are worth saving and describes "how good men are under bad conditions"

(195). Chesterton writes:

The reforms in which Dickens was instrumental were indeed, from the

point of view of our sweeping social panaceas, special and limited ....

Dickens did definitely destroy-or at the very least help to

destroy-certain institutions; he destroyed those institutions simply by

describing them (199).

However, Chesterton only deals with social reforms briefly. My study aims at

examining Dickens's portrayal of social injustices expansively.

In Appreciations and Criticisms of the Works of Charles DickeIlli, Cherserton

provides us with twenty three essays on the style and ideology behind Dickens's

works. Though the essays do not necessarily focus on social justice, some of the

essays guide us in understanding Dickens's concerns for social justice, in particular,

on the poor, the children and the effect of the legal system.

George Orwell in Charles Dickens (1946) states that "Dickens's criticism is almost

exclusively moral." He examines several works of Dickens's and asserts that as

much as Dickens was attacking different institutions, he lacked in offering solutions.

He states:
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He [Dickens] has no constructive suggestions, not even a clear grasp of

the nature of the society he is attacking, only an emotional perception

that something is wrong, all he can finally say is, "Behave decently,"

which,as I suggested earlier, is not necessarily so shallow as it sounds.

Orwell discusses the workers, the poor, the children, education, the French

Revolution and the Jews but does not touch on the treatment of women in Dickens's

works. Moreover, his interest is on what Dickens has to offer as solutions to each

of his selected work and not on focusing on the different injustices as I conduct in

our study. However, his long article is relevant to this study in discussing what

Dickens wanted to achieve in writing his stories.

John Bowen in Other Dickens: Pickwick to Chuzzlewit claims that:

Dickens's early novels present interesting problems for many of the

customary practices of contemporary literary criticism. His mix of

directness and popular appeal with profound inventiveness and subtlety,

while delighting the reader, can frustrate critics in their task of explaining

what is going on and why. (1)

He, thus, focuses on Dickens's earlier works; The Pickwick Papers, Oliver Twist,

Nicholas Nickleby, The Old Curiosity Shop, Master Humphrey's Clock, Barnaby

Rudge and Martin Chuzzlewit and gives an insight to the texts. Bowen, however,

does not address the issue of social justice in his book which is my concern in this

study.

Takao Saijo in Charles Dickens: His Novels and Society suggests that Dickens's

satire on the workhouse in Oliver Twist helped to ignite the anti-poor law agitation
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that flared up from 1837t01839. He also looks at Bleak House as social criticism

and analyses the attacks made by Dickens on the merciless behaviour of the

lawyers. Though Saijo's book does not deal with all the works of Charles

Dickens's in relation to our topic, it will be useful in my attempt to conduct a

critical analysis of Oliver Twist as well as Bleak House.

Laurie Langbauer in his article Charles Dickens appreciates Dickens's works not

only because they highlighted the worst abuses of the nineteenth-century English

society but also instilled some sense in the consciences of his readers. He also

states that Dickens's novels "rank among the funniest and most gripping ever

written, among the most passionate and persuasive on the topic of social justice, and

among the most psychologically telling and insightful works of fiction" (1). He,

however, falls short of a wholistic critical undertaking of Dickens's works, which

omission renders his effort unfulfilling.

Annette Rubinstein in The Great Tradition in English Literature states:

In each of these early novels-Pickwick, Oliver Twist, Nicholas

Nickleby, Old Curiosity Shop, and Barnaby Rudge-he attacks one or

more specific evils; debtors' prisons, workhouses, Yorkshire schools,

legal fraud, capital punishment, envy and self-righteousness disguised as

religion and justice. Not only are most of these peripheral social evils

which capitalism can afford to outgrow; they almost all have, in these

books, as their major victims individuals or special groups of children

whom a secure capitalist society can afford to protect from certain gross

attacks. (700)
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She points out the social injustices discussed in Dickens's works but does not offer

a detailed study on the topic of social justice.

T.A Fyfe in Charles Dickens and the Law says, Dickens "was pre-eminently the

novelist of the law" (7). Fyfe, nevertheless, claims that Dickens's attack on the

legal system was purely based on his own personal frustrations that he experienced

with the law, and thus, does not give an accurate picture of the legal institutions.

This work, nevertheless, provides background information to the legal system in

relation to Dickens and his work.

F.R. Leavis observes Bleak House as an attack on the law's delays and a hope to

reform the Chancery Court. Leavis in Dickens: The Novelist argues that

throughout Bleak House we see the bearing of justice and equity on matters of

religion, morals and ethics, and on social sanctions and institutions explored (125).

Kieran Dolin in Fiction and the Law: Legal Discourse in Victorian and Modernist

Literature examines Bleak House as a legal novel and claims that the Chancery

Court barely acts as a just institution but instead it is "presented as feeding off the

estate, as concerned only with the self-maintenance of the suit and the profits to the

legal officers" (84). Both Leavis and Dolin's focus are on the unjust institutions

such as the Chancery Court and the officers in Bleak House and they do not attempt

an analysis of the unjust institutions in other works. Nevertheless, their works will

be of relevance to this study in discussing the problem with the Chancery.

William Holdsworth in Charles Dickens as a Legal Historian discusses legal issues

brought out by Dickens in his selected works. In In Jail with Charles Dickens by

Alfred Trumble, examines the different prisons that Dickens refers to in his works

and look at how acurate Dickens was in his portrayal of these prisons and the abuse
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of these institutions. These works are biased toward the area of law and will be of

relevance only in understanding whether Dickens's portrayal of the court system,

the law professionals and the prison system were truthful.

Some scholars have paid particular attention to cnmes, punishment and the

establishment in relation to social justice. One such critic is Philip Collins who

wrote Dickens and Crime. This work is relevant to our study as it looks at various

issues related to freedom and justice in Dickens's works such as the judiciary, prison,

capital punishment, workhouse, criminals among others. However, his focus seems

to be leaning more on to the legal side than the literary side. Our interest is on the

various issues of social justice and not crime alone. Jeannie Duckworth's Fagin's

Children: Criminal Children in Victorian England is a book that focuses on juvenile

crime in the nineteenth-century England. The book gives reference to Dickens's

portrayal of child criminals in Oliver Twist and thus, will be a reference book to this

study on Dickens's portrayal of the criminal activities by the children charatcers in his

works.

On the issue of the Jews, Robert Butterworth in his article "The Significance of

Fagin's Jewishness" discusses Dickens's attitude towards the Jews. Though he

only deals with Dickens's portrayal of one of the Jewish character Fagin, he has not

discussed how the Jew characters were ill-treated by society. This article,

nevertheless, is of importance to this study as he is one of the very few critics apart

from George Orwell and Harry Stone who discuss Dickens's portrayal of the Jews.

Stone in "Dickens and the Jews" bluntly states that Dickens was anti-Semitic and

disliked Jews. Stone further argues in his paper that Dickens only changed his

position after some of his readers attacked him for his anti-Semitic writing. His
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change of position according to Stone is because of the change of wind in society in

regard to the treatment of Jews politically and socially. We may not agree with

Stone's view of Dickens but his view will be important for us to understand why

many critics have looked at Dickens as anti-Semitic.

Mark Gelber in "Teaching Literary Anti-Semitism: Dickens' Oliver Twist and

Freytag's SolI und Haben" discusses the nature of anti-Semitic literature.

However, he does not touch on how the Jews in their works were unjustly treated.

His focus is on the writers' attitudes toward the Jewish characters rather than how

these characters were unjustly treated. My concern is how the Jews were unjustly

treated in Dickens's works. This article will be of help in defining the

characteristics of anti-Semitic literature.

Catherine Waters in Dickens and the Politics of the Family discusses Dickens's

view of the family unit in relation to the nineteenth century constructions of class

and gender. In her work, she demonstrates how Dickens's works such as Little

Dorrit, A Tale of Two Cities, Dombey and Son and Our Mutual Friend show the

family unit in relation to capitalism. According to Waters, the conflicts within the

family mirror social upheaval and restoration of social order.

Waters also comments on the issue of justice using Bleak House as an example.

She states:

Jaggers is the exemplary, "go-between" in the novel, connecting

supposedly disparate areas of the plot with an apparent coincidence that

belies his symbolic function in representing the all-pervasice power of

the legal system. The moral neutrality associated with his status as



representative of the law is complicated by the ethical consideration

involved in his manipulation of evidence and bullying manner, and by his

complicity in profitting from the inequitable system. In exploiting the

legal system for personal gain, Jaggers demonstrates the way in which

the discourse of 'truth' is not transcendent, but is implicated in

maintaining the power of the law. (172)

Waters observes the role of women in Dombey and Son and A Tales of Two Cities.

Waters, refers to Madame Defarge in A Tale of Two Cities as an example to show

that revolutionary violence becomes an exhibition of female deviance and uses

(148). She also claims that the relationship between Mr. Dombey and his daughter

is due to the failure to understand the crucial role of the domestic women in

symbolically resolving some of the anxieties associated with the rapid growth of

industrial capitalism (40). Waters focuses on the family politics in selected works

of Dickens and does not deal extensively with social justice ion relation to women.

Charles Dickens's Heroines and Women-Folk: Some Thoughts Concerning Them is

a published lecture by Charles Rideal in which he explains how Dickens's female

characters are based on real women in his life. He also uses illustration to draw his

conclusion that a biased view by Sir Patrick Colquhoun that Dickens was a vulgar, a

snob, a writer who could not create a gentleman and not a humorist is not correct.

Rideal's lecture does not discuss the issue of how Dickens's female characters were

unjustly treated by their male counterparts or the society. As he only discusses the

female characters he portrayed based on the women who existed in Dickens's life,

his work is not of much help.
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As the title suggests, David Holbrook's Charles Dickens and the Image of Women

discusses Dickens's image of women in Bleak House, Little Dorrit and Great

Expectations. In this book, Holbrook pays particular attention to the emotional

side of the female charatcers in Dickens's works using the psychoanalytic

object-relations theory. He sees Dickens as a crusador for the victims of society

but he also recognises Dickens's weakness as a man who has a limited

understanding of women with a view of trying to control them in his personal life.

Holbrook has a chapter on Dickens's own relationships with women which gives the

readers an insight into how Dickens treated his women in life. Holbrook's book

does not deal with how women were unjustly treated by society in Dickens's works

but is of importance as it is one of the few works that offers an indepth analysis of

Dickens's view of women in life and in his works.

Syvere Monods in Dickens the Novelist discusses the divorce laws in Hard Times

where only the rich had the privilege to divorce. Though he focuses on marrige

instutions and divorce he claims that marriage and divorce were unjust to the men

and the poor. My focus is on the plight of women and I focus on how women were

unjustly treated by their spouses and the laws. However, this article will form an

informative background to Dickens's concerns about the plight of women. In so

doing, I shall critically examine Dickens's contribution to modem thought in these

aspects. I will also examine whether indeed he consciously made a case of the

emancipation of women in the partriarchal nineteenth-century England.

Karen Oshima in "The Muddled State of Education and the Family in Hard Times"

discusses the quality of education in Hard Times in the view of understanding

Dickens's criticism of the education of utilitarianism and how it affects the family
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and society at large. My study is on the social justice and her paper will be of

relevance in discussing whether education has contributed in promoting social

injustices during the Victorian era.

Jeffrey Frank Teachout in "The Importance of Charles Dickens in Social Reform"

looks at the historical and literary records and discusses Dickens's treatment of the

workers in relation to trade unionism. Though his paper limits itself to the study

of Dickens's treatment of the workers, it is relevant to this study in the area of

discussing the treatment of the workers in Dickens's works.

Through this literature review, it has been revealed that scholars on Dickens have

not looked at Dickens's treatment of social injustice as a whole. Very few have

also dealt with the issue of the unjust treatment of women and the Jews in his works.

It is in this light that my study conducts a comprehensive and critical analysis of the

social issues in Dickens's novels with the view of examining how the writer has

demonstrated the consciousness of social justice in his literary works. I also

ascertain how Dickens dealt with the women who were suppressed by men in the

Victorian era and, the Jews that were stereotyped and looked down upon by the

English society.

1.6 Theoretical Framework

This study employs two literary theories: the New Historicism and Feminism to

guide us in analysing Dickens's texts and his life history in order to achieve the

objectives of this study.
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New Historicism is a school of thought which believes that literary texts must be

analysed together with the historical background in the texts and the cultural values

as well as the writer's personal history. The school believes that one cannot isolate

a work from its cultural context or history. It evaluates how the work is influenced

by its historical background. New Historicists emphasize that history is one of the

many important discourses that affect the interpretation of the work. Therefore, to

provide a valid analysis of the work, one needs to look at the interrelatedness of the

literary text, history and the cultural values. The New Historicist often looks for

ways in which populations are marginalized through a literary work.

Charles Bressler explains that New Historicism asserts that history can be found in

literature and literature can be found in history. The school claims that by relating

a literary text to history, society or cultural values, one can get a better

understanding of the meaning of the text. Felluga Dino in General Introduction to

New Historicism: Introductory Guide to Critical Theory states that "while we are

researching and learning about different societies that provide the historical context

for various texts, we are simultaneously learning about ourselves, our own habits

and our own beliefs."

New Historicism was propounded by Stephen Greenblatt and was influenced by the

philosophy of Michel Foucault which looked at the relationship of society, history,

literature and culture. The New Historicists "learned that history is shaped by the

people who live it, and they accepted the Marxist idea of the interconnectedness of

all life" (Bressler 217). New Historicism looks at literature in a wider historical

context examining both how the writer's times affected the work and how the work
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reflects the writer's times in turn recognizing that current cultural contexts colour

that critic's conclusions.

By using New Historicism, this study seeks to understand Dickens's works in

relation to his biographical facts. In particular, this theory helps in understanding

how Dickens's personal life has influenced his portrayal of the social injustices

during the Victorian era and how history influenced his life. This theory is also

used to reveal the silenced voices of the unjustly treated people of the Victorian era.

By doing so, we are able to reinterpret the society, history of Dickens's time as well

as rethink about the modem society we live in. By employing this theory, I am

able to further my argument that social injustices depicted in Dickens's works are

not peculiar to the nineteenth-century England but can be observed in the present

modem society. This is because as Maxim Gorky states in Literature and Life that

literature:

shares the unity of emotions, thoughts and ideas common to all men, the

unity of the sacred striving of man towards happiness and freedom of the

spirit, the unanimous detestation of the misfortunes of life, and finally

the desire common to all men of something beyond the reach of word and

thought. (90-91)

As Gorky explains, regardless of who we are, where we come from and the times

we live in, all human beings share emotions, feelings and earthly desires.

Whatever experiences we go through, we hope for happiness and a better world to

live in. Thus, when writers use their pens to create pictures of reality, in actual

sense, they are creating pictures of human experiences, hoping that all mankind will

be able to deepen their wisdom for the betterment of mankind. As such, I agree
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with Gorky when he says "In the end all men at all times and in all languages speak

of the same thing; of themselves and of their own fate" (91).

The second theory that this study applies is Feminism. Feminism generally looks

at how far the experiences and voices of women are represented in literary works.

Roger Webster claims that literature in the past has been marginalizing the position

of women. What he means by this is that female characters played less significant

roles than male characters, writers have not been writing on subjects that glorify

women such as motherhood, child bearing and rearing, and that the trend has been

that "the male point of view has been privileged" (75).

The main concern of Feminism is that both men and women are equal politically,

economically and socially. They claim that whether man or woman, both are

human beings and regardless of their gender differences, they must be recognized

and respected as individual human beings. The Feminist school of thought argues

that, in a male dominated society, the Feminist critics must voice their concerns and

correct the erroneous ways of thinking that women are subordinate and inferior.

They focus on the promotion of women's rights and interests.

Elaine Showalter describes the three groups of feminist theory as Feminist Critique,

Gyno-criticism and Gender Theory. The Feminist Critique Theory is mainly

interested in the conditions of the women and the way women are portrayed in the

literary works from the male point of view. The critics who belong to this school

of thought critically analyse how women are portrayed and marginalized politically,

economically and psychologically.
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The Feminist critics analyse the literary texts by looking at the types of roles female

characters play in the text, whether they are protagonists or secondary characters,

and whether the author has portrayed them as stereotypes such as being docile,

subordinate, voiceless, abused women. They also examine such features as the

attitudes by the author as well as the male characters towards the female characters

in the text, how the author's culture influences his or her attitude and the language

female characters use in comparison to the male characters. Feminist criticism

highlights the various ways in which women have been oppressed, suppressed and

repressed. In other words, they raise voices against such injustices of inequality

and inferiority.

Gynocriticism, the term coined by Elaine Showalter, an American Feminist critic,

studies the female writers, analyses their use of languages and discusses how

women have perceived themselves in the literary texts. Gender Theory analyses

how all works, including those written by men are marked by gender.

By using Feminism, this study seeks to analyse Dickens's works and understand

how Dickens looks at the issue of the status of women in society. This study, in

particular, will apply the Feminist Critique theory as I am looking at how women in

Dickens's works are treated by their men counterparts and society at large. The

Feminist Critique theory helps in examining whether Dickens gives his readers an

unbiased view of how the women are treated in the Victorian era. I also wish to

examine whether Dickens was fair in his portrayal of women in his works and to

find out how women in Dickens's novels reacted to the social injustices by their

male counterparts during the nineteenth-century.
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1. 7 Scope and Limitations

The focus of this study is Dickens's treatment of social injustices in his works.

The study looks at the social injustices during the Victorian era, then proceed to

examine Dickens's personal bio-data. This information enables me to understand

Dickens's background as well as his concerns and views of the social injustices

practices during his time.

This study conducts an in-depth and comprehensive analysis of all of Dickens's

novels except for The Mystery of Edwin Drood as it was unfinished. They are A

Tale of Two Cities. Barnaby Rudge. Bleak House. David Copperfield. Dombey and

Son, Great Expectations. Hard Times, Little Dorrit, Martin Chuzzlewit, Nicholas

Nickelby. Oliver Twist, Our Mutual Friend. The Old Curiosity Shop and The

Pickwick Papers. This study also refers to Dickens's short story, The Christmas

Carol, which is one of his most popular works and a work that deals with the topic

of social injustice extensively. Essays, biographies on Dickens as well as other

works of criticism on Dickens's works are also referred to. These texts support my

argument put forth in this study.

1.8 Methodology

An extensive analysis of Dickens's works forms the basis of our study. First, this

study examines Dickens's biographical facts in order to understand where the author

stands in his understanding of social injustices. Thereafter, the method of close

reading is applied in analyzing how the social injustices are brought out in

Dickens's works. I, then, conduct a critical evaluation of the injustices portrayed
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in Dickens's works using the theory of New Historicism. I analyse the social

injustices in Dickens's works by critically evaluating the behaviours and practices

of different characters in the texts. The study also analyzes the scenarios and

examines the writer's voice in the texts. I, then, using the feminist approach,

critically evaluate the treatment of women in Dickens's works by analysing the

female characters' behaviours and motives and how they are treated as well as how

they respond to the treatment they receive. By doing so, I am able to determine

whether Dickens treats women positively. I further examine whether Dickens was

fair to the Jews. This study also critically examines how Dickens reveals his

criticism on the judicial and administrative system that contributed to the social

injustice. I conclude by stating my findings on how Dickens brings out the

different social injustices in the nineteenth-century English society. Apart from

the library research, I also take advantage of the internet facilities to access articles

and journals related to my study.
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Chapter Two

Charles Dickens and the Victorian Era

2.0 Introduction

As we begin our journey in this research, familiarizing ourselves with the

characteristics of the Victorian era in which Dickens lived will help the readers

understand why the theme of social justice predominantly features in his works.

Information about the Victorian era will help us understand Dickens's personal life

and his view of society. This chapter, therefore, begins by exploring the

characteristics of the Victorian era, and how this period affected the life of Dickens.

Thereafter, I will analyse Dickens's personal life in relation to his works. Looking

into Dickens's own life will enable the readers to understand the writer and his

works better.

2.1 The Victorian Era

Dickens lived during the Victorian era (1832 - 1901) which is named so after the

then ruling Queen Victoria. This era was characterized by significant economic,

social and scientific achievements. The British Empire was at its peak, covering

almost a quarter of the world's area and population. With the onset of the

Industrial Revolution, many inventions were made and capitalism flourished. By

the 1800s, England was changing from an agricultural country to an industrialized

country where urban cities were growing and many factories were being built.
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England as a country became richer, with its people moving to the urban centres in

search of jobs.

However, capitalism also had a negative effect. With the rise of the Industrial

Revolution, the lives of thousands of people changed, some for the worse. The

rapidly growing number of people moving from the rural areas to the urban centres

created problems of overpopulation, lack of housing and food, poor sanitary

conditions, a poor education system, sickness, as well as unemployment. The rate

of crime also increased. According to Brian Williams in History in Literature: The

Story Behind ... Charles Dickens' Oliver Twist, only 30% of the population was

living in towns and cities in England in 1820, but by the 1900s the number rose to

80%. The effect of this Industrial Revolution was great, with the social and

economic gap between the rich and the poor widening frightfully. The Industrial

Revolution impacted the country economically, socially and politically, and social

injustices started to manifest themselves more and more.

Besides the industrialization which enabled the rich capitalists to rise up the ladder

of prosperity, the poor people who moved into the towns and cities had to deal with

overcrowding, poor sanitation and crime. Those who did not live in the slums had

to live in parish workhouses which were of worse condition than living in the slums.

The life expectancy during the 1830s was twenty-seven years and more than half of

the funerals were of children below ten years of age. The main cause for the low

life expectancy was diseases which claimed many lives, especially those of the

poor.

With the urban centres building factories and developing new technology and

factories, the people from the rural areas migrated from the countryside to the new
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industrial towns in search of jobs and better lives. With this movement, the

country saw a rise in the working class. There were the middle and upper classes

that owned the factories, and controlled the economy. This control enabled them

to take advantage of the poor workers and thus, grew rich at the poor workers'

expense. Meanwhile, the great number of people searching for jobs in the towns

led to the towns becoming overcrowded and a higher competition for jobs.

Employers took advantage of this situation and paid workers low wages. These

workers could barely live decent lives with the wages they were paid. They were

treated as casual workers, which meant that their jobs were not permanent and that

when there were no jobs, they were laid off and this made them destitute. The

poor workers had to live near their places of work as they worked as long as sixteen

hours a day. There was shortage of housing and as more and more workers started

living near their work places, the problems of overcrowding and poor sanitation

emerged.

In 1833, the Prime Minister, Earl Grey, set up a Poor Law Commission to examine

the poor law system. The commission came up with recommendations that were

passed in the parliament to become law as the Poor Law Amended Act 1834. This

act established workhouses where poor, homeless people were fed and housed in

return for their labour, breaking stones, grinding corn or picking oakum. No able

persons were to receive money or help from the Poor Law authorities except in the

workhouses and the conditions in the workhouses were to be made very harsh to

discourage people from wanting to receive help from the government. Rather than

serving the poor, the Poor Law Amended Act actually punished them. This is due

to the fact that the capitalists believed that the people were poor because they were

lazy and that if they had no means to survive, they did not deserve to live. Thus,
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people working in the workhouses were deliberately treated harshly and the

workhouses were like prisons. A married man claiming for relief had to join the

workhouse with his family though the man was separated from his wife and children

within the workhouse.

The New Poor Law of 1834 was based on the "principle of less eligibility." This

meant that the conditions of the able-bodied pauper on relief were made less

desirable and less favourable than those of the paupers who were working. The

category of able-bodied paupers did not include the old, the sick and the children.

Being "less eligible" meant that the able-bodied paupers received less relief than the

wages the workers got and were put in workhouses to receive relief which made

them feel stigmatized. Thus, the labourer would be discouraged from lapsing into

a state of dependency and the poor would be encouraged to work. Whereas in

1834 one and a quarter million people received relief, the number was reduced to

one million in 1850. At the same time, nearly two million people were

unemployed.

Women suffered greatly during this period. The Victorian era was a period when

men treated women like objects. As Helen Wojtczak states in "Women's Status in

Mid 19th Century England," women had to obey their men and had no independence.

Women were not as educated as men, as their jobs were to get married and

reproduce. Wojtczak argues that "most lived in a state little better than slavery."

Most women were domestic workers or unskilled factory and agricultural labourers.

Others were forced into prostitution out of necessity. In many of Dickens's works,

girls and women are portrayed as sufferers: single mothers, girls who have to look
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after their pathetic fathers, women forced into unwanted marriages, women who are

mistreated by their male counterparts.

The women were considered to be possessions of the family. This is to say that a

woman was owned by her father when she was young, and owned by her husband

after marriage. Glenn Myra in Campaign against Corporal Punishment states that

"the husband was seen as the superior being in the house" (66) that "the wife was

viewed as being the property of her husband, just as one of his slaves or children"

(71). Michelle Nolte also asserts that men believed that it was their "duty" to

protect their wives, and they therefore, at times had to use force and violence to

keep them in line. They justified domestic violence in the name of disciplining

their wives. As the Victorian era was a male-dominated society, the society itself

may have tolerated this bad culture.

When domestic abuse occurred, rarely did a woman leave her husband. One of the

reasons why the women rarely left their husbands was that the society looked at

marriage as a sacred institution and, the women, therefore, saw that exposing their

domestic skeletons would be a shame to them. Another reason was that most of

the women were dependent on their men financially and it would have been difficult
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Nolte further claims that the Victorians believed that the Bible encouraged women's

submission to men, and thus, men used it as an excuse to control women. In

Genesis 3:16 it is written that "and he said to the woman, I will increase your

trouble in pregnancy and your pain in giving birth. In spite of this, you will still

have desire for your husband, yet you will be subject to him" (6). The words in

Genesis 3:16 "you will be subject to him" may have been selfishly interpreted by

the men to mean, as a wife, a woman must obey her husband at all times.



for them to leave their abusive husbands and support themselves. The society did

not help women in need for support and was rather quiet on the matter.

In the Victorian era, the laws also reflected the oppression of women by men.

Before the enactment of the Married Women's Property Act 1887, a married woman

could not own property. All her property, including her jewellery and money from

her earnings, belonged to her husband. She needed his consent to be able to part

with them. That meant that once a woman was married, she became the chattel of

a man and lost basically everything to her husband. That included inheritance, any

money she possessed and her children. Women did not have the voting rights

either. Even if a woman was assaulted by her husband, the law did not protect her.

Further, a married woman could not sue or be sued as she had no legal identity. A

married woman acted under the direction of her husband and that meant her husband

was liable for her debts and any breaches of law.

The laws on the rights of women were gradually amended until women had much

more freedom and rights over themselves. Initially, the custody of the children

was only given to the fathers but The Custody of Infant Acts of 1839 was enacted to

allow women to claim custody of their children. In 1853, The Act For The Better

Prevention and Punishment of Aggravated Assaults Upon Women and Children was

introduced to protect the women and children from assaults. In regard to divorce,

a man was allowed to divorce his wife if she was found to have committed adultery.

However, a woman could not opt for divorce without an Act of Parliament. In

1857, the Matrimonial Causes Act allowed women to sue for divorce without the

Act of Parliament if she could prove her husband's adultery together with cruelty,

desertion, bigamy or incest. This act also allowed a woman the right to retain her
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Children were no exception to the effects of the Industrial Revolution. They were

expected to contribute to the family budget. Poor parents would send their

children to work at a very young age to get extra money to support the family. The

children often worked long hours, as many as sixteen hours a day, in dangerous jobs

and in difficult situations for very little wages.

assets after legal separation from her husband. In 1887, the Married Woman's

Property Act allowed women to own their own property.

In 1833, a royal comrmssion was established by the Whig government. This

commission recommended that children aged eleven to eighteen years would be

permitted to work a maximum of twelve hours a day; children who were nine to

eleven years were allowed to work eight hours a day; and children under nine years

were no longer permitted to work at all. Children as young as three years old had

been put to work previously. This act, however, only applied to the textile

industry, where children were put to work at the age of five, and not to other

industries and occupations. By 1840 only twenty percent of the children of

London went to school.

During the beginning of the Victorian era, no schools were funded by the

government. Therefore, it was only the rich who could afford to educate their

children in private schools. The children from the poor class either attended no

school or went to evening school. There were also the Dame schools for the small

children which where often owned by unmarried women for money and the ragged

schools for the bigger children organized by the churches and charities. The Dame

and Ragged schools were for the orphans and the poor children. However, many

of these schools were not up to standard. The children from the poor suffered
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greatly because they were being confined to the workhouse. They could not go to

school; they were either poorly educated or altogether illiterate.

In 1852, Dickens wrote an article about his visit to Field Lane Ragged School. In

the article he condemns the poor infrastructure and poor quality of education that

was accorded to the poor children. He explains of the Ragged Schools as follows:

The name implies the purpose. They who are too ragged, wretched, filthy,

and forlorn, to enter any other place; who could gain admission into no

charity school, and who would be driven from any church door; are

invited to come in here, and find some people not depraved, willing to

teach them something; and show them some sympathy, and stretch a

hand out, which is not the iron hand of Law, for their correction.

(www.maybole.orglhistory/articles/ragedschoolscharlesdickens.hrm)

After visiting the Field Lane Ragged School, he decided to write an article with the

hope of informing the public about the dire situation the schools were in, and asked

for any help that they could offer with the hope that education would be made better

for the under-privileged children. His own experience at Wellington House

Academy as well as his visiting several schools which included the infamous

Yorkshire School had given him the opportunity to be more informed about the dire

situation of education. Dickens exposes the poor educational system in some of

his works with the aim of enlightening his readers of the changes needed in the

education sector.

Children were living with their families in desperate situations of poverty and hard

labour, but there were also many homeless, destitute children living on the streets of
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London. Many children were turned out of their homes and left to fend for

themselves at an early age and many more ran away from workhouses because of ill

treatment. Many children were dying because of hunger and diseases. In her

introduction to Dombey and Son, Lucy Hughes Hallett posits that half of the

funerals held in London in 1839 were for children under the age of ten. There

were also many orphans on streets and in workhouses. Many destitute children

lived by selling matches and firewood, cleaning shoes and sweeping away dung

dropped by horses in towns. Many small children from workhouses were sent to

work as chimney sweepers and many times died falling off roofs or falling into

chimneys. This is how harsh the working conditions were to small children.

William Blake's poem, "The Chimney Sweeper" describes the harsh conditions of

the children working as chimney sweepers. In this poem, Blake has a small boy as

the persona. The boy laments about his father apprenticed him for lack of money.

The poor boy ends up sweeping chimneys and wishes that God could take him away

to a place of comfort where he does not have to suffer anymore.

Many children were also living as criminals, stealing and pick-pocketing as well as

engaging in prostitution. To the respectable Victorians, these destitute children

seemed to have been a real threat to society. Williams states that in the 1850s,

"around 30,000 children were living on London's streets" (24). Something had to

be done about them to preserve law and order. Many people thought that

education was the answer to the problem of the destitute children and, as a result,

Ragged Schools and Dame Schools were established to meet this need. Both

Ragged and Dame Schools were charitable schools that were meant to help poor

children.
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During the Victorian era, the crime rate was higher than ever before. Offences

ranged from pick-pocketing to theft, burglary, prostitution and murder. Collins in

Dickens and Crime writes that in the earlier years of Charles Dickens, "crime was

formidably common and unchecked; pocket-picking, for instance, was then a

highly-organised major industry" (2). Dickens's novel, Oliver Twist, depicts the

criminal underworld where children are used to commit crimes.

Punishments for crimes were harsh as the aim was to punish the offenders and deter

others from committing similar crimes. The stiffness of punishment did not seem

to have reformation of in mind as it has today. Collins in Dickens and Crime

asserts that in the 1830s, the Home Secretary, Robert Peel, told the House of

Commons that "capital punishments are more frequent and the criminal law more

severe on the whole in this country than in any country in the world" (3). An

accused person was pardoned or sentenced to imprisonment, emigration or

transportation to England's colonies such as South Africa, Australia and Canada.

Prisons were overcrowded and injustice existed within the prisons where the rich

were treated differently from the poor. Pick-pocketing was punishable by death

and children were not spared from executions. James Walvin quotes a reporter

from The Times who commented that "the public executions for those who turn to

witness them is as disgusting as it must be demoralizing, even to all the hordes of

thieves and prostitutes it draws together"(78). There were many public executions

which used to attract a large number of people. Nevertheless, it was a terrible and

inhumane sight for all spectators including the criminals themselves who came to

witness the execution.
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Public executions where considered by many as inhumane and morally wrong.

The anti-public executions crusaders began to advocate for the abolition of public

execution and as Walvin in Victorian Values proclaims, Dickens was one of the

most prominent personalities during the Victorian era fighting for the abolition of

public executions. Eventually, public executions were abolished in 1868 with the

enactment of the Capital Punishment Amendment Act. This act made executions

private in the sense that they were carried out without witnesses, though it took

another twenty years for execution to be completely private.

Foreigners were also treated with contempt. Mike Haralambos and Martin

Holborn in their book, Sociology, Themes and Perspectives, explains that Queen

Elizabeth I issued a proclamation in 1601 saying that "Negroes and black moors

should be deported from England because they were 'infidels' and they were

contributing to economic and social problems such as poverty and famine" (143).

The Irish were also seen by the English as inferior and thus works, such as Jonathan

Swift's "A Modest Proposal," were written to criticize the inhumane treatment

given by the colonialist to Irish citizens.

In England Under the Jews (1901), Joseph Bannister portrays the Jews as "Yiddish

money pigs who were unwilling to take baths and so were particularly prone to skin

and blood diseases" (143). During the Victorian era, anti-Semitic feelings

increased as the population of the Jews increased. According to Ian Mosley in

Political Correctness in the Victorian Era, Benjamin Disraeli, a British politician of

Italian-Jewish origin, was not allowed to appear before the Queen unless he was in

his formal wear. What was even more degrading was that he was the only Prime

Minister who was not allowed to be seated in the Queen's presence. With this
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open discrimination by the Queen against Disraeli, the public also developed

negative feelings that Jews were "undesirable foreigners." According to Williams,

the Jews were considered the masterminds of crimes in London but were also

respected "for their family values, business skills, hard work, and religious

customs" (29). Dickens has been criticised by a number of people for being

anti-Semitic in his works, especially by creating a character Fagin, a Jewish villain,

in Oliver Twist. Slater, introduces one such person as Mrs. Eliza Davis, a Jew,

who bought a house from Dickens and wrote a letter to the Jewish Chronicle

newspaper complaining that Dickens was prejudiced against the Jews by creating

Fagin who represents evil. Whether Dickens was anti-Semitic or not will be

discussed more fully in the next chapter.

As the country progressed, the plight of the poor, the women and the destitute, the

homeless children, impinged on the consciences of more and more people, including

politicians, literary writers and journalists. In 1839, Thomas Carlyle, a Scottish

satirical writer and historian in his book Past and Present, coined the phrase

"Conditions of England Question" which pointed at the dehumanising conditions of

the working class in the Victorian era and argued that the problem did not affect the

workers alone but the entire England, thus, the phrase "Conditions of England

Question." Carlyle described the terrible conditions of the workers thus:

Of these successful skilful workers some two millions, it was now

counted, sit in Workhouses, Poor-Law Prisons; or have 'out-door relief

flung over the Wall to them, the workhouse Bastille, being filled to

bursting, and the strong Poor-Law broken asunder by a stronger twelve

hundred thousand workers in England alone; their right hand lamed,
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lying idle in heir sorrowful bosom; their hopes, outlooks, share of this

fair world, shut in by narrow walls. They sit there, pent up, that they

many not perish starved. (www.historyhome.co.uk)

Williams explains that Disraeli, in 1846, used the phrase "two nations" which was

coined by William Channing, an American Unitarian Theologian, and wrote that the

rich and the poor are like "two nations that have no contact or sympathy" (16).

The lives of the poor and the rich were epitomized by the phrase "two nations"

whereby the rich lived a life that the poor had no clue about. Nor did the rich

understand the plight of the poor in their dehumanizing living conditions.

In the literary world, many Victorian writers, both male and female, wrote with a

moral purpose and, as William Long suggests, with the hope of revealing "the

underlying truth of human life and uplift humanity" (455). The writers were

concerned with the under-privileged class. Many of the novels are known as

"industrial novels" or "condition of England novels." The well-known male

novelists of this period include Disraeli who wrote political novels such as Vivian

Grey (1826-7) and Sybil (1845). Sybil is a novel that was written for the ruling

class but deals with the concerns of the working class. William Makepeace

Thackeray wrote, among many works, Vanity Fair (1848) and The History of Henry

Esmond, Esq. (1852). Vanity Fair is a novel that deals with a heroine who is

determined to climb the social ladder and acquire power at the expense of her

husband and friends around her. Charles Reade wrote novels such as It is Never

Too Late to Mend (1856) which advocates for the improvement of the prison system

and social system. His main intention was to write novels as instruments of social

reform. Robert Louis Stevenson wrote stories such as Treasure Island (1883) and
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Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886). Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is a novella that deals

with the hypocrisy of the men from the upper class in the Victorian society.

Elizabeth Cleghorn Gaskell wrote Mary Barton: A Tale of Manchester Life (1848)

and North and South (1855). In particular, North and South is a novel that deals

especially with the problem between the working class and the capitalists.

Charlotte Bronte works include Jane Eyre (1847) and Shirley (1849). Shirley is a

political novel that deals with the tension between machines and human beings and

the psychology of self-centred human beings during the Industrial Revolution.

Charlotte's sister Emily Bronte wrote Wuthering Heights (1847) that deals with the

story of love and revenge between two people from two different classes.

Among the well known poets who gained popularity during this period are Alfred

Tennyson, Robert Browning and Elizabeth Browning. Together with Dickens, the

writers of the Victorian Era helped philanthropy grow in people's hearts. Many of

the modern charitable institutions, such as the Children's Society, have their roots in

this period.

The survey of the Victorian society gives us the background to the society in which

Dickens lived. It was a society that had two facets: the bright side of riches and

the technical development and the dark side of poverty and want.

2.2 Charles Dickens's Life

In this section, I shall look at Dickens's personal life to understand why he was

concerned about social justice and what led him to write about and for poor people's

rights. Dickens grew up in this society observing the ills and sufferings of the
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poor. His urge to write about the ills was influenced by his observations of the

world around him but as I examine in this section, his own life had a great impact

on his writings.

Dickens was born on 7 February 1812 in Portsmouth as the second child of John and

Elizabeth Dickens. John was thirty-two and Elizabeth was twenty-eight at that

time. John was the son of Mrs. Elizabeth Dickens who was a housekeeper in

Chershire. John was Mrs. Elizabeth's last born son who was born a year before

her husband passed away at the age of sixty-six. Hibbert in Charles Dickens: The

Making of a Literary Giant comments that Mrs. Dickens is said to have been "a

talkative, warm-hearted" widow who found pleasure in telling stories to her children

and that she viewed John as a lazy son who borrowed money from his mother many

times but never repaid back his debt (3). So, Charles came from a family which

loved story-telling. Hibbert, however, has a different view about John as he states

that "John was not really a lazy fellow .... Generous, extravagant, socially

pretentious and gregarious, he found it quite impossible to manage on the money he

received as a clerk in the Navy Pay Office" (4). He further claims that John was an

"indulgent, good-natured and expansive" father who liked to entertain his children

and loved telling stories but he was not a "responsible parent" (8). John took

over his mother's passion of story-telling and entertained his children. Dickens's

mother, Elizabeth Barrow, on the other hand, was a pretty young lady who was from

a socially and economically better placed family than John's. Shortly after John

and Elizabeth's marriage, however, Elizabeth's father ran away from the country

leaving his wife and ten children because of him being accused of embezzlement.
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After Dickens was born, the family was happy living in a spacious house with Mary,

Elizabeth's elder sister, Mary Weller who was their nursemaid, and a kitchen maid,

Jane Bonny. At a young age, Dickens was taught English and Latin by his mother.

Though his father could not live within his means and was always getting into debt,

Dickens was closer to his father than to his mother because John had humour and

was a good entertainer. John would entertain his children with interesting stories

and take his children out for walks. For Dickens, this is the period of his life he

loved most, a loving and warm, happy childhood. Perhaps, his ability to entertain

his readers with stories that leave a strong impression on them comes from his

father.

When he turned six, Dickens began school together with his sister Fanny but he

disliked going there. He did not like his lessons and saw the alphabets as his

enemies. He wrote about his lessons as follows:

I thought the letters were printed and sent there to plague me, and I

looked upon the printer as an enemy. When I was taught to say my

prayers I was told to pray for my enemies, and I distinctly remember

praying for the printer as my greatest enemy. I never now see a row of

large, black fat, staring Roman capitals, but this reminiscence rises up

before me. (11)

Dickens's observation oflarge black and fat letters as his enemies staring at him is a

unique way of describing his dislike for the letters as a child. His experience in

school may not necessarily reflect the poor education of those days. He could have

been one of those naughty children who disliked learning. Nevertheless, his own

experience, together with some research he conducted as a grown up, made it
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possible for him to write about the poor learning systems in schools and how

children suffered at the hands of bad teachers and owners of the schools as we will

see in Nicholas Nickleby and David Copperfield.

Dickens was a cheerful child but he was rather sickly, often suffering from attacks

of violent spasm. However, despite his not liking the letters in school as a small

boy, he learnt to love reading books. His interest in stories was not only inspired

by his grandmother and his father but also by Mary, his nursemaid. Mary narrated

grotesque stories to young Dickens every night. The bedtime story he enjoyed

most was the story of Captain Murderer. He would always be left mesmerized,

terrified and fascinated. Slowly by slowly, Mary's story-telling techniques

induced young Dickens to develop his sensitivity and imaginative abilities. He

gradually learned how to appreciate books and he began to read his father's novels

as he grew older. Every book he read took him to the world of fantasy and all the

characters became real in his imagination. As he developed his sensitivity and

imaginative abilities through his reading habits, he must have also learnt to be very

responsive to the things around him.

Young Dickens used to love to visit the Theatre Royal, a small theatre in Rochester.

Dr. Mathew Lamert, a widower and surgeon who married Dickens's aunt, Mary

Allen, had three sons. Dr. Lamert's first born son, James Lamert, according to

Slater, was "a keen theatre-goer" and took Dickens to shows at the Rochester's

Royal Theatre (12). Visiting the theatre made Dickens develop a passion for

acting and occasionally he would mimic and recite as well as sing songs in front of

his father's friends. Mary's story telling, together with his frequent visits to the

theatre seem to have played an important role in his life and his career as a writer.
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When he was ten years old, his family moved to London from Chatham since his

father was transferred to work there. By the time the family moved to London,

John's financial situation got worse and the family had to sell quite a lot of their

furniture. This was the beginning of Dickens's unhappy childhood, which would

engrave a wound in his life. When his sister and confidant, Fanny, won a

scholarship to study music at the Royal Academy of Music as a boarder, Dickens

was disheartened. She was perhaps the only friend he had at school after moving

to London. Her moving away made him desolate but what wounded him even

more was that she was given a chance to better her life while he had to remain

behind living with his family. He gradually went into his own world, wandering

around town, spending much of his time cursing the world he lived in, and longing

to get into his world of fantasy. He thought the real world was unfair. He felt

that he was deprived of the normal life that a child should have had.

With family finances low, and furniture sold, Dickens's mother decided to open a

school to make ends meet. However, no student went to study at her school,

neither did anybody go to inquire about it. Though the family appreciated Mrs.

Dickens's effort in saving her family from a deep plunge into a financial crisis,

Dickens alone, according to Hibbert, thought her "silly" (48). Mrs. Dickens's

school did not take off and Dickens's family had to sell whatever they had to a

pawnshop. Dickens, too, was forced to sell his books to get money for his family's

living, and together with not being able to go to school, demoralized him greatly.

Further, his health was affected by frequent attacks of fever and spasm and he had

to be in bed for days. In 1824, when Dickens was twelve years old, his father went

into bankruptcy due to the lavish lifestyle he lived and was sent to the Marshalsea

Prison, a prison for debtors. At that time, the English law provided for the arrest
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and imprisonment of debtors if they were unable to repay their debts. Therefore,

debtors who failed to pay their debts were thrown into prison unless they had

property to sell to pay back the debt.

Later, Dickens was offered a place to work at the Warren Blacking Manufactory,

managed by James Lamert, to wrap black shoe bottles for six shillings a week for

twelve hours a day. He worked there for about three months. Dickens's pain and

suffering, however, left him with a huge wound throughout his life as he felt

tremendous humiliation working as a child labourer. He states:

It is wonderful to me, how I could have been so easily cast away at such

an age. It is wonderful to me that, even after my descent into the poor

little drudge I had been since we came to London, no one had

compassion enough on meme--a child of singular abilities, quick, eager,

delicate, and soon hurt, bodily or mentally-to suggest that something

might have been spared, as certainly it might have been, to place me at

any common school. (52)

Critics such as Shelston, Hibbert and Slater write that the pain, shame and bitterness

was so much for him that he never told anybody about his experience working in the

shoe factory as a young child, except for his friend and confidant, Forster.

Dickens says:
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My whole nature was so penetrated with the grief and humiliation of such

considerations, that even now, famous and caressed and happy, I often

forget in my dreams that I have a dear wife and children; even that I am a

man; and wander desolately back to that time of my life.
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In the mornings and evenings, Dickens would visit the Marshalsea Prison where his

father lived with Dickens's mother and siblings to have breakfast and dinner with

them. His experience with the Marshalsea prison gave him an opportunity to write

about the poor prison conditions of his days in his works. Such works include

David Copperfield, The Pickwick Papers and Little Dorrit.

When Dickens's grandmother, Elizabeth Dickens, passed away and left four

hundred fifty pounds of inheritance to her son, John, Dickens's father was set free

from prison and Dickens returned to school, Wellington House Academy, for two

and a half years. His mother, however, went back to Lamert to ask him to take

Dickens back to work for him as she had preferred him to remain at the factory and

bring money to the house rather than going back to school. We learn from

Hibbert's biography on Dickens that Dickens never forgave her for wanting him to

go back to the factory. He said, "I know how these things have worked together to

make me what I am .... But I never afterwards forgot, I never shall forget, I never can

forget that my mother was warm to my being sent back" (72). Dickens felt cursed

by his childhood and it seems he never forgave his parents for treating him the way

they did. For him, his parents were neglectful and did not show enough love to

him. From My Early Times by Charles Dickens, editor Peter Rowland quotes

Dickens thus:

No mother's self-denying love, no father's counsel, aided me. My

parents, at the best, were of that sort whose care soon ends and whose

duty is soon done; who cast their offspring loose, early as birds do theirs;

and, if they do well, claim the merit; and, if ill, the pity. I had a sister.
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Such glimpses of the light of home as I had ever known, had streamed

from her. (18-19)

Langton introduces Dickens's remarks about his sad childhood when his sister

Fanny received a prize at the Royal Academy of Music. Dickens made the

following remark:

I could not bear to think of myself-beyond the reach of all such

honourable emulation and success. The tears ran down my face. I felt

as if my heart were rent. I prayed when I went to bed that night to be

lifted out of the humiliation and neglect in which I was. I never had

suffered so much before. There was no envy in this. (78)

I am persuaded that these painful expenences In life gave birth to great child

characters such as Oliver Twist, David Copperfield, Amy Dorrit, Florence Dombey,

Nelly, Kip and Pip in his works. It was the experience of visiting his family in the

debt prison that he was able to write about the plight of prisoners and the

dehumanizing prison conditions in his works which include The Pickwick Papers,

Great Expectations, David Copperfield, Little Dorrit and A Tale of Two Cities.

At the age of fifteen years, Dickens had to leave school again as his father could not

pay school fees any more. His mother found him a job at Messrs Ellis &

Blackmore, a solicitors' firm. He was employed as a clerk from 1827 to 1828.

During this period he not only learnt about the laws and the justice system but also,

with a good salary of fifteen shillings a week, started visiting theatres and began to

act as well. Hibbert, Slater and Langton comment that the theatre has greatly

influenced his writing and all his works could be said to have been written as scripts
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to be performed rather than just to be read as novels. I agree with their view as

Dickens himself has conducted a number of readings of his works to his audience

both in England and America. A reviewer's comments in The Leader "Dickens's

voice, naturally powerful and expressive ... is completely under his control, and he

modulates it with the practiced ease of one accustomed to address the public from

the platform rather than through the pen" (Slater 426) also suggests that Dickens's

works were not only meant to be read but also to be performed on stage.

Before Dickens joined the solicitors' firm, his father was already working as a

parliamentary correspondent. John later lost his job and would continue to borrow

money though he had no means of repaying his debt. Despite John's extravagant

lifestyle that always put him in debt, Dickens did not get tired of his father's

behaviour and continued admiring him till his death.

Spending his entire life in a solicitor's office was not Dickens's dream. He had a

dream of becoming a journalist but he knew too well that to be a great journalist, he

had to learn shorthand. So he spent his one week's salary to buy a copy of

Gurney's Brachygraphy., or An Easy and Compedious System of Shorthand. After

a year, he left Messrs Ellis & Blackmore to join Charles Molloy, another solicitor's

office. Around this time, he fell in love with Maria Beadnell. Dickens loved

Maria with all his heart but Hibbert claims that she was "capricious and petulant"

(138). She was cold towards him and he did not know how to win her love. His

love for Maria later made him aware of the class difference between him and her.

Dickens was a shorthand writer who was not making good money while Maria's

father, Mr. Beadnell, was the manager of Messrs Smith, Payne and Smith's Bank.
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In order to impress her, Dickens decided to become an actor to make more money.

He applied for an audition but missed the chance to perform due to flu.

One day, when Maria's parents threw for Dickens a party on his twenty-first

birthday, he took Maria outside the house and confessed his deep love to her.

After listening to his confession she called him "a boy," and said nothing else.

He was very disappointed to be called "a boy" by the woman he loved. After four

years of agony, he decided to forget about her and move on with his life. He was

deeply hurt by her rejection of his love and, as Peter Rowland claims, he

"hardened his heart and resolved no woman will be given chance to play havoc with

his feelings" (21). This experience may have made Dickens create Estella in Great

Expectations who did not accept Pip because of apparent class differences.

Rowland who edited Dickens's personal letters posits that Maria was the inspiration

behind the creation of Dora Spenlow in David Copperfield.

Later, Dickens was employed by his uncle, John Henry Barrow, as a legal reporter

of Mirror of Parliament to cover debates that were going on in parliament. His

task was to record speeches made in parliament and Hibbert writes in his biography

of Dickens that he did a good job, with accuracy and speed. Dickens was

impressed with some parliamentarians who wanted a better society for all but he

was disgusted by some of the speeches and debates in parliament and came to

despise not only the parliamentarians but also the law. Robert Langton, another

biographer of Dickens, states that Dickens wrote a letter to Mrs. Frederick Polock in

his later life and said: "I have that high opinion of the law of England generally,

which one is likely to derive from the impression that it puts all the honest men

under the diabolical hoofs of all the scoundrels" (101).
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Apart from reporting on parliamentary sessions, he went out to political meetings

and elections and reported on them as well. Through his expenence as a

parliamentary reporter he expanded his knowledge on social ills such as the

inhumane living conditions of the poor, bad working conditions especially in the

factories and the poor education system. All this firsthand knowledge he gained

helped him to write about injustices in the Victorian society. He wrote and spoke

on slavery, educational reform, the prison system, the abolition of capital

punishment and sanitary reform among others and he drew the attention of the

public to these injustices. He later joined the True Sun as a reporter and, through

writing his articles for the newspaper, helped his readers understand what went on

in the House of Commons and contributed to the promotion of parliamentary

reforms. One of the reform bills that were passed in parliament during his term as

a reporter was the Reform Act of 1832, the full title being "the Act to Amend the

Representation of the People in England and Wales." The passing of the Reform

Act of 1832 gave more seats in the House of Commons to the large cities that came

up during the Industrial Revolution. It also increased the number of voters by

extending the franchise to those who had property worth more than ten pounds but

the working class and women were still left out.

In 1833, Dickens submitted his first story, "A Sunday out of ToWD," to the Monthly

Magazine using the pen name Boz. The pen name Boz comes from his younger

brother's nickname given to him by his father. Dickens nicknamed his brother

Augustus, Moses, who was his favourite hero from Vicar of Wakefield. Augustus

could not pronounce the name Moses and instead pronounced the name as Boses

which eventually became Boz. Dickens' short story was finally accepted but with

a different title from the one he gave. He shed tears in his eyes when he saw his
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story in the magazine. Having his story published in Monthly Magazine, he began

contributing short stories for Morning Chronicle and Evening Chronicle as well.

His stories became so popular that they were compiled and published by Messrs

Chapman and Hall as Sketches by Boz in 1836. Later, William Hall, the publisher

of Chapman and Hall, requested Dickens to write a twenty months' instalment of

The Pickwick Papers. So, between 1836 and 1843, Dickens wrote The Pickwick

Papers in monthly instalments.

In 1835, Dickens fell in love with Catherine Hogarth, the eldest daughter of the

editor of the Evening Chronicle, George Hogarth, and with the blessing of the entire

Hogarth's family, twenty-four year old Dickens got engaged to Catherine, then

twenty years old. Within a short time, however, Dickens discovered the other side

to her personality. She seemed to have had a tendency of suddenly becoming cold

towards him especially when she became ill-tempered. He tried to warn her of

such negative tendency. Hibbert reproduces Dickens's letter to Catherine:

If a hasty temper produces this strange behaviour, acknowledge it when I

give you the opportunity-not once or twice, but again and again. If a

feeling of you know not what-a capricious restlessness of you can't tell

what, and a desire to tease, you don't know why, give rise to

it-overcome it; it will never make you more amiable, I more fond, or

either of us more happy. (165)

Each time he warned her, she seemed to have apologized. The real problem for

Dickens was not about her temper but about her not understanding his work. He

had to spend hours and hours writing which made him unavailable to her. The

reality was that gradually, due to the great demand of work, he spent less time with
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Catherine and she became unhappy of his absence. She begun making demands on

him to be with her and have feelings for her. I concur with Hibbert when he

explains that her ill temper was only a response to the emptiness she felt by being

left without care and tenderness from her future husband.

Despite the differences they had, in 1836, the two finally got married in a small

ceremony and both were happy during the wedding. In the following year,

Catherine's sister, Mary, started to live with them. In the same year, however,

Mary suddenly died from a heart attack and, according to Dickens, he lost the

dearest friend he ever had. Hibbert reproduces Dickens's letter which states:

Since our marriage she [Mary] was the grace and life of our home-the

admired of all, for her beauty and excellence-I could have better spared

a much nearer relation or an older friend, for she has been to us what we

can never replace, and has left a blank which no one who ever know [sic]

her can have the faintest hope of being supplied. (188)

This was because during the difficult time between Dickens and Catherine, Mary

helped in bringing warmth to the house. Hibbert writes that Dickens removed a

ring from Mary's finger, and kept it on his own finger throughout his life. He

even wished to be buried next to her grave after his death. These acts covertly

express his deep love and respect for Mary and his resolve to keep her in his heart

for the rest of his life. In my view, Dickens was hungry for love and sympathy

ever since his childhood, and even in his adulthood he sought for this affection that

he was desperately in need of When he realised that Catherine could not give him

the love and sympathy he sought for, he turned to Mary whom he saw as a pure, an

intelligent and a more lively person than his wife. I regard his feelings for Mary as
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genuine as perhaps she understood his feelings and sufferings more than his wife

and was able to help him in a way his wife could not. However, Mary can also be

seen as a shelter from his incapability to deal with the reality and try to solve it

before his relationship with his wife became worse.

During this period of his life, he also started writing Oliver Twist (1837-39) in

monthly instalments for Bentley's Miscellany, a new magazine launched by Richard

Bentley. Oliver Twist dealt with the adventures of Oliver, an orphan who worked

in a workhouse and later joined the underground criminal gang before being adopted

by a kind Mr. Brownlow. In this novel, Dickens deals with social issues of child

labour, poverty, prostitution and crime. It may be a reasonable assumption that

Oliver's experience as a child labourer closely parallels that of Dickens's own

experience.

In January 1838, Dickens with his friend Hablot Browne visited the Yorkshire

School to gather material on Yorkshire schools which treated the students

inhumanely by not feeding them well and treating them cruelly. These materials

were to be used in his next work Nicholas Nickleby (1838-39) for which he signed

an agreement with his publishers, One of the schools Dickens visited was Bowes

Academy which was managed by William Shaw. The school management under

the care of Shaw mistreated the boys and made them live under unhygienic

conditions. There were only two towels for all the boys in school. Four boys had

to share one bed which was infested with fleas, Every morning the boys were told

by Shaw to catch all the fleas, otherwise, they were beaten. When any parent went

to visit his children, Shaw came down to the boys' rooms and told them that
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whoever did not have their jackets and trousers on to get under the table and hide

themselves.

After nine months in school, one of the boys aged twelve years went blind after

being neglected and ill-fed by Shaw. Instead of giving the boy treatment, Shaw

threatened to beat him. At least ten boys lost their sight while in school and there

was no doctor to treat them. The twelve year old boy's parent together with

another parent whose son also lost his eyesight sued Shaw. Shaw lost the case and

was told to pay damages of over six hundred pounds. Shaw, however, continued

with his business after paying the damages and it took Dickens's determination to

fight this evil by writing Nicholas Nickleby in 1839. Using the weapon of a pen,

Dickens attacked the inhumane Yorkshire schools in his novel and one after the

other, Yorkshire schools closed down.

In 1840-41, Dickens wrote The Old Curiosity Shop, a tragic story of a young girl

Nell whose grandfather took care of hoping that one day he would win a fortune and

give his granddaughter a better life but sadly, she dies at the end of the story.

Critics such as Hibbert, Rubinstein and Slater interpret Nell's death as an expression

of Dickens's grief over Mary's death. This interpretation is likely to be based from

Dickens's own words which he confided to Forster after he wrote the last part where

Nell dies peacefully. He states:

I am the wretchedest of the wretched .... [The story] casts the most terrible

shadow over me, and it is as much as I can do to keep moving at all. I

tremble to approach the place .... Nobody will miss her like I shall. It is

such a very painful thing to me, that I really cannot express my sorrow.
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Old wounds bleed afresh when I only think: of the way of doing it. ...Dear

Mary died yesterday, when I think of this sad story. (Hibbert 191)

In 1842, a year after Dickens wrote Barnaby Rudge, his first historical novel

revolving around the 1780 anti-Catholic riots that broke out in London, Georgina

Hogarth, Catherine's younger sister joined the Dickens's family. Hibbert writes

that Georgina was "so pretty, so cheerful, so responsive, so lively, so full of

admiration for Charles" that wherever Dickens went with Catherine, Georgina was

there too (195). Later, after he separated from Catherine, Georgina looked after

Dickens's children. Georgina became like a second mother to Dickens's children

and rumours spread that the famous novelist was in love with her. Slater explains

in his biography on Dickens that, nevertheless, Dickens considered Georgina as his

"best and truest friend" and in his will left her with eight thousand pounds which

was a huge amount of money and most of his jewellery and his private papers

among other personal items (617). Though it is difficult to know the true

relationship Dickens had with Georgina, perhaps she was more tolerant to Dickens

as an outsider to a marital relationship unlike Catherine, and he found it easier to

turn to her for solace.

In the same year when Georgina moved in to live with the Dickens's, Dickens went

on a trip to America with Catherine. He visited America not only to learn about

the country but also to write a travel book for Chapman and Hall which was later

published as American Notes. He also had an intention to press for an

international copyright agreement for the benefit of both American and English

writers. Dickens felt the need to press for the international copyright agreement

not only for other writers but because he was one of the sufferers as he never
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received any royalty despite many of his works being reprinted in America and sold

in thousands. This upset him greatly as it was through his writing that he managed

to support his family. America gave no copyright protection to foreign writers

despite enacting the copyright law in 1790. When Dickens returned to England he

wrote a satirical memoir, American Notes, which included direct criticism of

slavery and the culture of copyright infringement.

In England, Peter Parley's Illuminated Library published an abridged and cheaper

edition of A Christmas Carol by the title A Christmas Ghost Story. In January

1844, Dickens filed for a court injunction to stop the publication and later sued

Richard Egan Lee and Henry Hewitt, the owners of Peter Parley's Illuminated

Library. The court ruled in his favour but the publishers were declared bankrupt

and Dickens was forced to pay his court fees of seven hundred pounds. Despite

winning the case, he got nothing out of it; instead he had to pay his own court fees.

If he was unable to pay the court fees, he could have landed in debt prison. This

incident could have prompted him to write an episode about how Mrs. Martha

Bardell who could not pay her lawyers despite winning the case against Pickwick

was put in the debt prison. Dickens was angered and disappointment by the unjust

outcome of the case in which, despite his victory, he had to pay for the court fees

and nothing was done to the publishers since they went bankrupt. Some of his

works such as Bleak House. The Pickwick Papers and Oliver Twist that ridicule the

legal system may have been prompted by his own experience of the injustice done

to him.

As time went by, Dickens's marriage to Catherine did not seem to go well.

Dickens felt that his wife was letting him down as she did not meet his expectations
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as a wife. He wanted her to be caring and understanding of him, but he could see

only a nagging woman. Hibbert explains in his biography that "as well as

admiration and respect, Dickens longed for sympathy, understanding and tenderness.

But the love he brought to her was never unreserved, never spontaneously intimate,

never free from a hint of tolerance, even of patronage" (238). His demands on her,

as a wife and as a woman, were far beyond what it lay in her capacity to meet"

(238). She could not understand what work meant to her husband and instead

sought more of his affection than he could give her. His devotion to his writing

made her feel lonely. Looking at their relationship, we can presume that Dickens

and Catherine perhaps could not understand what they wanted from each other as

husband and wife. I, however, have an opinion that Dickens's poor relationship

with his own mother had contributed greatly to his incapability of relating to women

including his wife as a man. I am persuaded to believe that not knowing how to

love his own mother and respect her when he was a child has affected his emotional

side and as a mature man he still could not understand how to show affection and

give unconditional love to the women of his life.

As Dickens kept on working harder in his writing, his health was affected and he

suffered from attacks of neuralgia and severe headaches. He also became very

irritable. He became moody as did Catherine and gradually there developed a rift

between them that was irreparable. She became even more insecure by his flirting

with women who were more intelligent and attractive than her. Despite their sour

relationship, he was a loving father to his children. He loved reading stories to

them, singing songs with them and even taking care of them when they were sick in

bed. He felt that Catherine never cared for her children and they also did not care

for her. He wrote about his anguish over his wife to Angela Burdett Coutts who
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was his close friend. Miss Coutts was also famous for helping to establish the

National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children which was instrumental

in the enactment of the law that prevents cruelty to children. Waters, in her book

Dickens and the Politics of Family, introduces Dickens's letter to Miss Coutts, in

which Dickens writes that "she [Catherine] has never attached one of them to

herself, never played with them in their infancy, never attracted their confidence as

they have grown older, never presented herself before them in an aspect of a

mother" (8). History seems to be repeating itself in Dickens's personal life since

Dickens believed that his own father was a more caring parent than his mother was.

It is important to note that Dickens disliked his mother to the last day of his life.

Ever since his mother suggested that he goes back to work in the factory as a young

child, he was unable to forgive her and instead remained with a big wound in his

heart.

In Dickens's works, there is a lack of ideal mothers; either the mother is dead

leaving the child with the father or an orphan, or mothers who do not have much

influence on the upbringing of their children. There are few mothers who are

portrayed as ideal mothers in his stories. Perhaps, this is a way for Dickens to

battle with his dislike of his mother. His hatred, I believe, did not arise from his

mother's neglect of him as a child. Rather, his mother did not know how to handle

Dickens's emotions and without trying to understand Dickens's point of view as a

child, told him to go back to work to assist with the family finance. I do not

believe that she meant ill; rather, she was concerned about the family finances and

how her family would survive. Dickens, however, seemed to have been a sensitive

boy and thought that she wanted to get rid of him. His deep love for her seems to
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have been betrayed and, it thus, affected the remainder of his life, whether it was his

relationship with his wife or his relationship with his female characters in his works.

In 1843, he wrote Martin Chuzzelwit which deals with social reforms and charity.

In the same year, he wrote the A Christmas Carol and thereafter, produced two

Christmas stories (The Chimes and The Cricket on the Hearth) and published them

together as Christmas Books. In 1846-48, he completed Dombey and Son, a novel

that looks at the effects of profit making. In 1846, he decided to become an editor

for The Daily News from which he later resigned as it did not bring him enough

money. In 1848, his sister, Fanny, passed away at the age of thirty-eight. The

bond between Dickens and her seemed to have been so strong that he seems to have

captured it in one of his work, A Christmas Carol, in which the protagonist Scrooge

has a loving and caring sister, Fanny. The same year the Poor Law was abolished.

From 1849 to 1850, Dickens wrote David Copperfield, which is considered an

autobiographical work. In this work, Micawber, who resembles Dickens's father,

was imprisoned because of a debt. In 1851, his father died after a bladder

operation but until the last days of his life, he was always in debt. From 1850 to

1859,Dickens edited Household Words, a weekly journal dealing with social issues.

From 1852 to1853 he wrote Bleak House that was concerned with the proceedings

of a court case, Jarndyce vs. Jarndyce, which dealt with inheritance. In this work,

he attacked the unjust and corrupt legal system that existed during the Victorian era.

His experience as a legal reporter for Mirror of Parliament came in handy as he was

well acquainted with the laws and cases that helped him with this work.

In 1854, he visited Preston in the northern part of England where there were many

strikes which broke out seeking higher wages and better working conditions. The
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observation he made In Preston became the basis for Hard Times which was

published serially in Household Words. Not only does Dickens attack the

capitalists who only see figures and profits and nothing else, he also deals with the

inhumane treatment of workers in factories by their owners. He disagreed with the

role of trade unions in correcting the wrongs of the ill-treatment of the workers.

He did not seem to agree with unions as he thought such organizations may create

further conflicts than mutual understanding between the employers and the

employees. It was only in 1868, more than a decade after Dickens wrote Hard

Times, that the English government recognised the unions to be beneficial to both

the employers and the employees. The unions were finally legalized in 1871.

Therefore, in my view, we cannot blame Dickens for having a negative attitude

towards the unions during the nineteenth-century when the idea of trade unions

fighting for their workers' rights were rather new and still at a stage of development.

The influence of his Christian faith could have also contributed to his

non-confrontational attitude towards conflicts including labour disputes.

Between 1855 and 1857, Dickens wrote Little Dorrit which came out in monthly

instalments. In this novel, Dickens describes the harsh prison life of Amy Dorrit

and her family. In a way, the novel is autobiographical in that Dickens seems to

describe his own experience as a child when he visited his father who was

imprisoned at the Marshalsea Prison.

Dickens's relationship with Catherine was basically over, and Hibbert writes that in

1856 he opened up to his close friend John Forster saying "It is not only that she

makes me uneasy and unhappy, but that I make her so too-and much more

so.... Nothing on earth could make her understand me, or suit us to each other" (250).
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In 1857, he fell in love with Ellen Ternan, an eighteen year old blonde actress whom

he met while acting in a play written by his friend, Wilkie Collins. The following

year, his affair with Ellen became known to Catherine who blamed her unhappiness

on Dickens's affair with the young actress. Eventually their relationship resulted

in separation from his wife Catherine, to whom he had been married for twenty-two

years and with whom he had ten children. Dickens, however, was not a happy man.

This is confirmed by Hibbert who reveals Dickens's unhappiness:

... the concern about money, the worry of his children and his family, the

emptiness in his emotional life that Catherine had failed to fill, the

secrecy that the guilty relationship with Ellen forced upon him, and his

rapidly failing health, would overbear his cheerfulness, and he would

sink into that trough of despair characteristic of the manic depressive

condition. (266)

Despite his fame, he was not content with his private life and some of his critics

argued that Dickens could not practise what he preached in the area of marriage and

family values. Rowland is one such critic who argues that as much as Dickens

"preached the sanctity of marriage and extolled the delights of family life", his own

life did not reflect his view (10). This claim is of importance to this study as I am

interested in knowing whether Dickens was fair in his portrayal of women and

whether he indeed highlighted the plight of women in his works. I am also

interested in examining how Dickens deals with family and marital values in spite

of his failed marriage. Respect of women begins at home and it would be of

importance to observe how Dickens portrays the treatment of women by their

fathers, husbands and sons in his works.
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Waters, who was interested in Dickens's portrayal of family politics, introduces

Dickens's confession to Forster about his marital affair. He says, "I find that the

skeleton in my domestic closet is becoming a pretty big one" (1). In 1858,

Dickens published his domestic problem in the Household Words under the heading

of "Personal." Waters reproduces his article and states:

Some domestic trouble of mine, of long-standing, on which I will make

no further remark than that it claims to be respected, as being of a

sacredly private nature, has lately been brought to an arrangement, which

involves no anger or ill-will of any kind, and the whole origin, progress,

and surrounding circumstances of which have been, throughout, within

the knowledge of my children. It is amicably composed, and its details

have now but to be forgotten by those concerned in it. (I)

He published this after he agreed to a legal separation with his wife. His

publication of his personal problem in the midst of his relationship with Ellen as

well as with his sister-in-law, Georgina, was not taken well by the public. Why

did he have to defend himself in public? This was the question that many critics

including his good friend Forster have focused on when discussing Dickens's life.

It is unfortunate that a great writer as Dickens who fought for the underprivileged

people would expose the skeleton in his closet and justify his acts while Catherine

had no means of telling her side of the story in public. Dickens may have expected

too much of Catherine, as he did of his mother. He was not able to appreciate her

as who she was but rather expressed his disappointments at her lack of intelligence

and understanding as a wife to his friends and tried to win their sympathy.
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Catherine may not have been a perfect woman but neither was Dickens. Perhaps

Dickens himself fell in love with Catherine for the wrong reason (her father was a

publisher whom Dickens worked for), thus, leading to a miserable marriage.

Nevertheless, his affair with Ellen was not a rosy one either. He felt guilty about

his secret affair with Ellen and according to Naomi Bliven who reviewed Claire

Tomalin's The Invisible Woman: The Story of Charles Dickens and Nelly Ternan,

Ellen, known as Nelly, confided to the Reverend William Benham that she was

Dickens's mistress and that she felt remorseful "about her relationship with him

during his lifetime, and that her remorse had made them both miserable; and that

she now 'loathed the very thought of this intimacy." This suggests that neither

Dickens nor Ellen were happy deep down in their relationship. For Dickens, he

could not come to terms with his worldwide reputation versus the adulterous affair,

while Ellen was not satisfied about being hidden from the public. This information

on Dickens's affairs with his wife and his mistresses is important for this study as it

will help us in understanding his views of women in his texts.

In 1859, Dickens closed his journal, Household Words, after having problems with

his publishers Bradbury and Evans and replaced it with All the Year Round, a

journal that dealt with literary issues. In his new journal, he published another

historical novel, A Tale of Two Cities, which was set in both London and Paris

during the French Revolution. Between 1860 and 1861, he wrote Great

Expectations in which Pip, the protagonist, grows from his life of misfortune to be a

well-groomed mature man through his honesty and change of heart. Dickens's

mother who had gone senile after her husband's death and constantly made demands

on him passed away in1863. Until the end of her life, Dickens never loved her nor

felt pity for her.
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On 9 June 1865, as Dickens was returning from France with his mistress Ellen

Ternan, and her mother, the train in which they were travelling in derailed in Kent

but fortunately they escaped death. This was the Staplehurst Rail Crash in which

ten people died and in which many were injured. He tried to help the injured and

the dying as he dealt with the sight of dead bodies that were scattered all over the

accident site. He was psychologically affected by the horror of the scene and he

developed a fear of travelling by train. For several months after the accident, he

was scared to travel by train but when he did, he still got a terrible feeling whenever

the train sped. Apparently, Dickens never overcame the trauma of this rail

accident. It is surprising that in Dombey and Son, Dickens had already written

about the negative effect of railways. Lucy Hughes-Hallett in her introduction to

Dombey and Son states that Dickens's trains in Dombey and Son are "harbingers of

death, his engines are dragons or devils" (xvii). There is likelihood that Dickens

already understood the danger and the negative effect of the railway on human

beings. His actual experience of being involved in the Staplehurst Rail Crash must

have confirmed his apprehension of the safety of trains.

During the later days of his life, he enjoyed giving public readings of his novels as a

part of a performance to make money, and many scholars have suggested that he

actually wore himself out doing so. In 1867, he went to America for the second

time and stayed for five months and did seventy-six performances. His last

complete novel Our Mutual Friend was written in 1864-1865, and it deals with the

dark side of human beings-greed for money and other obsessions. This novel

was written during a time of pain and sadness.
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He lost his mother in 1863 and, soon after, he heard about the death of his son,

Walter, in India. He had a fear of going back to his childhood days of poverty and

suffering and this became more and more evident in his life. In a letter to Forster

he writes "the never to be forgotten misery of that old time, bred a certain shrinking

sensitiveness in a certain ill-clad ill-fed child, that I have found comes back in the

never to be forgotten misery of this later time" (Our Mutual Friend x). Despite

several warnings by his doctor, he did not stop working. He had a fear of dropping

back to the sad days of his life: a life of poverty and misery. At the time of his

death he was still working on his novel, The Mystery of Edwin Drood. He died on

9 June 1870, exactly five years after the Staplehurst Rail Crash and was buried in

the Poets' Corner in Westminster Abbey.

After his death, the Public Health Act set new standards of clean homes in 1875.

Free primary education became compulsory to all children in England in 189l.

These great changes could be traced in part to Dickens's effort in fighting the ills of

society through his writing and speeches. To celebrate this great writer, the

Dickens Fellowship was started in October 1902, and now has branches all over the

world. It also began a monthly magazine The Dickensian in 1905 which is read

internationally by scholars and Dickens's admirers. The Dickensian Fellowship is

organizing a millennium conference to celebrate the 200th anniversary of his birth in

2012. This is how much Dickens's works are still appreciated even now in the

twenty-first century.
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2.3 Conclusion

This chapter looked at the period in which Dickens lived. He lived in a period

which was full of injustices especially to the children, the women and the poor. He

himself had to go through a disheartening experience as a small child, and this

formed a base on which he developed sensitivity and compassion towards the poor.

As in Disraeli's famous quote "Justice is truth in action" which Disraeli used in his

speech in the House of Commons on 11 February 1851, Dickens took a strong

initiative to use his pen to fight against the injustices suffered by the children, the

women and the poor. In the next chapter, I will look at how Dickens reveals, in

his works, the different types of injustices that existed during the Victorian era.
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Chapter Three

The Injustices in Charles Dickens's Works

3.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I looked at the characteristics of the Victorian era in which

Charles Dickens lived and identified several social injustices that existed during his

time. By studying Dickens's own life, I was able to appreciate his motives in

writing about the social injustices derived from his experience as a child, going

through poverty and forced labour. His sensitivity towards social injustice was

also developed while working in the solicitors' firms as well as being a legal

reporter. This may be due to the fact that by attending to court files, court cases,

parliamentary debates on social issues among others, Dickens got a clearer picture

of the hidden reality of society.

A country ... with an enormous black cloud of poverty in every town

which is spreading and deepening every hour, and not one man in two

thousand knowing anything about, or even believing in its existence; with

a non-working aristocracy, and a silent parliament, and everybody for

himself and nobody for the rest; this is the prospect and I think it a very

deplorable one. (746)

Dickens attempts to provide a comprehensive picture of the social injustices that

existed during his time in his works. In The Great Tradition in English Literature,

Rubinstein quotes Forster who states that Dickens wrote as follows:
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The poverty stricken population was enormous yet the society moved on as if such a

problem did not exist. There were few men and women like Dickens who felt the

pain and anguish of these poor people who had no means to change their lives and

wrote about them. In the process, I see Dickens's criticism of the self-centred men

and women who run the country and the systems they put in place. It is this

unjust society that Dickens depicts that will be discussed in this chapter. I will

look at how Dickens reveals the different injustices in the nineteenth-century

Victorian society in his works.

3.1 Exploitation of the Poor

George Orwell writes in Animal Farm that some animals are more equal than the

others. He implies that not all people are treated equal and with fairness. Justice

is about being fair to others and treating them equally. One of the groups of

people who were not fairly treated was the poor. They were looked down upon as

lazy and worthless human beings by the well-to-do people who had means to enrich

themselves and progress in life. It was not their wish to live in poverty and live

miserable lives. It was neither their wish to work for many hours with little pay

nor forcing their own small children to work. In a way, 1 must say that the

well-to-do men pushed the poor down further for their own selfish reasons of greed

and superiority. Rather than helping the poor to improve their lives, the well-to-do

men made it even harder for the poor to survive. During Dickens's time, the

society of the fittest had nothing to offer to the poor except for the Poor Law,

prisons, workhouses and labour. Dickens knew too well that the society he lived
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in was full of injustices. He depicts this society and the lives of the downtrodden

vividly in his works.

During the nineteenth-century England, the poor were offered help, such as the

out-of-door relief, under the Poor Law. However, the help was ironically given

with the intention to get rid of them. The following conversation between Mrs.

Corney and the beadle, Mr. Bumble, in Oliver Twist demonstrates this irony. Mr.

Bumble tells Mrs. Corney that "The great principle of out-of-door relief is, to give

the paupers exactly what they don't want; and then they get tired of coming" (206).

He further expresses to her of the principle of out-of-door relief as follows:

" ... that's the great principle; and that's the reason why, if you look at any

cases that get into them owdacious newspapers, you'll always observe

that sick families have been relieved with slices of cheese. That's the

rule now, Mrs. Corney, all over the country. But, however," said the

beadle, stooping to unpack his bundle, "these are official secrets, ma'am;

not to be spoken of; except, as I may say, among the parochial officers,

such as ourselves" (206).

"Great" denotes important or something praiseworthy of. When Mr. Bumble

emphasize that the out-of-door relief which is to rid the poor is a "great" principle,

Dickens is being sarcastic. Doing away with people who need the most help and

refer to it as a "great principle" is ludicrous. This just shows the absurdity of the

well-to-do class who took the destiny of the poor in their hands and took pride in

making the poor suffer even more.
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Dickens in A Christmas Carol seems to warn the well-to-do class that without

compassion, care and respect for the poor, they are doomed. Dickens uses

Christmas as the time to teach the rich about treating the poor with respect as he

believed that Christmas was:

a kind, forgiving, charitable, pleasant time ... when men and women seem

by consent to open their shut-up hearts freely, and to think of people

below them as if they really were fellow-passengers to the grave, and not

another race of creatures bound on other journeys. (10)

In a society where the rich believe they are different from the POOf, Christmas was a

time when they are given the opportunity to be humane and compassionate and to

help the poor. In A Christmas Carol, Dickens portrays a society in which the rich

ignores the plight of the poor and treats them with contempt and disgust. This is

clearly shown when the main protagonist in the story A Christmas Carol, Ebenezer

Scrooge, refuses to donate money to enable the poor have some meat and drink and

means of warmth during Christmas. When two gentlemen come for a donation to

help the poor, Scrooge refuses to give them any donation and instead asks them if

there were not enough prisons and Union workhouses for the poor. In reply, the

two gentlemen say that there are in plenty. Scrooge's intention is to let them know

that as long as his tax is paid to these institutions to support the poor, there is

nothing more he should do for them. Scrooge represents the capitalists who

believed that so long as they support the institutions such as the prisons and

workhouses, that was enough to help the poor. He says "1 can't afford to make idle

people merry. I help to support the establishments I have mentioned-they cost
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enough; and those who are badly off must go there ... .If they would rather die ... they

had better do it, and decrease the surplus population" (12).

Scrooge has no sense of compassion for the needy and instead argues that the poor

people are lazy and they do not deserve to live. This is what the Poor Law stood

for. When Scrooge says "if they would rather die, they had better do it, and

decrease the surplus population," it implies that the workhouses and prisons were in

such a deplorable state that no human beings would have liked to live there and

would have rather chosen death than to be mistreated inhumanely in such

institutions.

The poor were not only despised and dehumanised in conspicuous ways such as lack

of money, food and shelter. They were also affected inconspicuously:

emotionally. In Great Expectations. Pip is an orphan who lives with his sister and

her husband Joe. As a young boy, he respects and loves Joe even more than his

own sister and dreams to be like him, a blacksmith. This leads to Pip nurturing the

dream of working in the forge as he believes that it is "the glowing road to manhood

and independence" (loa). However, his view oflife changes 180 degrees when he

enters Satis House where Miss Havisham and her adopted-daughter, Estella, live.

He falls in love with Estella but becomes disappointed when Miss Havisham and

Estella look down upon him as a "commoner." He is forced to face the reality that

he cannot win the love of Estella because they are from different classes. Pip

becomes unhappy about his situation and even begins to feel miserable, ashamed

and embarrassed about his home. He feels discriminated against and, in order to

win Estella's love, he resolves to be a gentleman and forget about the life that he

has led. He no longer wants to become a blacksmith like Joe as it is demeaning.
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Soon after, Pip meets a lawyer, Mr. Jaggers, who tells him that an unknown

benefactor is giving him a large sum of money for his education to enable him

become a gentleman. This exciting news moves Pip to London. As his life

moves from being poor to having money and job, it gets into his head that he is now

in a higher society. Pip is a changed man and he thinks himself better than others,

including his own family member, Joe. As Chesterton remarks, "with all his

virtues Pip was a snob" (113). He becomes uncomfortable with Joe as he thinks

that Joe will embarrass him and let him down. Pip, in his own narration, says that

he tried to impart to Joe whatever he acquired. He continues by saying "I wanted

to make Joe less ignorant and common, that he might be worthier of my society and

less open to Estella's reproach" (102). His mentioning of "my society" is a

reflection of his belief in his superiority over Joe's status. However, deep down

lies Pip's feelings of insecurity and guilt in respect of his background.

Pip seems to understand the world as a place where what matters is money. He

believes that money is everything to success, including a way to higher status. Pip

unfairly treats Joe because of his prejudice against the lower class forgetting that he

also comes from the same class. He does not realize that life is not about having

money and living an extravagant life. He ends up spending beyond his means and

getting into debts. Pip is a good example of a man who lives in a class-conscious

world and believes that the only way to become happy is to move up into the higher

class by all means. He forgets the importance of humility and in the process looks

down upon those in the lower class such as Joe, his father figure. We agree with

Mary Ann Tobin who claims in From Sham to "Gentle Christian Man" in Great

Expectations that in Great Expectations, Dickens "delivers a powerful example of

what he feels to be the prime evil of his time: the power of money and its role as a
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pnme indicator of status in the social system" and that "Dickens highlights and

renounces the prejudices and injustice of that system" (1). It is clear that the social

system that values status based on money becomes the cause to Pip's sufferings.

It is only Joe who is presented by Dickens as an uneducated but a kind-hearted, wise

man that does not base his happiness according to status. This is echoed by Tobin

when she states that Joe "represents the ideal of unprejudiced morality that

supersedes class boundaries, knows the danger involved in filling Pip's head with

such fantasy, as well as the perils of the classes mixing so freely" (1). At the end

of the story, Pip learns to be humble and realizes that class has nothing to do with

living a fulfilling life. Until he learns that class and status is not a determining

factor to happiness, Pip is affected psychologically by the prejudice he receives

from being from the poor class. I call it an inconspicuous effect, because we

cannot see with our own eyes the effect poverty has taken on Pip as it is the matter

of the heart.

Dickens further observes the class prejudice that affects even family relationship.

Hugh, a hostler in Barnaby Rudge, is an illegitimate son of a gypsy woman and Sir

John. When Gabriel, the locksmith comes to know the truth of Hugh's family

background, he asks Sir John to meet with his son and try to save him who is

awaiting execution for taking part in a riot. Sir John denies that he is the father of

Hugh and refuses to take Gabriel's advice. Sir John, a knight, cannot face the

reality that he is a father of a gypsy woman's son. It is an embarrassment to

someone of his social standing to have a child from an inferior class. As a

consequence, Hugh is executed and becomes a victim of an unfair treatment by his

father, Sir John. If Sir John had the courage to overcome his prejudice against the

lower class, and overcame his ego, he would have saved his son from being
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executed. However, his ego and his disregards for the lower class deny him the

opportunity to look beyond class difference and show love to his only son. From

this episode, we observe that prejudice against an inferior class contributes to the

unjust treatment and Dickens seems to show that prejudice against an inferior class

is so deep-rooted that it extends to blood relationships.

Another example that demonstrates the poor being exploited and unjustly treated by

the well-to-do class is revealed through the characters of Magwitch and Compeyson

in Great Expectations. Compeyson is an educated man whose business "was the

swindling, handwriting forging, stolen bank-note passing, and such-like" (317).

Compeyson is as cold as death and cares for nobody and nothing. Magwitch, his

accomplice, is a poor and illiterate man. One day, Compeyson and Magwitch are

caught for putting stolen notes in circulation. When they are both put in the dock,

Compeyson appears dressed as a gentleman while Magwitch looks like a wretch.

This is Compeyson's scheme of convincing the court that there is a difference

between him and Magwitch: he is a gentleman that cannot possibly be as evil as the

poor wretched Magwitch. Before their defence commences, Compeyson tells

Magwitch, "separate defences, no communication" (320). Compeyson does not

want the court to associate him with Magwitch and give them the same sentence.

This is because he thinks that the poor deserves to be punished harsher than the rich.

The lawyer for Compeyson argues in court:

My lord and gentlemen, here you has afore you, side by side, two persons

as your eyes can separate wide; one, the younger, well brought up, who

will be spoke to as such; one, the elder, ill brought up, who will be spoke

to as such; one, the younger, seldom if ever seen in these here
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transactions, and only suspected; t'other, the elder, always seen in 'em

and always wi' his guilt brought home. Can you doubt, if there is but one

in it, which is the one, and if there is two in it, which is much the worst

one? (320)

The statement by the lawyer for Compeyson is evidence of the biased views the

court and people in general had towards the pOOL The poor were considered to be

the guiltier ones than "a well brought up" man like Cornpeyson. Thus, while

Compeyson is recommended to mercy on account of "good character" and "bad

company" and is sentenced to a light sentence of seven years' imprisonment,

Magwitch is given fourteen years imprisonment owing to his poverty and illiteracy.

The truth of the matter is that Compeyson takes advantage of Magwitch' s wanting

situation and uses him in his crime. Being the mastermind of the crime,

Compeyson should have been given a heavier sentence than Magwitch. However,

ironically, Magwitch is given a harsher penalty because of being an illiterate pOOL

The above illustration demonstrates clearly that justice is granted based on the looks

and the status but not on evidence. I am persuaded to see an unjust society where

the poor seem to have lesser rights than the well-to-do citizens.

Injustices to and prejudice against the poor can bring negative effects upon

individuals. Some will accept their fate to be unjustly treated while others will

strive to prove that they are worthy of respect yet feel very insecure. Bradley

Headstone, a highly certified stipendiary schoolmaster in Our Mutual Friend,

illustrates the effects of prejudice. Headstone is a twenty-six-year old teacher who

falls in love with Lizzy. However, she cannot reciprocate his love as she loves

Eugene Wrayburn, a barrister who comes from a higher class. This makes him
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hate Eugene Wrayburn "with his strongest and worst forces" and becomes

murderous and plans to kill him out of jealousy (536). Lizzy's refusal of him is a

rejection of his social status. Headstone does not belong to the upper class but he

refuses to acknowledge his place. He tries to reject his own social status especially

when he is rejected by Lizzy. We see a man who is a victim of a prejudiced

society which values status more than anything else. Thus, he makes comments to

Eugene Wrayburn such as "You think of me of no more value than the dirt under

your feet" (289) or "you reproach me with my origin ... you cast insinuations at my

bringing-up," "I have worked my way onward, out of both and in spite of both, and

have a right to be considered a better man than you, with better reasons for being

proud" (291).

Headstone is a man who has no confidence in himself and feels the need to prove to

be somebody in society. Rather than appreciating his profession as an educator, he

begrudges his upbringing and thus makes comments such as how hard he has

worked to be somebody successful in life and that he deserves to be respected.

Headstone becomes a criminal and we may not agree with his action, but his

reaction is a reflection of the effects of injustice in society. He is a

psychologically damaged man because of the prejudice against the poor and he can

only think of himself as a good for nothing fellow. Unlike Pip who realises that

life is not all about money and status, Headstone is not capable enough to

understand this fact despite being educated. Instead, he becomes deranged because

of being over-sensitive about his humble background. It is difficult to sympathise

with Headstone for his irrational behaviour but I am persuaded that Dickens uses

Headstone to illustrate how class prejudice can destroy a person's mind, especially

when he feels inadequate and pitiful.
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3.2 Exploitation of The Workers

In A Christmas Carol, Bob Cratchit is a clerk in Scrooge's business firm. He gets

fifteen shillings a week as wages which is not enough to support his wife and

children. He has a handicapped child, Tiny Tim, who may die if Tiny Tim does

not receive medical attention. Bob cannot afford to take care of him with his

meagre wages. It is Christmas Eve and the temperature is freezing cold, yet,

Scrooge cannot offer one single coal to warm the office nor Bob's hands that are

freezing. Scrooge also orders Bob to come to work on Christmas Day and, if not,

to deny him half-a-crown for not coming to work on that day. Scrooge cannot pay

for a day's wages for no work. The illustration of the harsh working conditions

that Bob has to endure is enough to show how he is unjustly treated by his

employer, Scrooge. He knows little and even cares nothing about Bob's life.

For Scrooge, what is important is to make more and more money to increase his

profits at the expense of his worker. He has no idea of using the money for the

betterment of mankind. If a person cannot take good care of his own life, how can

he consider the welfare of others? Scrooge is not only mean to his worker or

others in society. He is mean to himself to the extent that the profit he makes

cannot even buy him proper food. He treats himself only with gruel on Christmas

Eve. It is questionable that such a person can be kind to others. Scrooge

represents the capitalists who controlled the economy of the nation and cared less of

their employees but whether their own lives were fulfilling is questionable as we

will see in the other characters representing the well-to-do class. Through

Scrooge, Dickens shows how unjust the employers were to their workers by not

considering their welfare but only think about their own profits.
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Stephen Blackpool, in Hard Times is a factory worker who works for Bounderby, a

banker and a manufacturer in Coketown, and is paid little. He is not educated nor

is he a good speaker. He is simply "a good power-loom weaver, and a man of

perfect integrity" (57). Throughout the novel, Bounderby calls his workers

including Blackpool "the Hands." "The hands" are those whose lives are only

worthy of working to benefit their employers, and when they loose their jobs, they

either become criminals or paupers and have no opportunity to prosper. This can

be understood from Bounderby's wife, Louisa. She learns from a book that "the

hands" are:

something to be worked so much and paid so much, and there ended;

something to be infallibly settled by laws of supply and demand;

something that blundered against those laws, and floundered into

difficulty .... Something that increased at such a rate of percentage, and

yielded such another percentage of crime, and such another percentage of

pauperism; something wholesale, of which vast fortunes were made;

something that occasionally rose like a sea, and did some harm and waste

(chiefly to itself), and fell again. (141)

For Louisa, "the hands" are like ants and beetles going up and down their homes

and workplaces (141). Coketown was profiting, and Bounderby was profiting, but

ironically, the' poor workers represented by Blackpool who work the hardest to

produce the profit are suffering at the hands of the capitalists represented by

Bounderby.

The unjust treatment that the workers get is also seen by the meals they eat.

Blackpool has only one hour to rest after hours of work. He manages to eat
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nothing except for a little bread. Meanwhile, Bounderby who basically does

nothing has chops and sherry for lunch. Dickens brings out the irony of how those

who work harder have nothing much to eat while the employers who work less are

fed with sumptuous meals.

Blackpool is an honest and obedient man and employee who is the only worker who

refuses to join the worker's union headed by Slackbridge. His reason is because he

does not believe that the strike will help improve the working conditions and the

relationship between the employers and their employees. In consequence, he is

rejected by the workers. Unfortunately, he is also sacked from his work because

he refuses to expose his fellow workers' agenda to Bounderby. Bounderby wants

Blackpool to confess that Slackbridge is nothing but a scoundrel who is stirring up

the people to mutiny. However, Blackpool resists persuasion by Bounderby and

keeps quiet. At the end, Blackpool is rejected by his fellow workers and the

factory owner because he refuses to compromise with ideas that he does not agree

with.

Monod claims that as much as Blackpool is a deserving worker, "he has an ignorant

mind and a muddled brain, so that Dickens does not take him so unreservedly as his

mouthpiece" (445). Blackpool may be ignorant and naive, but in my view, to

dismiss him as having a muddled brain is not a fair judgment. Blackpool has his

own view about the strike, regardless of whether it is convincing or not; that is why

he neither joins the union nor sells them to Bounderby. He lives in a muddled

society but he does not have a muddled brain. Just before he dies due to an

accident, he talks of clearing the muddle in his mind. He is concerned with the

confusion in his mind of not being understood by others. If only people including
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his fellow workers and his employer understood him, he would not have died a

tragic character.

Dickens has been criticized by critics such as Rubinstein, Slater and Leavis that he

has not understood the role of trade unions in the betterment of the lives of the

workers as exemplified by Blackpool's refusal to join the union and the union's

failure to go on strike. Dickens's voice on the union may be heard through the

conversation between Mrs. Sparsit, Bounderby's house-help, and Bitzer. Mrs.

Sparsit expresses her disapproval of men coming together to be united for a certain

objective which can be interpreted as her opposition to the union movement. She

does not agree to employing men who join the union yet she has no problem with

the employers coming together:

"It is much to be regretted" said Mrs. Sparsit... "that the united masters

allow of any such class-combinations."

"Yes, ma' am," said Bitzer.

"Being united themselves, they ought one and all to set their faces

against employing any man who is united with any other man," said Mrs.

Sparsit.

"They have done that, ma'am," returned Bitzer "but it rather fell through,

ma'am."

"1 do not pretend to understand these things," said Mrs. Sparsit, with

dignity, " ... I only know that these people must be conquered, and that

it's high time it was done, once for all." (102)
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Apart from Mrs. Sparsit's speech, I am persuaded to think that Dickens's position of

the disapproval of the union is expressed by Blackpool's action of not joining the

union like his fellow workers. Dickens further dismisses the strike by not allowing

it to take place. The fact that he only deals with the strike in a small section of the

book and does not discuss it again shows how Dickens disregarded the labour

movement as the saviour of the poor workers.

Dickens seems to have looked at the union as an organization that is confrontational

rather than an organization that promotes dialogue with the employers for mutual

understanding and better labour relationships. Rubeinstein has a point when she

claims as follows:

Even heroic working man who is bound by some sentiment or scruple (in

this case an unexplained promise to his sweetheart) not to join a union

and who, refusing to betray the union, is then fatally ostracized by both

employer and employees-is a serious flaw in the whole fabric of the

book and lags far behind Dickens' own personal and public support of

trade union organization. (729)

The fact that Blackpool is not only ostracized by his fellow workers for refusing to

join the union but also by his employer for shunning away from discussing the

union with him does not make any sense. Here, we see a worker who neither sides

with his fellow workers nor his employer. If Blackpool sold the union agenda to

Bounderby I wonder whether his life would have been better; better wages and

better treatment. It seems that the onus is on the likes of Bounderby, the

employers and not the workers to change their attitudes toward the workers'
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conditions. Dickens does not seem to grve a clear indication of the best way

forward in bettering the workers' lives which in my view is a shortcoming.

Jeffrey Teachout in his M.A. Dissertation "The Importance of Charles Dickens in

Victorian Social Reform" asserts that Dickens believes that unions, far from

providing a cure for Society's ills, are merely another symptom of the disease.

Unions, in Dickens's view, augmented the evil in the industrial world by

following the agenda set by the Masters. If the Masters do not

acknowledge the workers as fellow men, but only as "hands", the union

encourages the workers to regard the Masters as enemies, "the

oppressors" that the workers are to "crumble into dust." (2)

Teachout claims that Dickens is against the workers' union because it does not bring

any solutions to the workers' problems but only a deep rift between the two groups:

the workers and the masters. He says that though Dickens is clear that the workers

have a right to come together in a lawful manner and that it is a protection to them,

he fears that "they are at present engaged in an unreasonable struggle" and thus does

not want to take sides with either party (58). Teachout further claims that

Dickens's unwillingness to take sides is because he believes "the relations between

employers and employed ... there must enter something of feeling and sentiment

something of mutual explanation, forbearance, and consideration" (58). In my

view, Dickens was rather a pessimist in regard to the role of the worker's union. I

believe it all depends on the leaders of both parties; if they are willing to listen to

each other, situations will improve but if a union is led by leaders such as

Slackbridge whom Dickens portrays as a man "not so honest, he was not so manly,

he was not so good-humoured; he substituted cunning for their simplicity, and
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passion for their safe solid sense" then Dickens's predicament is understood (124).

Leaders who pretend to be the defenders of the workers' rights will never bring the

expected results to his people.

Slater states in his book Charles Dickens that Dickens observes the strike as a

"deplorable calamity for all those directly concerned, and for the nation at large and

the only way for it to be satisfactorily settled was by means of some authorised

mediation and explanation" (370). In Slater's view, Dickens was neither

supporting the workers nor the masters "but is a concerned observer who wishes to

be a friend to both" (369). I agree with Slater that Dickens had no hope that strikes

would solve the workers' problems. However, I do not think Dickens had in mind

any authorised mediation and explanation as a satisfactory means of solution to the

problem. It is not clear what Slater means by authorised mediation and

explanation but it may refer to the present bargaining between the workers and their

employers. For an authorised mediation to take place, the workers would have had

to come together and chose a leader to represent them. Dickens, however, did not

appreciate the role of a union as he saw it as an organization that engages in radical

actions against their grievances. If Dickens only understood the strength of the

union and what it stood for, he would have given Blackpool a nod to join the strike

and actualize the strike in Hard Times. However, as I said earlier, perhaps the

leaders who led the workers' strike during his time showed no sign of competence

of conducting dialogues to create better relationships with their employers.

Leavis claims that Dickens "has no glimpse of the part to be played by Trade

Unionism in bettering the conditions he deplored" (206). Perhaps, Dickens needed

to wait for another decade to see the effect of workers' union in fighting for their
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rights as it took another thirteen years to see the trade unions being decriminalised

on the ground that they were to the advantage of both the employers and employees.

It took a further four years for the trade unions to be legalised in England. Young

in Victorian England: Portrait of An Age describes the situation then. He states:

The status of the Unions was obscure: they could not protect their funds

against embezzlement by their own officers: the rights and wrongs of

persuasion and incitement, the definition of molesting and intimidating,

were vexed topics to which, on the whole, magistrates were not disposed

to apply the more lenient construction .... On a breach of contract, the

servant could only sue: the master could prosecute .... But close on the

commercial disorders, which followed the financial crisis of 1857, had

come a long succession of strikes, to make it clear that whether Trade

Unions were good or evil they had become a power in industry which

must either be put under the ban, or brought within the scope, of

ascertained law. (122-23)

The trade unions all over the world have gone through many stages to be where they

are now, and yet, there are still unions which are being compromised by their

employers and neglect the concerns of their own people. If the union leader has no

real interest in his own people and are compromised by the employers, then I will

agree that unions cannot be effective in fighting for the workers' rights. Justice is

about being fair and Dickens portrays a society in which the workers were forced to

work long hours under harsh conditions to earn little money which they could barely

support themselves at the expense of enriching the bourgeoisie. Dickens uses

Scrooge and Bounderby to show how the capitalists during the Victorian era were
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too busy making profit to help the poor workers uplift their life conditions.

Through Blackpool, Dickens suggests that industrialization threatens to compromise

both the employee's and the employer's moral integrity, thereby creating a social

muddle to which there is no easy solution.

On hearing about Blackpool' s sacking, Louisa and her brother Tom offer him help.

Louisa offers to give him money for his travel to look for job out of town.

Blackpool refuses but eventually accepts a lesser amount as a loan which he

promises to pay back when he returns to Coketown. Tom proposes to Blackpool to

stay around Bounderby's bank after work for an hour each night waiting for a

message from the light porter until the day he leaves Coketown in search of a new

job. The truth of Tom's plan is to steal money from the bank for his own needs

and implicate Blackpool as the bank robber. Little does Blackpool know about

Tom's scheme and accepts to go by his plan. As he waits around the bank for

three consecutive nights, he attracts people's attention which in turn leads to his

falling under suspicion of stealing from Bounderby's bank. When he is implicated

as the bank robber, Rachael, his lover, writes to him of the news and asks him to

come back to Coketown to clear his name. On receiving the letter he tries to return

to Coketown immediately. Unfortunately by bad luck, as he was walking at night,

he falls into a pit and eventually dies of the injuries he sustains.

Ivan Kreilkamp in Voice and the Victorian Storyteller states that Blackpool

"represents the voice that achieves power only in death" (27). I agree with

Kreilkamp as Blackpool is voiceless when he is alive. Nobody listens to him

except for Rachael, his lover. He rarely speaks and is often misunderstood. It is
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at the moment of his death that he seems to reveal a very strong message. I believe

this is Dickens's own voice. Blackpool says:

But in our judgments, like as in our doins, we mun bear and forbear. In

my pain, an' trouble, Iookin up yonder,-wi' it shinin on me-I ha' seen

more clear, and ha' made it my dyin prayer that aw th' world may on'y

coom toogether more, an' get a better unnerstan'nin 0' one another, than

when I were in 't my own weak seln. (245)

His words leave a mark in our hearts as he speaks of all human beings to be more

tolerant with each other as we keep on improving ourselves. This seems to be the

ultimate message of Dickens on how to live in a muddled world.

As Blackpool dies, "the star had shown him where to find the God of the poor; and

through humility, and sorrow, and forgiveness, he had gone to his Redeemer's rest"

(246). Though we sympathise with Blackpool for the wrong done to him despite

his honesty and goodness, Dickens does not give us much hope that the workers

could change their destinies. The only thing available to them for consolation is

their "God of the poor" who seems to be far away in heaven. Dickens successfull y

exposes the unfair treatment of the workers but fails to give them any glimpse of

hope and encouragement that they have the ability to change their lives. Unless,

men like Scrooge and Bounderby realise that they need to be more compassionate

toward the poor workers, nothing seems to change the lives of the poor. To be

good and honest is one thing, but one must also possess the will power to make a

change in his life. Thus, the trade union has a great role to play so long as they are

focused and clear with their goals of bettering the workers' lives but Dickens could

not see the positive side of the union.
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Meanwhile, Tom, the real culprit of the bank robbery, is sent abroad by his father,

Gradgrind, a politician and proprietor of his school of facts, to avoid punishment.

The injustice shown here is about a poor worker being implicated as a bank robber

who eventually dies before clearing his name, while Tom, the rich man escapes

punishment and is sent many thousands of miles away where nobody can arrest him.

There has always been a biased view that between the poor man and the rich man,

the poor is more likely to be convicted as a thief and not the rich. Dickens

illustrates this mentality using Tom. Tom takes advantage of Black pool's status as

a poor illiterate man to cover up for his own crime knowing very well that people

will be convinced that Blackpool was the bank robber. The exploitation of the

workers is clearly demonstrated through Blackpool.

In Martin Chuzzelwit, Tom Pinch is a servant of Pecksniff who is depicted as a

good hearted, honest fellow who has nothing bad to say about others including his

master, yet, is treated with disrespect like "a mat of mud and an exploited fellow."

One day, Pinch confesses his admiration for Mary Graham who is a protegee of Mr.

Chuzzelwit. Little does he know that his master, Pecksniff, is secretly listening to

his confession. Meanwhile, Mary opens her heart to Pinch and reveals that

Pecksniff who Pinch respects has been harassing her to marry him. Dickens

narrates:

His Pecksniff could never have worked the wickedness of which he had

just now heard, but any other Pecksniff could .... His compass was

broken, his chart destroyed, his chronometer had stopped, his masts were

gone by the board; his anchor was adrift, ten thousand leagues away.

(477)
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What a fool he was not to see the true colour of his master for all these years.

Instead, he has been defending his master from being criticized as "the most

consummate scoundrel on the face of the earth" (197), or "a cloth for dirty hands, a

mat for dirty feet, a lying fawning, servile hound ... and worst among the vermin of

the world" (208). Pecksniff's ego cannot accept that a man below his status can

try to win the heart of a woman he admires and the only way to revenge is to get rid

of him by any means. How unfortunate then, that when Pecksniff overhears Pinch's

confession, he decides to change the story around and accuses Pinch for proposing

love to Mary in front of her master, Mr. Chuzzlewitt, and dismisses him from his

duties. This treatment can only be possible by a superior to his inferior. Despite

his sacking, Pinch displays great humility and leaves Pecksniff's residence with

pride.

Dickens portrays the workers who possess great ability of tolerance and humility.

They are portrayed as human beings who do not show any hatred or anger toward

their employers for the unjust treatment they receive. In comparison, Dickens

portrays the employers as characters who are base, despising and full of themselves.

In reality, though Dickens exposes the mistreatment of the workers and employees

by their employers, the over tolerant workers' attitude may not be convincing

enough for us to sympathise with their predicament. Despite the ill treatment the

workers and employees receive, we do not see any struggle to change their destiny.

It is Scrooge, Bob's employer, who saw the need to change. It is only at the end of

the story that Martin Chuzzlwitt punishes Pecksniff for his lies and hypocrisy.

Blackpool dies at the end for being loyal to his employer as well as his fellow

workers. There is no prominent action taken by the victims to change their lives.
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I, thus, agree with Cleghorn who claims that the good characters III Dickens's

novels are unreal. He states:

... the good characters in Mr. Dickens' novels do not seem to have a

wholesome moral tendency. The reason is that many of them-all the

author's favourites-exhibit an excellence flowing from constitution and

temperament, and not from the influence of moral or religious motive.

They act from impulse, not from principle. They present no struggle of

contending passions; they are instinctively incapable of evil; they are

therefore not constituted like other human beings .... It is this that makes

them unreal. (Collins 191)

However, I do not agree with the view that the characters are acting only from

impulse. Bob is a staunch Christian who goes to church and prays for Scrooge's

happiness, Blackpool and Pinch also try to live honest lives. None of them act

from impulses; rather, they seem to display strong moral beliefs of hard-work,

honesty and tolerance. In my view, however, Dickens fails by trying to create

faultless working class men with the hope that the unjust and cruel treatment by the

employers is emphasised. It is difficult for Dickens to convince his readers that we

need to confront the problem of the unfair treatment of employers owing to the fact

that the workers themselves show no struggle for better treatment.

3.3 Intra-Class Injustices

The exploitation of the poor people was not the only injustices that Dickens

depicted in his works. He demonstrates that injustice is experienced even within
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the same class. For example, there are men who try to act cunningly and abuse

their fellowmen for their own personal gain. Roger "Rogue" Riderhood in Our

Mutual Friend is a good example of this type of men. Riderhood is a boatman

making a living by robbing from dead people floating on River Thames together

with Gaffer Hexam. There is no trust between the two men as they were

competitors in their businesses. One night, a murder occurs in the river and

Hexam is implicated for the murder of Hamon by his partner Riderhood in return of

monetary rewards. Riderhood lies that it was Hexam who killed Hamon when he

knows very well that Hexam did not commit the murder. This is an example of an

unjust act by a fellow poor man towards his workmate for money. Riderhood is an

opportunist who only thinks about his welfare and has no sense of being righteous.

When Eugene Wrayburn falls in love with the female "waterman" Lizzy, his great

friend Mortimer asks him if he "might not feel any slight coldness towards her on

the part of-Society?" (791). Mortimer questions Eugene Wrayburn's sincerity of

accepting her as his wife as she comes from a lower class. It is not common in the

upper class for a man to marry a woman from a lower class, thus Mortimer's

concern. Eugene Wrayburn goes through the dilemma of whether he should worry

about what the society will say about him marrying a woman who does not belong

to his class. However, he realizes how much Lizzy means to him as she saves his

life after the murderous assault by Headstone, the vengeful head-teacher and

decides to marry her.

In the last chapter of the book entitled "The Voice of Society," Dickens reveals

what society thinks about their marriage. Podsnap, one of the members of the

upper class, hearing that one of them married a "female waterman" says "that my
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gorge rises against such a marriage-that it offends and disgusts me-that it makes

me sick-and that I desire to know no more about it" (794-95). This was the voice

of society. His wife, Mrs. Podsnap, says that "there should be an equality of

station and fortune, and that a man accustomed to Society should look out for a

woman accustomed to Society and capable of bearing her part in it with-an ease

and elegance of carriage-that" (795).

Another member of the upper class says "A man may do anything lawful, for

money. But for no money! -Bosh!"(796). Podsnap thinks there could only be

feelings if the marriage is based on gain. However, Twemlow, another member of

the upper class says:

If this gentleman's feelings of gratitude, of respect, of admiration, and

affection, induced him to marry this lady- ... if such feelings on the part

of this gentleman, induced this gentleman to marry this lady, I think he is

the greater gentleman for the action, and makes her the greater lady. I

beg to say, that when I use the word, gentleman, I use it in the sense in

which the degree may be attained by any man. The feelings of a

gentleman I hold sacred, and I confess I am not comfortable when they

are made the subject of sport or general discussion. (796)

Eugene Wrayburn's problem is that he thinks differently from the others in his class

and thus, his society turns against him. Whereas the class believes that rich men

must marry rich women, Eugene Wrayburn chooses love rather than status and

marries a woman from a lower class. The injustice is seen when one moves away

from the norms of his/her society and because of such action, one is looked down

upon or is mocked by his/her society like in the case of Eugene Wrayburn.
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A similar example is given in Martin Chuzzlewit where Martin Chuzzlewit falls in

love with an orphan girl Mary. Mary becomes a companion of Mr. Chuzzlewitt,

Martin's grandfather, on condition that she would not benefit from his death.

When the old man discovers that his own grandson is in love with Mary, he disowns

him with the intention of not giving him the inheritance he deserves. This is

because in the upper society, it is a norm that men marry women of the same status

and whose family has financial stability. Mary has no money or parents and thus,

she is a woman that "men can be put off'. Disowning one's own family member

because of the family member falling in love with a woman from a lower class is

another example of an unjust treatment.

3.4 Unjust Religious Conflict

The Gordon Riot in 1780 was an anti-Catholic uprising against the Catholic Relief

Act or the Papist Act of 1778. It is said to be the greatest civil disorder in modern

British history. According to Marjie Bloys The Gordon Riots June 1780, Sir

George Savile introduced a Catholic Relief Act in 1778 which "absolved Roman

Catholics from taking the religious oath on joining the army and helped to boost the

size of the British army, necessary in the face of war against America, France and

Spain." An angry Protestant Lord George Gordon who objected to the act because

the Catholic Relief Act was a threat to Anglicanism, established the Protestant

Association in 1780 in Scotland, demanding the repeal of the Catholic Relief Act.

He instigated a riot in London which attracted anti Catholic extremists. The riot

lasted for a week before it was quashed by the English troops. This is the

anti-Catholic Gordon Riot.
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Dickens in Barnaby Rudge writes that, at the end of the riot, more than two hundred

had been shot dead in the streets, seventy to eighty more died in hospitals. Many

more were burnt to death and buried under the rubble. "Seventy-two private

houses and four strong jails were destroyed in the four great days of these riots"

(570). Roman Catholic churches as well as houses belonging to Catholics and

magistrates were also looted and burnt down. According to Bloy, the London

homes of the Marquis of Rockingham, the Duke of Devonshire, Lord Mansfield and

Sir George Savile (the main advocates of the legislation) were some of the

well-known people who were attacked. In all, a hundred thirty were put on trial,

fifty nine were capitally convicted, and twenty five ring leaders were hanged,

including a Jew, a negress, a one-armed man, and "a poor, drunken cobbler."

However, Lord George Gordon was found "Not Guilty" of treason and was freed

without further charge. The mob looted and took charge of London for almost a

week between the second and eighth of June 1780. Peace was restored after the

troops fired at the rioting crowd following the Riot's Act killing two hundred eighty

five or so people and wounding more.

Dickens writes about this famous historical event in his novel Barnaby Rudge. It

is not our concern as to why the Papist Act was enacted and whether the Act made

sense or not. Our concern is that the act discriminated against the Protestants and

that led to a widespread riot in which the Protestants attacked the Catholics

indiscriminately. There should be freedom of religion where anybody is free to

believe in any faith of their choice and to be free to practice such faith without any

harm from any other religion. No nation should favour one religion over another

and discriminate against the others. Though the Papist Act was the cause of the

uprising, the Protestants were not justified to riot and cause destruction of property
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and people's lives. At the end, it is the common people who suffer. Dickens

asserts:

those who suffered as rioters were, for the most part, the weakest,

meanest, and most miserable among them. It was a most exquisite

satire upon the false religious cry which had led to so much misery, that

some of these people owned them to be Catholics, and begged to be

attended by their own priests. (610)

As far as Dickens was concerned, the riot was not justifiable. The rioters led by

Gordon were angered by the government's favouritism of the Catholics over the

Protestants. We do not dispute their raison d'etre. No state or government should

favour one religion over another. Ironically, the Gordon Rioters went on a

rampage resulting in hundreds of death. The revolt was unnecessary and

meaningless. The riot just showed the intolerance of a group of people towards

other people who hold different values. I, therefore, concur with Chesterton who

in comparison with The French Revolution that was a "revolt in favour of

enlightenment and liberation" sees the Gordon Riot as a "revolt in favour of

something which would now be called mere ignorant and obscurantist

Protestantism" (41).

Dickens seems to condemn Gordon who led his people to be destructive and at the

end, punish them with death for being part of the riot. It is always the poor, the

uneducated, miserable people who are deceived by their leaders to fight against

"evil." They believe that they are fighting for a cause yet, many times, the leaders

are fighting for their own interests. The poor people become the losers and victims

at the end. Monod who presumes Dickens to be anti-catholic states that Dickens:
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Assured an attitude of unequivocal hostility to the supporters of the

riots .... His choice of the Gordon Riots as the subject of a historical

novel is thus to be accounted for precisely by his desire to preach

tolerance while showing what hateful disorder extremes of intolerance

produce. (192)

It is ironical that religion which preaches peace and love for others and also teaches

to be tolerant with each other is used to oppress others who are different from them

and use force to quell them.

As Bowen in Other Dickens: Pickwick to Chuzzlewit claims that Barnaby Rudge is

a story about "an ambiguous set of events, an uprising that is both political and

unpolitical, religious and secular, radical and reactionary, dangerous and absurd"

(160), I am persuaded to believe that Dickens was against riots, in protesting

against justice. Riots are never peaceful. The Gordon Riot was never

constructive. This is because rather than protesting peacefully against the

government's decision to introduce the Catholic Relief Act, they went on a rampage

to loot and burn down properties that belonged to the Catholics. Such riots are

radical, destructive and bear no positive fruits to its initial intention. Dickens was

aware that riots are destructive and chaotic which resulted in meaningless loss of

lives and properties. The injustice lies in the act of disrespecting others who have

different spiritual beliefs.
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3.5 Unjust Treatment of the Jews

In Our Mutual Friend, Riah is a Jewish employee of Pubsey & Company which is a

money lending business. When Dickens introduces us to Riah, he describes him as

a Jew:

in an ancient coat, long of skirt, and wide of pocket A venerable man,

bald and shining at the top of his head, and with long grey hair flowing

down at its sides and mingling with his beard. A man who with a

graceful Eastern action of homage bent his head, and stretched out his

hands with the palms downward, as if to deprecate the wrath of a

superior. (273)

Fledgeby, Riahs principal in the money-lending business, is a self-professed

Christian. Fledgeby employs Riah as his manager in his money-lending business

and makes his borrowers believe that it is Riah's business as Jews were known to be

cunning money makers. It is through Fledgeby that we see prejudice against the

Jews. First, we see Fledgeby calling Riah all sorts of names: the Jew, Judah, the

old clock in black or even "the bitingest and tightest screw in London." The

phrase "the bitingest and tightest screw in London" implies that Riah is the meanest,

cruel man in London. This is an example of prejudice against the Jews.

Fledgeby considers Riah as a man who "has got a bad name as an old Jew, and he is

paid for the use of it," and that he will have his money's worth out of him (554).

One of Fledgeby's debtors is Twemlow, an old man from the upper society. He

agrees to be the guarantor for a civil officer when the officer wanted to change place

of residence on change of post Unfortunately the officer dies and Twemlow is left
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to repay the loan of what he never had. He visits the shop where he finds Fledgeby

waiting for Riah. Fledgeby acts as if he has nothing to do with the business and

frightens off Twemlow by saying that he may end up going to prison if Riah calls in

the principal. Little does Twemlow know that the principal is Fledgeby himself.

When Riah appears, Fledgeby poses as a middleman between Twemlow and Riah

(as he has already told Twemlow that it is better for him to talk to Riah as he will be

able to negotiate in a more business-like way) and pretends to be concerned for

Twemlow's problem. As Riah listens to Fledgeby's narration of Twemlow' sease,

he is also waiting for Fledgeby to show "any sign of permission to spare the poor

little gentleman" (560). No signs are shown which means that the old man must be

"racked." It is the doings of Fledgeby who manages to deceive the old man and

even has the nerves to call Riah "What a Monster of an Israelite this is!" (561).

Dickens uses irony to show how Fledgeby, an Englishman of Christian faith can

accuse Riah, a Jew, to be a monstrous swindler when he has Riah on a string.

Riah confesses to Jenny Wren, a young girl, who often goes to buy waste materials

from Riah for her doll making, that he hates himself for having to behave like a

scrupulous money-lender to his debtors as well as to her. Jenny has been his good

friend but when she encounters how Riah treats "his" clients badly one day, she

thinks he is a "flinty hypocritical character" (696). The reality is that Riah is made

to appear as the principal of the business by Fledgeby though Fledgeby is the real

owner. The young innocent girl, however, has no idea about it, thus her harsh

condemnation of Riah. Riah's role in the business compels Eugene Wrayburn, a

barrister, to call him a "shylock and a Patriarch" (525).
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Riah further regrets that he was being dishonourable to his ancient faith and race.

He explains to Jenny that if he was a Christian, he would have continued with his

business as he need not care about anyone except for his own self. However, not

doing an honest job as a Jew is a different thing. He states "I could not choose but

compromise the Jews of all conditions and all countries. It is a little hard upon us,

but it is the truth. I would that all our people remembered it!" (707). Riah, thus,

is portrayed as one of the most mature and wise characters despite bei the only

Jew character in the book.

It is ironical when Fledgeby tells Riah that the Jews "need to speak the truth

sometimes." It is Fledegby, a Christian, who has been deceiving his own people

for money. Riah responds to Fledegby saying that in all denominations of men

there are untruthful men:

Men say 'This is a bad Greek, but there are good Greeks. This is a bad

Turk, but there are good Turks.' Not so with the Jews. Men find the bad

among us easily enough-among what peoples are the bad not easily

found?-but they take the worst of us as samples of the best; they take

the lowest of us as presentations of the highest; and they say' All Jews

are alike.' (707)

Dickens seems to use Riah as his mouthpiece to put across his position that

regardless of one's race or faith, we cannot group them together and conceive a

prejudice against them. Fledegby is a Christian who acts against the Christian

morals. Riah, on the other hand, is a morally upright Jew who wants to do good

for society.
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At the end, Fledgeby writes a small note, "You are an unthankful dog of a Jew"

(709) and dismisses Riah from his business. It is the likes of Fledegby who show

prejudice against the Jewish people represented by Riah. Dickens seems to correct

the wrong views held by the characters in his narration as well as Riah's words and

action.

Studying the Jew character, Riah, in Our Mutual Friend alone gives me the

impression that Dickens was aware of how the Jews were unfairly treated and

exploited by the English people who took advantage of the common people's

stereotyping of the Jews. Nevertheless, there has been controversy over

Dickens's treatment of the Jews. Critics such as Deborah Heller, Jacqueline

Banerjee, Stone and the Jewish Encyclopaedia observe Dickens as an anti-Semitic

writer. On the other hand, those who look at Dickens as a writer who was simply

depicting a Jew based on how the then English society perceived the Jews are

Orwell, Lauriat Lane Jr. and Butterworth.

The character that is the point at issue over the controversy is not Riah but Fagin.

Fagin is a Jewish criminal leader in Oliver Twist who uses children to steal and

make money. He is described as "a very old shrivelled Jew, whose

villainous-looking and repulsive face was obscured by a quantity of matted red hair"

(71). He lures Oliver, an honest orphan into his criminal activities together with

other children such as Charles Bates, The Dodger and Tom Chiding. He is

depicted as a cruel man who violently beats his boys when he is annoyed. At the

end of the story, Fagin is arrested, imprisoned and finally sentenced to hang.

Several critics have argued that Dickens has portrayed Fagin as an evil Jew and thus

he was being anti-Semitic. Banerjee in "Walter Besant's Sympathetic Discussion
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of Judaism" claims that "Dickens Fagin established an unfortunate stereotype for

Anglo-Jewry," However, anti-Semitic literature did not begin with Dickens. By

the sixteenth-century, playwrights such as William Shakespeare and Christopher

Marlowe wrote plays that portrayed the Jew characters negatively. Shylock in The

Merchant of Venice and Barabas in The Jew of Malta are some of the Jews who are

depicted as evil money lenders. Thus, stereotyping of the Jews in the literary

circle already existed long before Dickens wrote Oliver Twist.

The Jewish Encyclopaedia does not only claim that Fagin became the stereotype for

the Jew, but it also argues that Dickens did not understand the real characteristics of

the Jews. It states:

Fagin became the generally accepted type of the Jew; and "Oliver Twist"

was considered as a direct hit at the Jew. Dickens evidently realized

this, either through criticism or from personal contact with the real Jew;

for when next he made use of a Hebrew in fiction, he drew Riah in "Our

Mutual Friend," a character at the other extreme-almost impossibly,

certainly improbably, good. In both "Oliver Twist" and "Our Mutual

Friend" Dickens displays a lack of knowledge of the real characteristics

of Jews. (1)

The Jewish Encyclopaedia is discontent with Dickens's portrayal of an evil Jew,

Fagin, as well as an unconvincingly too good Jew, Riah. In my view, Dickens was

portraying characters of Jewish origin but who are simply human beings. It is

rather absurd for the Jewish Encyclopaedia to argue that Dickens did not understand

the real characteristics of the Jews as nobody can pinpoint the real characteristics of

a race or group of people. Human beings within a race or religious groups are
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different in many ways and cannot be defined by a distinguished feature. Thus, to

criticise Dickens for being ignorant of the real characteristics of the Jews is another

formof bias towards the Jews.

According to Encyclopaedia Britannica, "Anti-Semitism IS hostility toward or

discrimination against Jews as a religious or racial group." Dickens refers to Jews

in some of his other novels, Barnaby Rudge, Bleak House, David Copperfield, Great

Expectations, Little DOffit, Our Mutual Friend, The Old Curiosity Shop, and The

Pickwick Papers. However, I am of the view that the Jews are not portrayed in a

negative way to suggest that Dickens was anti-Semitic.

In The Old Curiosity Shop, Daniel Quilp tells Dick that he "is richer than any Jew

alive" (169). This comment rather reflects on the economic power the Jews had

than as a prejudicial remark as they ventured into businesses including money

lending business. In Barnaby Rudge, the word "Jew" is mentioned in a few

paragraphs over four pages out of the entire 648-page novel. There is reference to

the Jewish people when Lord George Gordon, the Association's president of the

Protestant movement, tells his secretary, Gashford, that he dreamed that he was a

Jew. Gashford is astonished by this and later says to himself "There are rich men

among the Jews; shaving is very troublesome; yes, it would suit me well enough"

(292). Gordon saw nothing wrong with the Jewish religion. Later, Gordon, being

the mastermind of the riot is tried for high treason and put in prison. He is later

released being declared not guilty but is excommunicated by the Archbishop of

Canterbury. Later, he writes an injurious pamphlet reflecting on the Queen of

France and is found guilty of libel. He runs away to Holland but later returns to

Britain where he professes his Jewish religion and remains a Jew until he is arrested
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and confined to Newgate Prison where he dies. Anti-Semitism is not expressed in

this novel. Rather, Gordon seems to find solace in the Jewish religion.

In Little Dorrit, there is reference to an elderly man of the "Jewish persuasion,

preserved in rum" who comes to offer "a tyfling madder ob bithznithz" when Mr.

Clennam, a friend to Dorrit is taken to the Marshalsea Prison. According to the

explanation by Helen Small, Jews were employed as officers in the Debtor's Court

and an anonymous publication entitled The Prison House Unmasked protested that

"complaints of extortion and ruffianism are never attended to by under sheriffs, and

the officers (nearly all of whom are low Jews) deride their authority" (Little Dorrit

980). Therefore, Dickens, in my view, was simply depicting the Jews as they were

during his time.

In Great Expectations, lawyer Jaggers is confronted by a Jewish man who offers

him bribe of to deal with his case. This Jew thinks that money can buy even

freedom. He says:

Mithter Jaggerth! Half a moment! My hown cuthen'th gone to Mithter

Wemmick at thith prethenth minute to hoffer him hany termth. Mithter

Jaggerth! Half a quarter of a moment! If you'd have the condethenthun to

be bought off from the t'other thide-at any thuperior prithe!-money no

objectl=-Mithter Jaggerth-Mithter- -! (155)

This Jew does not have a name except for being called the "excitable Jew," "the

suitor" and "the supplicant." His Jewish accent English also alienates him from

the other characters. Nevertheless, depicting a stereotyped Jew does not necessary
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mean Dickens was anti-Semitic. I am persuaded to believe that Dickens was

purely depicting a typical Jew that his readers identified with during his time.

Dickens's Jews are generally identified with money lenders and business people

apart from Fagin who is a depicted as a villainous Jew. Stone in Dickens and the

Jews explains that the Jewish laws did not prohibit the Jewish people to lend money

at interest unlike the Church laws that forbid Christians to venture into money

lending business where they collect money with interest. This may explain why

Fledgeby uses Riah to conduct his business in Our Mutual Friend. Riah's

occupation as a moneylender could be construed as an early Victorian stereotype.

Stone further states that the reality of the lives of the Jews was that:

in 1830 a Jew could not open a shop within the city of London, be called

to the Bar, receive a university degree, or sit in Parliament.. ..In 1830 the

majority of England's twenty to thirty thousand Jews earned their living

through buying and selling old clothes, peddling and moneylending"

(225-26).

Nevertheless, Stone alleges that Dickens exhibited anti-Semitism as he did not like

the Jews and he "despises their occupation and methods" (231). He further claims

that "Dickens seems to have regarded most Jews as sly, grasping, vulgar, and

picturesque; and he exhibited fastidiousness in his relations with them which

reflected their equivocal status in contemporary Victorian society" (232). It is

difficult to confirm this allegation as we are limited to only the Jew characters in his

works but as we later discuss, Dickens had a good relationship with Mr. and Mrs.

Davis, a solicitor who bought Dickens's house which may make it difficult for us to

believe Stone's allegation as a total truth.
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Heller in "The Outcast as Villain and Victim: Jew in Dickens's Oliver Twist and

Our Mutual Friend" discusses how Dickens portrays Fagin as a "financially

unscrupulous, dishonest, thieving, treacherous, avaricious, ultimately cowardly"

Jew. Fagin may be portrayed as an unscrupulous Jewish criminal who used

children to make money but that is one side of Fagin. It is of importance to look at

the other side of Fagin that Dickens also portrays in order for us to be able to judge

his stance on the Jews. Unlike Mr. Bumble, a beadle of the workhouse, who

displays heartlessness to Oliver, or Mrs. Sowerberry, the undertaker's wife who

feeds Oliver on scraps intended for dogs, Fagin acts like a father to Oliver. Oliver

receives humanly treatment for the first time ever since he was born into this world.

While he was punished for asking for more gruel at the workhouse, he is fed well by

Fagin with a loaf and butter and some sausage to eat. When Oliver is brought to

Fagin, he welcomes Oliver and feeds him with sausage and a glass of hot gin and

water. Oliver is then "gently lifted" by him on to one of the sacks to enable him

sleep (72). Oliver has never received such treatment before. Though Dickens has

been criticised for calling Fagin "the Jew" and portraying him as evil, when we read

the novel carefully, words such as "the old gentleman" "the merry gentleman"

"amiable old gentleman" are also used to describe Fagin positively. Fagin's

humane side is revealed as we read the story. We concur with Butterworth who

asserts in "The Significance of Fagin's Jewishness" that "when Oliver enters the

world of an apostate and outlaw Jew he receives better treatment, as a human being,

than in the respectable world" (223). When Fagin is imprisoned awaiting

execution towards the end of the story, Oliver visits him and asks God for

forgiveness for Fagin's crime. If Dickens was anti-Semitic, he would have only
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portrayed Fagin's evilness and negative traits making us aware of his dislike for the

Jews.

Lauriat Lane Jr. in "Dickens' Archetypal Jew" defends Dickens as follows:

If the character of Fagin arouses racial hostility in the reader of Oliver

Twist, as some overzealous guardians of the public weal would have us

think, it is more because this character, by its archetypal nature, appeals

to emotions and prejudices already firmly set by customs and tradition.

The main fault is not in Dickens but in his readers. (94)

I agree with Lane's position because creating a character that is typical of a Jew in

that particular period does not necessary mean the writer is biased. He is simply

creating a realistic picture of a given society. As I have examined, Dickens has

created a villain such as Fledgeby who is a Christian of English origin. What can

be concluded is that Dickens's portrayal of the Jews might appear like stereotypes

to some readers but they were accurate reflections of what the Jews had been pushed

by society into becoming. In other words, these so-called stereotypes were a

logical outcome of the treatment of the Jews by the English society.

Dickens may also have had "a negligent attitude and indifference to the implications

of the portrait of a Jew" (3-4) as Mark Gelber claims by calling Fagin and other

characters as "the Jew." This creates a picture of his looking down upon the Jews

as a group of people who share similar traits. Orwell seems to share a similar view

about Dickens's negligence of portraying stereotype Jews in his works and not

being sensitive to the response he may likely receive from his Jewish readership.

Nevertheless, he defends Dickens in Charles Dickens justifying his portrayal of the
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Jews as the reflection of how people viewed the Jews. He states that "Dickens

shows no prejudice against Jews. It is true that he takes it for granted (Oliver

Twist and Great Expectations) that a receiver of stolen goods will be a Jew, which

at the time was probably justified." If only Dickens was a little more sensitive to

how the Jews would have reacted to his portrayal of their own Jews in his works, he

would not have received strong criticisms of being anti-Semitic.

Slater, in his biography Charles Dickens explains that Eliza Davis, wife of a Jewish

solicitor wrote to Dickens expressing her disappointment by Dickens's creation of

Fagin. She wrote that by Dickens creating a character like Fagin, "he has been

responsible for encouraging 'a vile prejudice' against people of her race" (516).

However, Dickens defended himself by responding to her letter explaining that he

had nothing against the Jews and that calling Fagin a Jew does not in any way imply

his hostility towards the Jewish people. He wrote that "Fagin[ ... ] is a Jew because

it was unfortunately true of the time to which that story refers, that that class of

criminal almost invariably was a Jew" (218). Dickens may have meant to say that

he was not anti-Semitic but rather created a typical Jewish character familiar to his

English readers during the Victorian era.

Though Dickens made clear his position to Mrs. Davis, Stones explains that in the

"Charles Dickens Edition" of Oliver Twist, Dickens "eliminated the bulk of the

references to Fagin as "the Jew," cancelling that term entirely, or replacing it with

"he" or with "Fagin" (251). The title of Chapter 52 "The Jew's last Night Alive"

was also changed to "Fagin's Last Night Alive." This perhaps shows that Dickens

was conscious of being accused as anti-Semitic.
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Duckworth explains that Dickens based his character Fagin on a real person by the

name Isaac (Ikey) Solomon who was a famous "Jewish fence training boy

pickpockets" (25). Ikey was a "kidsman" who trained child thieves (27). Later,

though he was acquitted on charges of theft and burglary, he was re-arrested oftheft

and sentenced to fourteen years transportation. Ten years after his return to

Hobart, he was left by his wife and died a poor, miserable man. More recently is

the explanation by Michael Allen in "New Light on Dickens and the Blacking

Factory" that Dickens's aunt's husband, Matthew Lamerte and his first wife, Sarah

Lamert, both originated from Germany and were of Jewish origin. Dickens is said

to have spent much time with his cousin George Lamerte. Based on this

information, we could say that Dickens had already had contact with the Jewish

community since he was a small boy. He could have learnt their customs,

behaviours, business practice and the way they dressed as a child. Thus, I do not

believe that an impression created in the mind of a child of a Jew amounts to being

anti-Semitic. It confirms the view that Dickens was simply depicting the Jews as

he naturally knew them to be. Allen also reveals that Sarah's sister married Aaron

Worms, another Jew, who had a brother by the name Henry Worms. Henry was in

the bad books of the authority and was later found guilty of receiving stolen goods

and sentenced to be transported to Tasmania for fourteen years. According to

Allen, Henry had a great influence on Dickens when creating the character of Fagin:

their age were similar, both were Jews and Henry was "surrounded by children, six

of his eight children living with him" in the same manner as Fagin was living with

children pick-pockets (25). Allen goes further to explain that Henry's shop was

"within spitting distance of Field Lane, where Fagin lived" (25). Thus, the

character Fagin may have been created from Henry.
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Another explanation given by Chesterton in Charles Dickens is that the name Fagin

derives from Bob Fagin who was Dickens's friend at the blacking factory when they

were both working as child labourers. When Dickens fell sick, Fagin mad him a

bed to sleep and when he felt better Fagin insisted that he escorts Dickens back

home. Dickens could not reveal to Fagin that his family were living in the

Marshalsea Prison as it was too embarrassing for him. So, as he walks with Fagin,

he will knock at a door pretending it to be his house. Fagin satisfied that Dickens

has reached his house will return to his home never to know the truth of Dickens's

family. Dickens, therefore, has based his character "Fagin" on real persons in life:

one time friend and workmate Robert Fagin and a criminal of Jewish origin, Henry

Worms. In this light, Dickens persuades us to believe that he did not mean any

harm to the Jewish society by creating Fagin as an unscrupulous crimina1. He was

simply simulated by real people and real events and created a story of a criminal

called Fagin who unjustly treated children to work for him for his pursuit of greed.

Dickens's journalistic talent was combined with his creativity to address the issue of

child abuse.

3.6 Injustices in Neighbouring Countries

Dickens did not limit his observation of the social injustices in England alone. He

wrote about the injustices in France during the era of the French Revolution in A

Tale of Two Cities and, in America which can be examined in Martin Chuzzlewit.

Though the social injustices revealed in the two texts may differ, they both deal

with exploitation of the people in a weaker position. I begin with France.
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3.6.1. France

Across the English Channel, France was rolling with "exceeding smoothness down

hill" as she made "humane achievements as sentencing a youth to have his hands cut

off, his tongue torn out with pincers, and his body burned alive, because he had not

kneeled down in the rain to do honour to a dirty procession of monks which passed

within his view, at a distance of some fifty or sixty yards" ( A Tale of Two Cities 4).

The life conditions of the poor in France are similar to the conditions of the English

poor in A Tale of Two Cities. The miserable and pathetic conditions are evidenced

by Dickens's illustration of the town as "the ways were foul and narrow; the shops

and houses wretched; the people half-naked, drunken, slipshod, ugly. Alleys and

archways, like so many cesspools, disgorged their offences of smell, and dirt, and

life, upon the straggling streets; and the whole quarter reeked with crime, with filth,

and misery" (61).

"Poor" was not a word given only to men and women. Even an entire town was

characterized by the word "poor." And as if being poor was not enough, the poor

was made even poorer by strangling them with different kinds of tax. Dickens

describes this in A Tale of Two Cities:

The village had its one poor street, with its poor brewery, poor tannery,

poor tavern, poor stable-yard for relay of post-horses, poor fountain, all

usual poor appointments. It had its poor people too. All its people

were poor .... Expressive signs of what made them poor were not wanting;

the tax for the state, the tax for the church, the tax for the lord, tax local

and tax general, were to be paid here and to be paid there, according to
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solemn inscription in the little village, until the wonder was, that there

was any village left unswallowed. (110)

Not only were the people desperate. They were hungry, too. In the same novel,

Dickens describes the city of Paris as follows:

Hunger. It was prevalent everywhere. Hunger was pushed out of the

tall houses, in the wretched clothing that hung upon poles and wood

lines; Hunger was patched into them with straw and rag and wood and

paper; Hunger was repeated in every fragment of the small modicum of

firewood that the man sawed off; Hunger stared down from the

smokeless chimneys, and started up from the filthy street that had no

offal, among its refuse, of anything to eat. Hunger was the inscription on

the baker's shelves, written in every small loaf of his scanty stock of bad

bread; at the sausage-shop, in every dead-dog preparation that was

offered for sale. Hunger rattled its dry bones among the roasting

chestnuts in the turned cylinder; Hunger was shred into atomies in every

farthing porringer of husky chips of potato, fried with some reluctant

drops of oil. (29)

In both quotations, the words "poor" and "hunger" have been repeated several

times, emphasizing the degree of poverty and misery that the people had to endure

during the nineteenth-century.

In A Tales of Two Cities, the poor are referred to as "rats" and "dogs". The

aristocrats who controlled the nation were able to get away with anything they did.

This reminds me of the "kirisute gomen" in the Feudal Era of Japan where the
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samurai (warrior class) had the right to strike anyone of a lower class who was

disrespectful to the warrior class. During this era, the samurai class was the

highest class and had the authority to do whatever it liked. The French aristocrats

represented by the Evremond family in A Tale of Two Cities used to hold "the right

of life and death over the surrounding vulgar" (118). The aristocrats are seen to

exert their authority over the poor and treat them with contempt. They injure every

human being who comes "between them and their pleasure" (119).

An example of the poor being treated like "rats and dogs" is when one of the

Evremonds Monsieur the Marquis' carriage was passing through a street at a high

speed, running over a child. Dickens says that carriages "were often known to

drive on, and leave their wounded behind" (106) and thus, it was unfortunate that

Monsieur the Marquis' carriage had to stop. After the carriage stops, Marquis

looks out of the carriage to see a ragged and submissive man coming to tell him that

the child is dead. Nevertheless, in the eyes of Marquis, it is not people but "mere

rats" that are coming out of their holes to see the accident. He complains that the

poor men, women and children cannot take care of themselves and perhaps have

even done damage to his horses. To Marquis, his carriage is more valuable than a

poor man's child. He throws out a golden coin to the man as compensation but the

poor father does not take it and the coin finds itself thrown back into the carriage.

Marquis tells those who gathered around the carriage that he can ride over any of

them very willingly and exterminate them from the earth. This is a clear

illustration of how the aristocrats were above the law and could do whatever they

pleased, without a voice being raised from the crowd. This is a good example of

how aristocrats treated the poor with disrespect.
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A man by the name Defarge, a vendor of wine, consoles the father of the dead child

and says "It is better for the poor little plaything to die so, than to live. It has died

in a moment, without pain. Could it have lived an hour as happily?" (107). It is

ironical for someone to tell the deceased's father that it is better his child is dead

than being alive. This just demonstrates the degree of suffering and misery the

poor went through at the hands of the aristocrats. Dickens portrays a world where

the suffering was so much to bear for the poor that death was more peaceful even

for a young child than to live.

Charles Damay is a family member of the Evremondes, Damay cannot agree to a

life where his family reputation is at its worst. He says "There is not ... a face I can

look at, in all this country round about us, which looks at me with any deference on

it but the dark deference of fear and slavery" (118). His uncle, Marquis takes this

comment as a compliment and asserts that "Repression is the only lasting

philosophy. The dark deference of fear and slavery, my friend" ... "will keep the

dogs obedient to the whip, as long as this roof'... "shuts out the sly" (119).

Damay cannot stand his uncle's view of life and decides to renounce his country as

well as all his estate. He moves to London where he later marries Lucie Manette,

the daughter of Dr. Alexandre Manette. Ironically, Dr. Manette was a victim of

the Evrernonds when he tried to save the lives of a woman and her brother who were

brutally abused and eventually killed by the Evremonds.

Time passes and France has changed for the worse as Marquis has suspected. This

is the time when the Reign of Terror is in place with such unjust systems as the

self-appointed tribunals made up of five judges and a prosecutor with a determined

Jury. According to the narrator, the tribunal sits everyday at La Force watching the
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pnsoners appear before them one by one and ordering them to be massacred,

released or taken back to prison. In a trial of one and a half hours, fifteen men are

condemned to death by the newly born "La Guillotine," a sharp equipment that cuts

off the heads of the criminals in an instant. Dickens terms this tribunal as "a

lawless court."

A revolutionary tribunal in the capital, and forty or fifty thousand

revolutionary committees all over the land; a law of the Suspected, which

struck away all security for liberty or life, and delivered over any good

and innocent person to any bad and guilty one, prisons gorged with

people who had committed no office, and could obtain no hearing; these

things became the established order and nature of appointed things, and

seemed to be ancient usage before they were many weeks old. Above

all, one hideous figure grew as familiar as if it had been before the

general gaze from the foundations of the world-the figure of the sharp

female called La Guillotine. (265)

It was inevitable that the French poor stood up to fight against the tyrannical

oppression by the aristocrats. They were oppressed and pushed to the limit where

they could no longer breathe, eat and live like human beings. In any society when

the injustice is to the extreme, there is a likelihood of the mob rising to defend their

rights. There is nothing wrong with this movement. However, there is a problem

when the common people take the laws into their hands and punish every single

person they believe to be the oppressors without fair trials. They become another

kind of oppressors in their own ways. The poor people in A Tale of Two Cities,
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stood up and reacted to the unjust system of slavery, abuse and oppression but they

became the terrors where they no longer acted as human beings.

During the uprising by the poor, Darnay's uncle, Marquis, is killed by the citizens

and the servant Theophile Gabelle is arrested and imprisoned for acting for the

Evremond family. One day, Gabelle, writes Darnay a letter requesting him to

return to France and save his life as he has been arrested for the crime of acting

against the French citizens and acting for an emigrant-Darnay who moved to

England. Darnay, feeling obligated to save Gabelle's life leaves for France only to

be arrested there. When he asks what crime he has committed under what law, the

answer given is "emigrants have no right." He is, thus, put in the prison of La

Force which is described as a "gloomy prison, dark and filthy, and with a horrible

smell of foul sleep in it" (247). Here, he is treated unjustly and harshly.

When Darnay is brought in front of the tribunal, he is accused of being an emigrant

"whose life was forfeit to the Republic, under the decree which banished all

emigrants on pain of Death" (275). By luck, his two witnesses, Gabelle and Dr.

Manette confirm that he is not an emigrant and Darnay is acquitted after the jury

gives the vote of "innocent." A few months later, however, he is re-arrested again.

The reason being he comes from an aristocratic family who abused and brutalized

people. The letter that Dr. Manette hid in his prison room long ago when he was

condemned to imprisonment by Marquis is discovered by Defarge and read out in

court. In the letter, Dr. Manette explains how the brother and sister of Madame

Defarge died after being brutally assaulted by the Marquis brothers and how Dr.

Manette was called in to save their lives. The letter acts as evidence against

Darnay for being a member of the family who were notorious oppressors of the
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people, and he is sentenced to death within twenty four hours. He is given no

sympathy or a right to defence. It is an unfair trial. Injustice is seen when an

accused is given no chance to defend himself. There is no fair trail in this whole

case. In twenty four hours, fifty two men and women are condemned to execution

by the Guillotine together with Darnay. What matters in such trials is how many

heads will roll rather than ensuring justice is done. It was a society of revenge:

From the farmer-general of seventy, whose riches could not buy his life,

to the seamstress of twenty, whose poverty and obscurity could not save

her. Physical diseases, engendered in the vices and neglects of men;

will seize on victims of all degrees; and the frightful moral disorder, born

of unspeakable suffering, intolerable oppression, and heartless

indifference, smote equally without distinction. (335)

Darnay's wife is warned not to mourn or cry as it was a capital offence to

sympathize with or to mourn for the victim of the Guillotine. The laws were

barbaric and uncalled for. Death was the punishment for everything. In all trades

and professions, the death penalty was the fashion. Death is inevitable as part of

nature and it is a remedy for all things in life. Dickens then sarcastically asks "and

why not Legislation's?" (52). He further explains that in England also,

... the forger was put to Death; the utterer of a bad note was put to Death;

the unlawful opener of a letter was put to Death; the purloiner of forty

shillings an sixpence was put to Death; the holder of a horse at Tellson's

door, who made off with it, was put to Death; the coiner of a bad shilling

was put to Death; the sounders of three-fourths of the notes in the whole

gamut of Crime were put to Death. Not that it did the least good in the
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way of prevention-it might almost have been worth remarking that the

fact was exactly the reverse-but, it cleared off (as to the world) the

trouble of each particular case .... (52)

Even in law, death was the solution to all the problems and this is how much worth

human beings were. Dickens condemns the aristocrats who oppressed the poor but

he also seems to condemn the poor whose only goal is to revenge by killing all the

aristocrats and those who helped them. As R. L. Fisher states in his forward to A

Tale of Two Cities that the "insistent message that the price of oppression will

always be hatred, bloodshed, and revolt" (xiii), the result of an oppressed system is

that the anger and frustration of the oppressed explodes and is likely to lead to a

revolution or revolt. However, when the oppressed people turn into oppressors for

vengeance, the end result turns tragic. Nothing changes and even the oppressed

cannot enjoy peace in a society of bloodthirsty vengeance. There is no positive

meaning to a revolt, even to the poor, in which the oppressed become the

oppressors. House in The Dickens World claims that despite Dickens's hatred

towards "the mad and uncontrollable fury of the mob, he uses the description of it to

express, or to work off, something of his own neurotic impatience and anger. He

danced and slaughtered with the crowd" (214).

Whether Dickens was expressing his personal anger and frustration through rolling

heads with the Guillotine is not something we may understand. The fact is that

during the Reign of Terror, a great number of people were executed by the

Guillotine without going through fair trial. Dickens, in my view, condemns a

revolt where people take justice in their hands and punish others who they think has

wronged them without any rationale. Dickens was sympathetic to the oppressed
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but he did not agree with the mob's retributive justice to solve their sufferings.

Madame Defarge's death at the end by her own gun symbolizes the tragic end of a

violent revolt. I believe one cannot fight injustice with another unjust act.

3.6.2. America

In his episode on Martin's trip to America in Martin Chuzzlewit, Dickens depicts a

country where fraud, lack of freedom and injustice exists. Fumie Tarnai in

"Globalization and the Ideal of Home (1): Martin Chuzzlewit" explains that

Dickens's negative depiction of America is due to Dickens's own disappointment

when he visited America for the first time in 1842. In the novel, the young Martin

sails to America with his unpaid servant Mark Tapley after being disowned by his

grandfather whom he had seen earlier. Martin's intention was to look for greener

pastures and become an emigrant in America but instead finds himself unfairl y

treated by the Americans. He discovers that America is a land where "Men were

weighed by their dollars, measures gauged by their dollars; life was auctioneered,

appraised, put up, and knocked down for its dollars" (268). A land of freedom and

liberty for Martin is nevertheless a land where all that matters is money. America

is no different from England where he comes from. Martin and Tapley is conned

by the fraudulent Americans, Mr. Scadder and General, into buying a land in a

supposedly thriving city, Eden. After a long journey to Eden, they discover that it is

a swampy land full of malaria. Martin is conned of his money by the unscrupulous

Americans and even falls sick with malaria. He learns that freedom and liberty

that he dreamt of is not what he experiences in America. In America, freedom is

associated with violence and aggression. Martin learns that for the Americans "to
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carry pistols into legislative assemblies, and swords in sticks, and other such

peaceful toys; to seize opponents by the throat, as dogs or rats might do; to bluster,

bully, and overbear by personal assailment; were glowing deeds" (268).

The abuse of freedom and liberty can also be observed through the "negro" slave,

Cicero, whom Martin and Tapley meet. When Martin finds Tapley with Cicero,

Mark explains to Tapley that the slave was brutally wounded as he was "shot in the

leg; gashed in the arm; scored in his live limbs, like crimped fish; beaten out of

shape; had his neck galled with an iron collar, and wore iron rings upon his wrists

and ankles" (277). It took him no time to save money but finally he managed to

buy himself his freedom after he fell ill and could not work anymore. It is only

when he becomes worthless that Cicero gains his freedom.

In another episode on slavery, Dickens portrays the Norris family who expose the

stupidity of the white men's understanding of abolitionists. Martin is delighted to

be introduced to the Norris' family who were said to be abolitionists. However, he

is faced with the absurdity of the entire family when one of the daughters says that

"the negroes were such a funny people, so excessively ludicrous in their manners

and appearance, that it was wholly impossible for those who knew them well, to

associate any serious ideas with such a very absurd part of the creation" (281).

How can the Norris family be abolitionists when they do not understand what it

means to be sympathetic to the slaves? Dickens seems to portray Americans who

acted as abolitionists when in the real sense they looked down on the slaves.

Dickens is said to have been shocked and horrified by the treatment of slaves when

he visited America in 1842; and when he returned to England he began anti-slavery
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campaigns. Thus, using Cicero, Dickens attacks the unjust treatment of the Negro

slaves in Martin Chuzzlewit.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have looked at the different injustices in Dickens's works.

Beginning with the exploitation of the poor and the workers by the well-to-do

people, I moved on to look at how men from the same class can be unjust to their

own fellow men. Dickens also demonstrates that injustice is not a disease of

England alone. He successfully illustrates that France and America were not

strangers to injustice as well. Dickens has also demonstrated his views about

revolts in handling injustice. He is critical of any revolt to achieve justice. I

further looked at Dickens's portrayal of the Jews and have come to a conclusion that

Dickens was not against the Jews but rather his depiction of the Jews were accurate

reflections of what they had been pushed by society into becoming. In summary,

Dickens seems to convey the message that the core problem of injustice is we,

human beings, and unless we change our attitudes towards others who do not share

similar backgrounds such as faith and social status, and treat them as same human

beings, injustice will not be done away with.

In the next chapter, I will examine his observation of the justice system that has

contributed to the promotion of social injustices during his time. In particular, I

will look at the injustices of the laws, the legal profession and the prison system

exposed by Dickens in his works.
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Chapter Four

Charles Dickens's Depiction of The Unjust Systems

4.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I looked at how Dickens portrays a world of injustices in his

works. In particular, the society that Dickens depicts is a society where human

beings unfairly treat each other because they think that they are superior to those

others. In this chapter, I will examine Dickens's portrayal of the unjust systems

that contributed to the making of an unjust society. These include the courts, the

legal professionals, prisons, public offices, the electoral system and the educational

institutions.

Dickens, having worked in law offices as a clerk and as a law reporter at one point

in his life, was able to gain an extensive knowledge of the inside of the legal system.

Dickens has used his experience in the legal field to write extensively on the issues

of law in his works. Many times, he would use satire to ridicule the unjust systems

that existed. Not all critics, nevertheless, appreciate Dickens's attack on the law.

According to Slater in his biography Charles Dickens, Judge James Fitzjames

Stephen, a literary barrister and later judge, denounces Dickens and says that his

"notions of law, which occupy so large a space in his books, are precisely those of

an attorney's clerk" (29). Slater, however, defends Dickens by stating that his

experience as a law clerk gave him the opportunity to observe ways in which "the

law could affect individuals" and "how legal processes could become ends in

themselves with very comfortable results for many of the law's practitioners" (29).
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Being in the legal profession myself, I know that legal clerks of long experience

have hands-on experience with the laws as well as the court procedures. Many

times, lawyers rely on such clerks to assist them with drafting documents and

dealing with cases behind the scenes. Thus, it will not be fair to dismiss the legal

clerks as amateur "lawyers." I do not agree with Judge Stephen that Dickens's

understanding of the laws that he depicted in his works is untrustworthy.

I am convinced that Dickens keenly observed the shortcomings of the laws and the

men who enforced the laws, and portrayed them in his works to show how they

greatly contributed to the unjust society during the Victorian era. I concur with

Holdsworth in Charles Dickens as a Legal Historian who notes that Dickens was

concerned with "the machinery by which the law was enforced, the men who

enforced it, the conditions in which these men lived, and the actual effects of the

rules of law, substantive and adjective, upon the men and women of his day" (7).

In my view, however, Dickens was not only concerned with the legal system but

with the entire administration system including the educational system and the

people who were in charge of them. Thus, Dickens uses satire to mock the

inefficient and corrupt public institutions as well as the electoral system in his

works. It is from this premise that I will look at the administration of the law-the

court system, the legal professionals, the prison system and the public

institutions-to demonstrate that Dickens was critical about the systems that

promoted injustices in society. I begin by discussing Dickens's depiction of the

court system.
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4.1. Administration of the Court System

Dickens tackles the unjust laws and legal practices that make it impossible for

justice to prevail. One of the works of Dickens that focuses on the unjust legal

systems is Bleak House. This novel deals with the inefficient and oppressive

system represented by the Chancery, a court that deals with matters relating to real

property, trusts and administration of estates. Fyfe in Charles Dickens and the

Law states that Bleak House is the greatest and the most effective story of the law.

He posits, "It begins and ends in the Court of Chancery and there is-from

beginning to the end of the long-tale not a character who can be said to be outside of

the influence of the dominating legal element" (25-26).

The case that illustrates the unjust court system in Bleak House is the case of

Jarndyce and Jarndyce. This case is brought to the Chancery Court over a dispute

of a will made by a man named Jarndyce long ago who made great fortunes during

his lifetime. He wrote a will on who should be the beneficiaries of his will. After

his death, his entire wealth disappeared and thus the dispute. The case goes on for

generations that "this scarecrow of a suit has, in course of time, become so

complicated, that no man alive knows what it means" (4). Not only the family

members involved but even those who work in the chancery seem to have no idea of

what the case entails and the direction it should take. Each time the case comes up

for hearing, there is laughter as the case has become a mockery of the court. Those

who are supposed to benefit from the outcome of the case are frustrated and

distressed, while other beneficiaries have already passed on. Dickens describes the

length of this case as follows:
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Innumerable children have been born into the cause; innumerable young

people have married into it; innumerable old people have died out of it.

Scores of persons have deliriously found themselves made parties in

Jarndyce and Jamdyce, without knowing how or why; ... a long

procession of Chancellors has come in and gone out; the legion of bills in

the suit have been transformed into mere bills of mortality. (4)

The court system is tedious and slow and thus the people who should have

benefitted from the case have either passed on and their children and grandchildren

who know virtually nothing about the case are dragged into the case as witnesses.

In another description of the unnecessary prolonging of the case, Dickens writes:

Equity sends questions to Law, Law sends questions back to Equity; Law

finds it can't do this, Equity finds it can't do that; neither can so much as

say it can't do anything, without this solicitor instructing and this counsel

appearing for A, and that solicitor instructing and that counsel appearing

for B; and so on through the whole alphabet. ... And thus, through years

and years, and lives and lives, everything goes on, constantly beginning

over and over again, and nothing ever ends. And we can't get out of the

suit on any terms, for we are made parties to it, and must be parties to it,

whether we like it or not. (88)

According to the Black's Law Dictionary, equity is "an alternative to the harsh rules

of common law and which were based on what was fair in a particular situation" and

the term equity denotes "the spirit and habit of fairness, justness, and right dealing

which would regulate the intercourse of men with men" (374). As the present

witnesses do not understand the whole case, they are unable to give satisfactory
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testimonies and the confusion anses. Further, each time a member of the

concerned party die, the case is required to start afresh by bringing in new

witnesses. The court is too obsessed with procedural issues that too much time is

consumed. In the end, the case becomes no longer a case disputing the will, but a

case of Costs. This is because a court case that began with an intention to deal

with the beneficiaries of a will has dragged for years and in the process, the cost of

the case has accumulated to sixty to seventy thousand pounds with filing charges,

court fees and lawyers' remunerations. The lawyers play around with the case that

whatever fortune was there in the Will is lost by court costs. As the title suggests,

the case is bleak and there seems to be no end to it only that the costs incurred are

increasing day by day.

Tom Jarndyce is one of the victims of this prolonging and frustrating case who

becomes depressed and finally kills himself after being disappointed that the case

was never to be settled. His comments about the case being "ground to bits in a

slow mill; it's being roasted at a slow fire; it's being stung to death by single bees;

it's being drowned by drops; it's going mad by grains" (49) articulates the

frustrations he had towards the Chancery. It is ironical that the Chancery whose

role is to be fair and just is denying the concerned parties the exact same virtues

because of its inefficiency and rigid process. There is nothing fair and just about a

court that does not expedite its duty with earnestness.

Another victim of the Chancery is Gridley and his own narration of his experiences

with the Chancery gives us a better understanding of the inefficient workings of the

institution. His case is similar to the Jarndyce's case. Gridley's father leaves a

will stating that all his property be handed over to Gridley's mother and after her
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death, the entire estate was to be given to Gridley with the exception of three

hundred pounds that was to be given to Gridley's only brother as legacy.

According to Gridley, nobody contested the will. However, after their mother's

death, Gridley's brother claims his part of the legacy. Gridley and some of his

relatives argue that some amount of legacy was paid through lodging, food and

other items but this does not make the brother happy. He decides to take the

matter to court and what happens thereafter becomes a nightmare. Seventeen

people in total including Gridley are made defendants to the case.

The case comes up after two years and is adjourned for another two years when the

judge orders that the case start afresh because of one defendant who was left out.

The delay and adjournments raise the cost of the case to three times the legacy, the

initial amount his brother sought. At the end, the entire estate goes to waste as

costs and Gridley is left with nothing. Gridley resents the wrongs done to him by

the Chancery and he is only able to keep himself together by demanding justice with

anger and avenging the wrongs done to him in his mind. He is an angry man but

he can only blame the system and not the Judge as he only sits in court "to

administer the system" (198). Gridley has been in prison several times for

contempt of court and threatening the solicitor. He is only expressing his anger for

the unjust ending of his case but the court does nothing but to tell him to restrain

himself. Even the judge can only advise him to go back to Shropshire and to stay

usefully employed. This is a vivid illustration of how a man who deserves justice

is denied the same because of the inefficient and bureaucratic court system as well

as the lawyers who are insensitive and only care about their selfish gains.
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Miss Flite is another victim of the Chancery in Bleak House. She is described as a

mad old woman who attends court regularly with all her papers, which she considers

as legal documents. Her story is as tragic as Gridley's. Her father and brother

had a builder's business but unfortunately, her father becomes bankrupt and is taken

to a debt prison. Soon after, her brother becomes an alcoholic and her sister a

prostitute. Miss Flite herself becomes sick. As a result of the prolonged case, her

father, brother and sister all die never to see the end of the case. Despite all these

sufferings she goes through, Miss Flite still believes that a judgment will be made.

Miss Flite keeps a number of birds that she has given names to: Hope, Joy, Youth,

Peace, Rest, Life, Dust, Ashes, Waste, Want, Ruin, Despair, Maness, Death,

Cunning, Folly, Words, Wigs, Rags, Sheepskin, Plunder, Precedent, Jargon,

Gammon and Spinach. They all seem to be symbolic of the Chancery. Hope,

Joy, Youth may be symbolic of the time before the case begins; hope and joy that

justice will prevail and the youthful people involved in the case. Peace, Rest and

Life seem to symbolise what the ideal outcome of the case should be; peace and rest

after justice is done and a new life begins. Dust, Ashes, Waste, Want, Ruin,

Despair, Maness, Death may be symbolic of the actual result of the case. Cunning,

Folly, Words, Wigs, Rags, Sheepskin, Plunder, Precedent, Jargon, Gammon and

Spinach are words that are associated with lawyers and courts, and thus, could

symbolise the scheme and those who contributed to the unjust result of the case.

Miss Flite says that when judgment is given she will set all of them free.

Nevertheless, the Chancery proceedings are so slow that the birds die even before

the end of the case and she doubts that the young birds will even live to freedom.

The death of the birds is symbolic of the annihilation of the justice system.
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Richard Carstone, an orphan and a ward of the court, too, becomes an interested

party to the Chancery case. He is a young man who does not know what he really

wants in life. He decides to become a medical doctor but gives it up and changes

to studying law believing that his knowledge on the law will help him to follow the

case. Eventually, he abandons the idea of studying law to join the army. Richard

is a confused person who is obsessed with benefiting from the outcome of the case.

He hires Vholes as his legal advisor and spends all his time, money and energy on

this case hoping that he will get something out of it. Dickens calls Vholes "a legal

shark" probably because he is a crafty lawyer who knows how to squeeze all the

money out of Richard and make him get into debt. The judgement is given in the

end, and it is revealed that the entire estate has gone to costs. Richard, who spends

his entire life hoping to make his fortune from the case collapses and dies. He is

also portrayed as a victim of the unjust court system. The fact that Richard dies at

the end of the story proves Dickens' view that the ills of the court system are so

deep that nothing can stop it from correcting its path to achieve any justice. Like

Miss Flite's birds that die before the case ends, Richard's life is also wasted at the

expense of justice.

The Jarndyce case eventually closes with the entire estate being swallowed by the

court charges and lawyers fees. Not a single person gets anything out of the case

and justice seems to favour only the judges and the lawyers who make huge

amounts of profit from the case. Those who seek justice are never given their

dues. The maxim, "equity acts in personam" which means that persons concerned

must perform an action in justice or refuse unjust action is completely ignored.

When Miss Flite hears that the case has been finally closed, she frees her birds,

perhaps symbolising a new dawn.
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Holdsworth in Charles Dickens as a Legal Historian states that "In many suits in

equity large masses of property were in court, and the longer the suit lasted, the

more of it went to the officials of the court and the legal advisers of the parties"

(146). In Bleak House, we have seen Gridley losing everything to the costs for

court proceedings and lawyers. While Miss Flite becomes mad, Richard also ends

up dying after his hope of getting something out of the case is quashed and all that

was there is taken away by court costs. Dickens states in the novel, "Law itself acts

as an oppressive force perpetuating practices which cause intolerable delay, expense

and 'unspeakable vexation' to it's victims" (694). This is evident in Bleak House

as all those who were part to the case of Jarndyce vs. Jarndyce were refused justice

by the prolonged case, the accumulating costs and the inefficiency of the lawyers.

Dickens portrays a picture of courts that are the worst enemies of justice.

Reviews in such magazines as Spectator, Bentley's Monthly Review and Eclectic

Review criticized Dickens's attack on the Chancery in Bleak House as too late since

the Chancery reform has already started in 1824. Dolin, on the other hand, gives

credit to Dickens stating that "the charge of lateness is difficult to credit when it is

remembered how long and hard the process of Chancery reform was." He

introduces Sir Gerald Hurst's words to support his view. Sir Hurts states that

Dickens works:

Contributed in some measure at least to mould the minds of the men who

mattered ... its version, however extravagant, of the abuses of Chancery

was sufficiently biting to stir even the complacency of vested interests

and for this reason deserves a place among those classical works of

fiction ... which have helped practically to make a better England. (78)
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I am of the OpInIOn that Dolin was right in his argument that, in as much as

Dickens's criticism of the Chancery came years later in his book, Bleak House, it is

still relevant to credit Dickens. This is because one does not simply forget

historical events just because they change for the better. History is important as

we learn from our mistakes and it is thereby imperative to have a constant reminder

so as to have people not repeat the same injustices. Literature plays an important

role in reminding us readers of the historical events that took place. With literature

being relevant universally, it also helps other societies learn from the mistakes done

by a particular society.

In The Pickwick Papers, the cobbler's case explains the unjust delay of courts

resulting in his unnecessary imprisonment. The cobbler has been in jail for the last

twelve years. His employer left him to be the executor of some five thousand

pounds to be distributed among the deceased's nieces and nephews as per his will as

they could not agree on the distribution of the money. The nieces and nephews

enter a caveat against the will and later withdraw it leading to a court case. The

case drags and the cobbler is forced to pay the legal fees as well as charges resulting

in him owing the court ten thousand pounds. Consequently, he is put in debt

prison where people who cannot repay debts are kept. Such a situation does not

amount to committing a crime; yet, those who are put in debt prison for such an

"offence" were treated as if they have committed the worse crime ever.

Dickens himself had been in court as a plaintiff in five Chancery suits against

publishers who had pirated his A Christmas CaroL Though he won the case, he

never recovered damages from the defendants as they went into bankruptcy.

Holdsworth reproduces Dickens's letter thus:
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My feeling is the feeling common, I suppose, to three-fourths of the

reflecting part of the community in our happiest of all possible countries,

and that is, that it is better to suffer a great wrong than to have recourse

to the much greater wrong of the law. I shall not easily forget the

expense and anxiety, and horrible injustice of the Carol case, wherein, in

asserting the plainest right on earth, Iwas really treated as if Iwere the

robber, instead of the robbed. I know of nothing that could come, even

of a successful action, which would be worth the mental trouble and

disturbance it would cost. (80)

Dickens felt betrayed by the justice system that could not do anything to protect his

rights. His first hand experience as a victim of the justice system could have

compelled him to be critical about the system and thus attack the unfair justice

system in his works. However, I do not believe that his criticism was brought

about by a selfish need to complain about it. His reason, Ibelieve, was as a result

of his own personal bitter experience with the court system. I am persuaded to

believe that he wanted to give a more universal and articulate account of the

problems one faces while going through the justice system. This IS because

personal experiences bring about a need for urgency and immediacy In matters,

especially, those dealing with social injustices.

Dickens's experience as a shorthand reporter in the Doctors' Commons was also

instrumental in his observation of the unjust court system. As Slater rightfully

asserts, Dickens's working experience in the Doctors' Commons caused him to

adopt an attitude of "a mixture of scornful contempt for such arcane legal

procedures and amusement at the contrast between the pomposity of the
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proceedings and the frequently trivial or sordid realities with which they. were

concerned" (33). This attitude is evident when Steerforth describes to David what

the Doctors' Commons represents in David Copperfield. He states:

It's a little out-of-the-way place, where they administer what is called

ecclesiastical law, and play all kinds of tricks with obsolete old monsters

of acts of Parliament, which three-fourths of the world know nothing

about, and the other fourth supposes to have been dug up, in a fossil

state, in the days of the Edwards. It's a place that has an ancient

monopoly in suits about people's wills and people's marriages, and

disputes among ships and boats. (289-90)

Dickens's satirical description of the Doctors' Commons provides us with his

critical attitude towards the court. The words such as "obsolete old monsters of

acts of Parliament," "fossil state," "ancient monopoly" suggest Dickens's view of

the laws; they are outdated and out of reach for the majority of people.

Another example of injustice we encounter in Dickens's works is the denial of

access to justice by the poor who could not afford legal services. Blackpool, a

factory worker in Hard Times, cannot tolerate his abusive and drunken wife any

longer and wants to leave her and marry Rachael whom he loves. Blackpool

seeks advice from Bounderby who is his employer, and asks if there is any law that

can help him. Bounderby confirms in affirmative but informs him as follows:

But it is not for you at all. It costs money. It costs a mint of

money .... Why, you'd have to go to Doctors' Commons with a suit, and

you'd have to go to a court of Common law with a suit, and you'd have
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to get an Act of parliament to enable you to marry again and it would

cost you .... I suppose from a thousand to fifteen hundred

pound .... Perhaps twice the money. (67)

The divorce procedure is tedious and expensive. Thus, the poor, like Blackpool

who cannot afford the legal charges are forced to stay in unhappy marriages unless

they are able to pay the expensive legal charges which they may never have. This

is a clear illustration of how the laws did not favour the poor. The rich alone were

able to hire lawyers and file suits in courts. Even for the rich, the cases were very

expensive and frustrating. Even in this twenty-first century, the legal costs are

out of reach for the majority of poor people. In other words, justice is not fair to

all.

While people like Blackpool cannot seek justice in court owing to the high legal

costs, there are poor men who earn their living by being bail for anyone to any

amount for a fee of half a crown. This is illustrated in The Pickwick Papers when

Pickwick encounters with the "bail" on his way to the judge's chambers at

Serjeant's Inn. Pickwick is astonished to hear from his attorney that the men "earn

a livelihood by waiting about here, to perjure themselves before the judges of the

land, at the rate of half-a-crown a crime!" (539). The poverty level is so low that

the poor will even become a bail for a half a crown to make ends meet. This is to

show that those who have money will use the "bail" to free themselves from being

imprisoned. This is another form of injustice where it seems as if only the rich

were able to buy their freedom and not the poor.

As we have observed so far, Dickens portrays the court system as blind to the

principle of justice and it seems as if the system even condones injustices in the face
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of law. Fyfe argues that "Dickens was too hard upon the Chancery Court" and that

"his vision of it was coloured by his own unfortunate experience" (28). Bleak

House, according to Dolin, was inspired by the Jennens' case which was said to

have "begun in 1798 and was still extant in 1915, when costs amounted to £

250,000" (81). Baker in Introduction to English Legal History, states that "the

word Chancery had been synonymous with expense, delay and despair" (90). As

much as I agree that Dickens used his personal experience to attack the Chancery, I

do not think he was too hard on it. In my view, I am of the opinion that having

gone through the unjust court system himself, he wanted everyone to know and

understand the issue at hand, the issues being the delays, despair and inefficiency.

Dickens, in my view, was simply drawing his readers' attention to the unnecessary

delays and inefficiency in courts that contributed to the injustice during the

Victorian era. Let us now examine the legal professionals who are actually the

players of the courts.

4.2 The Legal Profession

In Shakespeare's King Henry, Dick, the butcher, tells Jack Cade "The first thing we

do, let's kill all the lawyers." This is a famous quote on lawyers by Shakespeare.

Lawyers in any time have had a bad reputation. While law is meant to be a tool to

serve society, on many occasions, those who belong to the legal profession are more

concerned with serving themselves than fighting for justice. Some will turn

around the evidence and make the guilty not guilty and the innocent guilty. A

good Japanese proverb that reflects this view is "only lawyers and painters can turn

white to black." In Dickens's works, a number of characters who represent the
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legal profession are described. We have Barristers such as Mr. Stryver and Sydney

Cartor in A Tale of Two Cities, attorneys represented by Tulkinghorn in Bleak

House, Dodson and Foggs, Solomon Pell, Perker in The Pickwick Papers, Brass in

Old Curiosity Shop, and Jaggers in Great Expectations. Magistrate Fang in Oliver

Twist, Sergeant Buzfuz and Sergeant Snubbin in The Pickwick Papers, Judge

Starleigh in The Pickwick Papers, Proctors of Doctors' of Commons such as

Spenlow and Jorkins in David Copperfield are also some of the memorable legal

practitioners in Dickens's works. Let us now examine how Dickens has portrayed

legal practitioners who have fuelled injustices in the court.

In Great Expectations. Jaggers is an example of a lawyer who uses his position as a

lawyer to intimidate and take advantage of the people who need his service and

enrich himself rather than using the law to fight for justice. Jaggers displays some

air of intimidation that can be understood from the description of his office:

Mr. Jagger's room was ... a most dismal place ... there were some odd

objects about ... such as an old rusty pistol, a sword in a scabbard, several

strange-looking boxes and packages, and two dreadful casts on a shelf,

of faces peculiarly swollen, and twitchy about the nose. Mr. Jagger's

own high-backed chair was of deadly black horse-hair, with rows of brass

nails round it, like a coffin. (151)

The description of the office itself metaphorically signifies intimidation and dirty

business: an old rusty pistol, a sword in a scabbard, his chair that looks more like a

coffin. As his office suggests, Jaggers is fond of intimidating his clients when he

does not like the way they talk to him. When he sees his clients, the only thing

Jaggers will ask them is whether they have paid the fees. He chases them away or
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threatens them that he will dismiss their case when he does not like the way they ask

or reply to his questions. So long as the fees are paid, Jaggers will do anything,

even twist the law, to get what he wants. Thus, when Molly murders another

woman out of jealousy, Jaggers helps her be acquitted from a murder case and even

employs her as his house help whom Dickens refers to as "a wild beast tamed."

This symbolizes the oppression by the strong against the weak

Wemmick, a clerk, VIews Jaggers as somebody who behaves as if he has set a

mantrap and is watching it. Then "Suddenly-click-you're caught!" (183).

Jaggers knows exactly how to trap one and catch him. Even the magistrates

themselves "shivered under a single bite of his [Jaggers'] fingers" and nobody knew

"which side he was on because he seemed to be grinding the whole place in a mill"

(186). Grinding the whole place in a mill implies that Jaggers will take charge of

the whole situation and move the case the way he wants. He even causes his boots

to creak "as if they laughed in a dry and suspicious way" (183). This shows how

Jaggers can be unemotional and dishonest. Jaggers' washing of his hands is

referred to many times in the book Each time he returns from the police court or

whenever he dismisses his criminal clients, he must wash his hands. The washing

of hands is symbolic of his trying to wash off his guilt of not using the law in the

right way. Jaggers may be a sharp lawyer who knows his job, but Dickens does

not seem to focus on his skills but rather focuses on the negative traits of a lawyer

and condemns his behaviour. With the illustration of Jaggers, it can be argued that

Dickens was not being fair nor objective on his portrayal of some legal

professionals. He unfairly focuses on the corrupt and intimidating nature of the

lawyers and hence, may lead the readers to think that he is biased against the

lawyers.
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Tulkinghorn and Vholes are two lawyers in Bleak House who take advantage of the

helpless clients and enrich themselves like "maggots in nuts" (120). For example,

Tulkinghorn, a solicitor to the Chancery and also the legal advisor to Sir Leicester

Dedlock, is an "oyster of the old school, whom nobody can open" (120). His

calling is "the acquisition of secrets, and the holding possession of such power as

they give him, with no sharer or opponent in it" (468-69). He is said to be a

"slow-torturing" kind of man. His uncouth character is observed when we see him

tormenting Lady Dedlock slowly by slowly with his knowledge about her dark past.

Tulkinghorn discovers that Lady Dedlock had a relationship with Captain Nemo and

gave birth to a baby girl before she married Sir Leicester. Realising that she has

her dark secrets, he finds pleasure in tormenting her to confess about her past. He

blackmails her until he drives her to her death. Tulkinghorn has no business

digging into her past. He oversteps his boundary and tries to make her admit about

her affair to her husband with the intention to shame her. Pam Morris states that

"exercise of power, not pursuit of justice, is the main motive for Tulkinghorn's

actions" (48). In my view, a lawyer is responsible in exercising his power in

pursuit of justice. Tulkinghorn, however, exercises his power in pursuit of his own

self-satisfaction which does not produce any positive results. Dickens has

depicted Tulkinghorn as a lawyer who does not seem to understand his role as a

lawyer but uses his status to harm others. Thus, as Leavis asserts, Tulkinghorn "is

one of the agents of destruction, destroying himself in the process" (126) and also

destroying Lady Dedlock. Tulkinghorn is killed by his French maid, Hortense,

whom he threatened to abuse and blackmail.
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Vholes is a legal advisor to Richard in the Jarndyce case in Bleak House. As in the

case of Jaggers', Vholes' office also exhibits his character; it is in a dingy

hatchment where his office is squeezed up in a corner, and blinks at a dead wall.

His chambers are on so small a scale, that one clerk can open the door without

getting off his stool. There is also "a smell as of unwholesome sheep, blending

with the smell of must and dust, is referable to the nightly (and often daily),

consumption of mutton fat in candles, and to the fretting of parchment forms and

skins in greasy drawers" (502). The atmosphere of the room is stale and close.

The windows are dirty and always shut. We feel like we can suffocate in this

damp room. From the description we are giving of his office, we do not get the

impression of an efficient and ethical lawyer.

Richard hires Vholes as his legal representative in the Jarndyce case as Vholes is

said to be "a very respectable man." Vholes' respectability, however, is

questionable. Notwithstanding his understanding that Richard has no chance of

benefitting from the case, Vholes does not disclose this information. Instead he

continues receiving legal fees from him. This makes Richard penniless but

Vholes' advice gives Richard false hopes that all his monies would be recovered

when the case is over. Ironically, the case closes with the judgement that the entire

estate has gone to legal costs and lawyers' fees leaving nothing for the beneficiaries.

Vholes has misguided Richard and that leads to his tragic death. Dickens's

mentioning of Vholes' respectability seven times in one paragraph sounds

deliberately sarcastic.

Vholes' character is also captured by Dickens's words "Make man-eating unlawful,

and you starve the Vholeses!" (504). Vholes' three daughters and his father rely
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on his income from his "man-eating" job. "Man-eating" sounds sarcastic as it

implies that he feeds on the poor and innocent people who need his services by

charging them high legal fees and perhaps even bribes. Rather than being an

honest and respectable lawyer, he represents the corrupt lawyers whose interest is to

make profits rather than help them get justice. When legal ethics are introduced to

the legal fraternity of the likes of Vholes, they will no longer be able to survive in a

competitive world.

In The Old Curiosity Shop, Brass, an attorney of Bevis Marks is Dickens's target of

attack on the unscrupulous lawyers who take advantage of their profession to treat

those who are below them unjustly. Brass is a friend to the demonic Quilp who

wants Brass and his sister Sally to frame Kit, a young boy, for theft. This is

because Quilp thinks that Kip who is Nelly's friend, is obstructing Quilp from

getting hold of Nelly and marry her. Brass entertains the idea and lures Kit into a

trap by giving him one or two half crowns occasionally saying that it is to help him

and his family of his single mother and siblings. Kit believes Brass to be a man of

generosity without knowing that it is all a scheme to incriminate him as a thief

Brass later accuses Kip for stealing his money and calls the police. Brass tells Kip

"Honesty is the best policy.-I always find it so myself I lost forty-seven pound

ten by being honest this morning" (428) but it is an ironical statement because Brass

is a liar. He is ridiculed by claiming that he lost forty-seven pounds by being

honest One may lose weight for being dishonest and for having to worry of the

consequence if found out However, nobody can lose weight for being honest

This is Dickens's way of emphasising on the absurdity of Brass' lie to a child.
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Brass who should uphold justice refuses to admit that he has been giving money to

Kit. He even tries to convince the Notary that he is a victim of robbery in his

office by his employee, Kit. He says:

Gentlemen, I appeal to you-really, gentlemen-consider, I beg of you. I

am of the law. I am styled "gentleman" by Act of Parliament. I

maintain the title by the annual payment of twelve pound sterling for a

certificate ... .If any man brings his action against me, he must describe

me as a gentleman, or his action is null and void. I appeal to you-is this

quite respectful? (451)

Brass also tells Swiveller who works for him that "There are bad people ... but if

there were no bad people, there would be no good lawyers" (424). This statement

implies that the lawyers need bad people to prove their skills. Rather than fighting

for justice, lawyers exist to profit themselves and show their mastery of the laws.

Dickens narrates that "life in a wig is to a large class of people much more terrifying

and impressive than life with its own head of hair" (470). This shows how those in

the legal profession intimidate and take advantage of the innocent people who

respect the law profession because of their knowledge of the laws.

At the end, Brass is found guilty and sentenced to imprisonment for a number of

years and should "wear upon one ankle an amulet or charm of iron" (549). On top

of that, his name is scrapped from the roll of attorneys which is a disgrace to his

profession. Dickens is justified in punishing lawyers who have no shame in killing

the spirits of those who deserve justice.
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Uriah Heep in David Copperfield belongs to the low class and climbs his way up to

become a lawyer. Uriah succeeds in his scheme by deceiving a good natured

Wickfield, a lawyer, and forces himself as his partner and later on takes charge of

the business through fraudulent means. He also schemes to marry Wickfield' s

daughter, Agnes, and manages to convince Wickfield to accommodate him and his

mother in Wickfield' s house. Heep forges Mr. Wickfield' s signature in various

entries, books and documents. He also induces Mr. Wickfield to:

... empower him to draw out, thus, one particular sum of trust-money,

amounting to twelve six fourteen, two and nine, and employed it to meet

pretended business charges and deficiencies which were either already

provided for, or had never really existed. He gave this proceeding,

throughout, the appearance of having originated in Mr. W's own

dishonest intention, and of having been accomplished by Mr. W's own

dishonest act; and has used it, ever since, to torture and constrain him.

(632)

Heep plans to gain favour and manipulate both Mr. and Miss Wickfield. Dickens

explains how Heep manages to make Wickfield his partner and, at the same time,

fraudulently obtain money by falsifying documents without Wickfield ever noticing:

That Mr. W. has been for years deluded and plundered, in every

conceivable manner, to the pecuniary aggrandisement of the avaricious,

false, and grasping-REEP .... That his last act, completed but a few

months since, was to induce Mr. W. to execute a relinquishment of his

share in the partnership, and even a bill of sale on the very furniture of

his house, in consideration of a certain annuity, to be well and truly paid
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by-BEEP-on the four common quarter-days in each and every year.

That these meshes, beginning with alarming and falsified accounts of the

estate of which Mr. W. is the receiver, at a period when Mr. W. had

launched into imprudent and ill-judged speculations, and may not have

had the money, for which he was morally and legally responsible, in

hand; going on with pretended borrowings of money at enormous

interest, really coming from-HEEP-and by-HEEP-fraudulently

obtained or withheld from Mr. W. himself, on pretence of such

speculations or otherwise; perpetuated by a miscellaneous catalogue of

unscrupulous chicaneries-gradually thickened until the unhappy Mr. W.

could see no world beyond. (635-36)

Uriah takes charge of the business and makes Wickfield dependent on him. David,

the protagonist in this novel who grew up with Agnes, sees the position of

Wickfield and Uriah turning upside down and gets concerned about Wickfield and

his daughter. Unlike Stephen Blackpool who tries to make a living with honesty,

men such as Beep take a shortcut by deceiving others to benefit themselves. Uriah

lacks in humility. He disowns Wickfield who helped him join the legal profession

and he manipulates him and the law as well. David says: "If I had seen an Ape

taking command of a Man, I should hardly have thought it a more degrading

spectacle" (434). David is disgusted by the fact that Heep who owes gratitude to

Wickfield betrays his trust and behaves in a manner that is uncultured.

Among the lawyers in The Pickwick Papers, Dodson and Fogg are called "great

scoundrels" and "rascally pettifogging robbers" by Pickwick (708). Their office is

a dingy counting house, which is "a dark, mouldy, earthly-smelling room with a
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high wainscotted partition to screen the clerks from the vulgar gaze" (259).

Dickens, in many of his works, describes the law offices as dingy, dark and mouldy.

This may symbolize lawyers who are not sincere and honest in their practices. In

one incident, Fogg lies to Ramsey, his client, that a declaration was filed just around

the time Ramsey appears at Fogg's office. He informs Ramsey that the costs have

increased and thus, Ramsey needs to go back home to look for more money. When

Ramsey pleads with Fogg that it is impossible to get more money, Fogg warns him

not to bully him. When Ramsey leaves, Fogg produces the declaration from his

pocket and sends his clerk to go and file the declaration. Fogg justifies the act as a

Christian act to help Ransey, who has little income for his large family, not to get

into debt. This act is nevertheless, contrary to the Christian act of compassion, an

act of exploitation. Fogg is simply exploiting a poor man and making him even

poorer. In this episode, Dickens seems to attack Nupkins who is a greedy,

unprincipled judge.

Magistrates and judges are also not spared from Dickens's attack. In The

Pickwick Papers, we are introduced to a magistrate and a judge who Dickens

ridiculed. One of the magistrates who appears as an incompetent lawmaker is

George Nupkins. He gets a report from a Miss Witherfield about a duel in his

town and orders for the arrest of the two suspects: Pickwick and Tupman. In

several instances we see a mockery of this magistrate who seems to be ignorant

about the law. When Pickwick asks Nupkins why he was brought to court, the

magistrate whispers to his prosecutor, Jinks, and asks him "Must I tell him?" It is

absurd that the magistrate has to rely on his advisor Jinks who had a legal education

of only three years in a country attorney's office. The following is the

conversation between Nupkins and Jinks:
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'An information has been sworn before me,' said the magistrate, 'that it

is apprehended you are going to fight a duel, and that the other man,

Tupman, is your aider and abettor in it. Therefore-eh, Mr. Jinks?'

'Certainly, Sir,'

'Therefore, 1 call upon you both, to-l think that's the course, Mr.

Jinks?'

'Certainly, Sir.'

'To-to-what Mr. Jinks?' said the magistrate, pettishly.

'To find bail, Sir.'

'Yes. Therefore, 1 call upon you both-as I was about to say, when 1 was

interrupted by my clerk-to find bail.'

'Good bail,' whispered Jinks.

'I shall require good bail,' said the magistrate. (332)

When Nupkins asks Pickwick if he has anything to say, Pickwick requests for a

private interview with him. Hearing this, Nupkins says it is the most extraordinary

request and turns pale as he asks Jinks again for his advice. When Jinks shakes his

head slowly from side to side as he does not know what to say, Nupkins tells him

that he is an ass. It is absurd that Nupkins has to rely on his junior for advice

throughout the case. Dickens seems to ask how justice is achieved when we have a

bunch of inefficient and unknowledgeable magistrates handling cases.
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In another episode in The Pickwick Papers, we observe another mockery of the legal

profession when Pickwick gets into trouble with Mrs. Bardell, his landlady, and is

taken to court for breach of promise of marriage. Justice Stareleigh who sits in the

case of Bardell vs Pickwick is described as a short and fat man who "seemed all

face and waistcoat" (447). From the description of his appearance itself, he does

not give us an impression of a sharp and diligent judge. As the case begins, it is

discovered that there are only ten special jurymen present out of the required twelve

and thus, a green-grocer and a chemist are called from the common jurymen to be

among the two more special jurymen. In his response, the chemist asks the court

to excuse his attendance as he has no assistant to help in his shop. The following

conversation ensues between the chemist and the judge:

'I can't help that, Sir,' replied Mr. Justice Stareleigh. 'You should hire

one.'

'I can't affort it, my Lord,' replied the chemist.

'Then you ought to be able to afford it, Sir,' said the Judge, reddening;

for Mr. Justice Stareleigh's temper bordered on the irritable, and brooked

not contradiction.

'I know I ought to do, if I got on as well as I deserved, but I don't, my

Lord,' answered the chemi st.

'Swear the gentleman,' said the Judge, peremptorily ....

'Very well, my Lord,' replied the chemist in a resigned manner. 'Then

there'll be murder before thi s trial's over; that's all. Swear me if you
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please, Sir,' and sworn the chemist was, before the Judge could find

words to utter.

'I merely wanted to observe, My Lord ... that I've left nobody but an

errand-boy in my shop. He is a very nice boy, My Lord, but he is not

much acquainted with drugs ... (448)

This episode is satirical as Judge Stareleigh cannot understand that there is a

possibility of danger by leaving the chemist shop to be attended only by a errand

boy. The chemist is worried that his errand boy may sell wrong drugs to his

customers and the result may even lead to death. Here we observe Judge

Stareleigh assuming authority without any intelligence.

During the hearing, Judge Stareleigh often dozes off only to wake up when the court

becomes silent. In an instant, he pretends to be writing something down on a paper

with a pen that has no ink. Dickens comments that this act of dozing off is to

"impress the jury with the belief that he always thought most deeply with his eyes

shut" (451). Dickens in the actual sense is mocking the judge for "impressing the

jury" with his dozing off rather than with his knowledge of the law and handling of

the case.

In the entire case, the judge appears to either be sleeping or hearing his own things

and without being attentive to the case. For example, when Pickwick's friend,

Winkle appears in the witness box, Judge Stareleigh asks him his Christian name.

Winkle answers "Nathaniel" but the judge hears it as Daniel and the argument of

whether the name is Daniel or Nathaniel ensues. When Winkle denies ever saying

that his name is Daniel, the Judge tells him "How could I have got Daniel on my
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notes, unless you told me so, Sir?" and warns Winkle to be careful (458). This is a

trivial matter yet Judge Stareleigh takes it as a matter of importance. He is

depicted as an authoritative yet foolish judge who only hears what he wants. It is

questionable that he can uphold justice when he does not hear the right things but

forces what he hears to be true. This is an illustration of injustice as an innocent

person may be found guilty based on the wrong information the Judge purports to

hear. Bowen in Other Dickens: Pickwick to Chuzzlewit states that the proceedings

of the trial in Bardell vs Pickwick "are manifestly false and unjust" and that the

Judge tries to "control events through various procedures of administrative

justice"(41). We concur with Bowen but we wonder whether such a judge can

actually exist. Stareleigh is Dickens's caricature to depict an inefficient judge who

cannot uphold justice because he is only full of himself with no sense of

responsibility.

Coming back to the case of Bardell vs Pickwick, Pickwick is found guilty of breach

of promise of marriage and is fined seven hundred and fifty pounds as damages

which was awarded to Mrs. Bardell. Pickwick refuses to pay as he thinks that

there is no justice done and he sees no reason why he should pay such an amount to

her. Dodson and Fogg succeed in sending Pickwick in to the Fleet prison for

non-payment of damages. Ironically, they also deviously succeed in sending their

own client, Mrs. Bardell, to debt prison for non-payment of their legal fees.

Pickwick as well as Mrs. Bardell are to remain in the Fleet prison until the entire

amount for damages and costs in the action is paid. Pickwick, feeling sorry for

Mrs. Bardell agrees to pay for both the damages and the legal charges to the two

crafty lawyers to free Mrs. Bardell. The two crafty lawyers do not care about their

client so long as they make their business thrive. The lawyers enrich themselves
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by such unscrupulous schemes. Pickwick ends up in pnson but through the

hilarious drama in court, Dickens "provokes the thought of a better justice than the

law's" justice (Bowen 42).

Fang, a magistrate III Oliver Twist. is another character who is caricatured by

Dickens. Fang like Stareleigh is not only full of himself but also an intimidator

who seems to misunderstand justice to mean taking the laws into his hands. Oliver

is brought into court for being mistaken to have stolen a wallet from Mr. Brownlow.

When Mr. Brownlow tries to explain the circumstances to the magistrate, Fang

refuses to listen and instead tells him to hold his tongue. When Brownlow refuses

to keep quiet, the magistrate furiously tells him "You're an insolent, impertinent

fellow. How dare you bully a magistrate?" (89). Without any charges, the

magistrate summarily dismisses the case and condemns Oliver to three months hard

labour. Later, the book-stall keeper who happens to be the witness to the crime,

comes and reports that the crime was committed by another boy. This is an

example that exhibits the reality that poor people are condemned through unfair

procedures. Fang displays the character that can be compared to that of a dictator.

He refuses to listen to reason and thereby misuses his power as a magistrate to pass

an unfair judgment against Oliver. Fang's reaction is extreme and unprofessional

for a magistrate who should be upholding justice.

In Barnaby Rudge, when a riot breaks out by the protestants attacking the Catholic

population, Mr. Haredale and a fat old man who are Catholics go to see the

magistrate, Lord Mayor for help soon after sunrise. The fat old gentleman informs

the magistrate that his house is threatened with destruction while Mr. Haredale's

house has been already burnt to the ground. They want the magistrate to help them
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protect their properties. Lord Mayor responds by saymg that the fat gentleman

should have an alderman in his house! The most outrageous answer of the

magistrate is when the fat old gentleman asks him "what am I to do? Am I a

citizen of England? Am I to have the benefit of the laws? Am I to have any return

for the king's taxes?" (479). The Lord Mayor's answer is outrageous. He replies

that it is a pity that they are not Protestants because if they were they would not

have to be victims of destruction! Lord Mayor cannot stand for what is right. He

is biased and has no sense of protecting people's fundamental rights of enjoyment of

peace and property.

Mr. Haredale tells the magistrate that he is keeping a murderer who killed his

brother twenty-eight years ago and that he wants the magistrate to have the

murderer consigned to a place of safety before he escapes. However, the

magistrate seems to be in no hurry to see justice done and instead directs him to

lock up the prisoner himself. When he finds out that both men are Catholics, he

wishes them not to come back to his mansion again as the Protestant rioters can

come and burn his mansion down. Thus, the two gentlemen go back without any

help or redress. Dickens seems to condemn law enforcers who cannot use their

authority to do right for their citizens. Mr. Haredale decides to look for Sir John

Fielding, another magistrate with a reputation of being active and execute the

murderer with his own hands instead of releasing him. True to his reputation, the

murderer was immediately taken to the Newgate Prison.

Dickens portrays lawyers and judges who are dishonest and intimidating. They are

portrayed as lawyers who only think about enriching themselves and gaining power

over people. They are men who care less for justice, thus, the statement in Bleak
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House "The one great principle of the English law is, to make business for itself'

(503). I, therefore, concur with Dickens's last talk in Birmingham in which he is

quoted by Rubinstein as having said:

... lawgivers are nearly always the obstructers of society instead of its

helpers, and ... in the extremely few cases where their measures have

turned out well their success has been owing to the fact that, contrary to

their usual custom, they have implicitly obeyed the spirit of their time

and have been-as they always should be - the mere servants of the

people, to whose wishes they are bound to give a public and legal

sanction. (749)

Dickens was aware that the legal system including the courts, lawyers and the law

itself had great negative effects on its people. Chesterton states that Dickens was

attacking "the emptiness and arrogance of law, against the folly and the pride of

judges" (87). It is not clear what Chesterton means by the emptiness and

arrogance of the law but I agree that Dickens condemns the legal professionals who

are the main contributors to the unjust system in the Victorian era. The entire legal

system was a humongous monster that obstructed the course of justice. Rubinstein

states it rightly in The Great Tradition in English Literature: From Shakespeare to

Shaw Volume II Robert Burns to Bernard Shaw when she posits that:

The central attack on Chancery, and on all the law and lawyers to which

it is closely related, is no longer a hopeful if urgent appeal for necessary

life-saving surgery. It is a hopeless exposure of corruption too deep to

be cured by the most drastic means. The physically impossible death by

spontaneous combustion of the rag-a-bottle burlesque "Lord
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Chancellor"-Dickens wasted much energy to "prove" it scientifically

possible-was essential to the theme of the book rather than to the drama

of the plot. For it enabled Dickens to state in the clearest, most

unequivocal terms his realization of the absolute rottenness of

mid- Victorian capitalism and his conviction that it would be destroyed by

its own inherent evil. (726)

Unlike Fyfe who claims that Dickens's attack on the Chancery in Bleak House

stems from his personal disappointment with the Chancery over his own copyright

case, Rubinstein sees Dickens's attack on the Chancery as a hopeless exposure but a

way of exposing the deepest rot in the legal circle in the Victorian era. Dickens

may have had ill feelings about the justice system because of his bitter experience in

the Chancery over the copyright infringement case. Nevertheless, his first hand

experience being the victim of the rotten system and his working experience in the

legal field have given him an insight into the ills of the legal profession and the

court system. In my view, the legal institution should be in the forefront fighting

for social justice. Dickens's attack on the judiciary and the legal professionals are

justified.

Dickens was caricaturing the legal professionals such as Fang, Stare leigh and

Dodson and Fog to condemn the evils in the legal system; he attacks those who

represent the legal professionals who are discouraging justice to prevail. Some

lawyers such as Brass, Tulkinghorn and Lord Mayor are portrayed as evil characters

who are partial and have no sense of righteousness. Jaggers, Dodson and Fogg are

good at their works but they are intimidating and full of themselves. Many of the

law professionals portrayed by Dickens exploit their ignorant clients to make money.
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I am not persuaded by Rubensteins's remarks that Dickens had a conviction that the

system will be destroyed by its own evil. Rather, I am of the view that, by

exposing the evil doings of the legal professionals, Dickens seems to suggest that

unless the legal professionals change their attitudes towards their professionalism

and their understanding of their role in achieving justice, justice cannot be achieved

and the people who seek justice remain the sufferers. He seems to focus more on

the change in people's attitude than doing away with the entire system. In any

case, the force behind any organizations and institutions is the people.

4.3 Prison System

Prison abuse has also been illustrated in several of Dickens's works. Dickens's

interest in the prison system stems from his own experience, his father having being

imprisoned. In 1824, Dickens's father, John, was imprisoned in the Marshalsea

Prison for debt. Here, he stayed with his wife and Dickens's three younger

siblings. Dickens told Forster that the Marshalsea Prison where his father was kept

was a place where the family were crammed into a low-ceiled room ten and a half

feet square in a stale-smelling, crowded tenement. His vivid illustrations of the

prisons are also seen in his visits to the prisons looking for information on the

prison system for his work. In his works, he refers to several prisons: the

Marshalsea Prison, the Newgate Prison, the Bastille, the Kings Bench Prison and the

Fleet Prison.

Dickens describes the Marshalsea Prison in several texts, perhaps because he was

familiar with the place since he was a child. In Little Dorrit. Dickens describes in
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detail the Marshalsea Prison that accommodated the debtors and bankrupts. His

description of the interior of the prison is vivid and the description of how the

debtors were put behind the heavy bars suggests the seriousness of their "crimes"

which in my view, sounds more like a prison for felons:

It was an oblong pile of barrack building, partitioned into squalid houses

standing back to back, so that there were no back rooms; environed by a

narrow paved yard, hemmed in by high walls duly spiked at top. Itself a

close and confined prison for debtors, it contained within it a much closer

and more confined jail for smugglers. Offenders against the revenue

laws, and defaulters to excise or customs, who had incurred fines which

they were unable to pay, were supposed to be incarcerated behind an

iron-plated door, closing up a second prison, consisting of a strong cell or

two, and a blind alley some yard and a half wide, which formed the

mysterious termination of the very limited skittle-ground in which the

Marshalsea debtors bowled down their troubles. (72-73)

In Great Expectations, Pip, the protagonist is taken by Wimmick, a clerk working

for Jaggers, to the Newgate Prison. Wimmick explains that the Newgate Prison is

a prison for those who were awaiting execution as well as for debtors. It was a

dismal and unhealthy place. In Barnaby Rudge, Sir John is surprised when he sees

a locksmith by the name, Gabriel Varden, coming to see him from the Newgate

Prison. Newgate, to Sir John, an aristocrat, is a place where there exists jail fever,

ragged people, barefooted men and women and a thousand horrors! He tells his

servant Peak to come with camphor and sprinkle his dressing-gown and the bedding

as well as moistening the locksmith himself plentifully. He further instructs
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Gabriel not to come too close to him as he is scared that Gabriel could have brought

deadly diseases from the Newgate Prison to his mansion. This illustrates the

unhygienic conditions at the Newgate Prison.

Injustice can also be seen in the prison system where the rich seem to be given

better treatment than the poor. The Newgate Prison was said to have been divided

into two areas; a common area for the poor prisoners and the State area for those

who could afford a better comfortable accommodations. The two areas were

divided again into two sections; one for the debtors and the other for felons. In

Oliver Twist, the child protagonist, Oliver, is taken to the police for "stealing a

wallet from a gentleman" and is put into a cell before he appears before the police

magistrate. Dickens describes the people who stay in the cells as "Men and

women are every night confined on the most trivial charges-the word is worth

noting-in dungeons, compared with which, those in Newgate, occupied by the

most atrocious felons, tried, found guilty, and under sentence of death, are

palaces" (87). Dickens refers to the injustice of how people who commit petty

crimes are kept in dungeons and those who commit serious crimes live in palaces.

The Fleet Prison, in which Pickwick was thrown into, was for debtors, bankrupts

and persons imprisoned for contempt of court by the Court of Chancery. Some

three hundred and above families are said to have lived in Fleet Prison. Prisons

were profit-making enterprises where prison wardens as well as some crafty

prisoners made good money out of the prisoners and the prisoners had to pay for

their food and lodging. Trumble, in In Jail With Charles Dickens explains as

follows:
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Nominally, each prisoner in the Fleet on the Warden Side was entitled to

a room at the charge of Is.3d a week. If one or more prisoners occupied

a room and another was "chummed" on them, they could buy him off by

paying him a few shillings a week, and so keep the room to themselves.

He, out of the money they paid him, paid in his turn for inferior quarters

elsewhere. (81)

Thus, prisoners were seen begging from their cells that overlook the streets to pay

for their upkeep. When Pickwick is put in the Fleet Prison, he is shocked to see

that human beings can live in such a place that is more of a "wretched dungeon."

According to the description given by Dickens in The Pickwick Papers, the Fleet

Prison was also divided into two areas; one for the rich and the other for the poor.

As in Pickwick's case, he got his room furnished with a carpet, chairs, a table, a

sofa bedstead, a tea kettle among other items on rent as soon as he gave out the

money. The chums state:

... money was, in the Fleet, just what money was out of it: that it would

instantly procure him almost anything he desired; and that, supposing he

had got it, and had no objection to spend it, if he only signified his wish

to have a room to himself, he might take possession of one, furnished and

fitted to boot, in half an hour's time. (563)

It is no wonder why people refuse to leave the pnson. Their lives were more

comfortable in prison than outside the prison. Nevertheless, the poor side of the

prison was different. Dickens writes:
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The poor side of a debtor's prison is, as its name imports, that in which

the most miserable and abject class of debtors are confined. A prisoner

having declared upon the poor side, pays neither rent nor

chummage ... there was a kind of iron cage in the wall of the Fleet Prison,

within which was posted some man of hungry looks, who, from time to

time, rattled a money-box, and exclaimed, in a mournful voice, 'Pray,

remember the poor debtors; pray, remember the poor debtors.' (565)

Dickens's description of the poor side of the debt prison gives his readers a grim

picture of the destitute condition of the poor in prison. The voice we hear from the

poor generates sympathy towards the poor who have no means of freeing

themselves from such a state of life. Dickens further states "we still leave

unblotted in the leaves of our statute book ... the just and wholesome law which

declares that the sturdy felon shall be fed and clothed, and that the penniless debtor

shall be left to die of starvation and nakedness" (565). .

It is ironical that it is a "just" law to feed and clothe the felons and leave the poor

debtors to die of hunger and cold. According to Oxford Advanced Learner's

Dictionary "just" means to be morally fair and reasonable. Wholesome means to

be morally good. Felons are those who commit serious crimes like murder and

rape. Owing debt can only amount to a misdemeanour in my view. It is absurd to

give better treatment to felons than those who commit a misdemeanour and call it

justice. Dickens was sarcastic when he referred to such laws as just and

wholesome. In many cases as we can see from Dickens' works, men and women

do not get in to the debt prison because they lived beyond their means.
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Pickwick is told by the prison turnkey, Tom Roker, that the Chancery prisoner who

is Pickwick's landlord in prison is very sick and may die soon. Pickwick asks

whether the man has been slowly "murdered" by the law. Dickens's use of the

word "murdered" is ironical because no law murders anybody. Laws exists to

protect people and punish the offenders but never to murder them. Dickens

describes the infirmary where the sick man lay dying as "a large, bare, desolate

room, with a number of stump bedsteads made of iron." On one of the bed "lay

stretched the shadow of a man: wan, pale, and ghastly. His breathing was hard and

thick, and he moaned painfully as it came and went" (593-94).

When Pickwick meets the dying man, he says "There is no air, here .... The place

pollutes it; it was fresh round about, when I walked there, years ago; but it grows

hot and heavy in passing these walls, I cannot breathe it" (594). The Chancery

prisoner has been in the prison which he calls "this hideous grave" for twenty years.

When his child dies, he is heartbroken and cannot even kiss him in his little coffin.

Since then, he grows "so like death in life." The title of the chapter in which this

story is told reads " ... and shows how the poor Chancery Prisoner obtained his

Release at last" (583). The tragedy is that the prisoner can only be released from

prison through death, and a painful death where he cannot breathe air that every

human being deserves.

William Dorrit, the father to the protagonist, Amy, in Little Dorrit, is kept in the

Marshalsea Prison for more than twenty years for debt. William was not a

fraudster or a crook. He only invested money in his partnership which for some

unknown reason made him end up being a debtor. With the principal plus interest

computed at the rate of five percent per annum, William finds himself in prison with
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no hope of getting out. After twenty years of prison life, it is discovered that he

was actually entitled to a huge amount of money that frees him finally from the

Marshalsea. However, tragically, the twenty years or so of life in prison has left

him with a scar. Towards the end of his life, he can only remember his life in

prison, the friend he had in prison and so on. He dies thinking that he is still in

pnson. This prison life never sets him free. Leavis claims that Dickens's "use of

the Marshalsea Prison is ambiguous" because by the time Dickens wrote Little

Dorrit, imprisonment for debt was abolished (222). I, however, do not agree with

Leavis's claim because, in as much as the debt prisons were abolished, society still

needs to acknowledge that they did exist and thus, Dickens's portrayal of the debt

prison in his work years after their abolishment, is a way of preserving that history.

This enables readers to know and understand the reality that was, and not to repeat it

aga1ll.

A similar situation may be found in Barnaby Rudge when a riot erupts. The prison

wardens receive a notice that the rioters were coming that night to burn the prison

down. They allow the prisoners to leave with their belongings but the irony is that

rather than taking this opportunity to run away from prison life, the prisoners were

reluctant to do so. Many men have been in jail for so long that they "were so

miserable and destitute of friends, so dead to the world, and utterly forgotten and

uncared for" that they asked their jailers to send them to another jail rather than set

them free.

In David Copperfield, we have Micawber who is always followed by his creditors.

Mrs. Micawber tells David that the only guests she sees coming to their house are

the creditors who can come any time to demand for their dues and some are
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ferocious. It reaches a point where Micawber is forced to sell his portable articles

and books through David for whatever amount they would bring in. Eventually,

Micawber is arrested one morning for non-payment of debt and is taken to the

King's Bench Prison in Borough. Shortly later, his wife and children follow him

to prison where Micawber secures a room to himself. This story reminds us of

Dickens's own family in which his own father had to sell goods from their house

and eventually be imprisoned in the debt prison for non payment of debt. The

irony ofMicawber's imprisonment is that the family lives a better life in prison than

outside prison as their relatives and friends help them in their upkeep.

From the foregoing discussion, we can observe that Dickens portrays the prison

system as more hostile to the have-nots than the haves. The prison is also a

reflection of the English society when the poor were exploited and were not treated

equally as the well-to-do class.

4.4 Injustices by the Public Institutions

4.4.1 Public Offices

In Little Dorrit Book I, Chapter X 'Containing the Whole Science of Government'

Dickens attacks the conduct of public offices using a fictional name

"Circumlocution Office." Dickens uses this whole chapter to attack the

incompetence and bureaucratic nature of government offices and his mocking

portrayal of the Circumlocution Office is successful. He begins by saying that

"The Circumlocution Office was (as everybody knows without being told) the most

important Department under government. No public business of any kind could
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possibly be done at any time without the acquiescence of the Circumlocution

Office" (119).

The Circumlocution Office is the most powerful office in the government yet,

"Whatever was required to be done, the Circumlocution Office was beforehand with

all the public departments in the art of perceiving-HOW NOT TO DO IT" (119).

It is ironical when Dickens says that "How not to do it was the study and object of

all offices and professional politicians all round the Circumlocution Office."

Whenever a new premier and a new government take over they come with the

intention of doing things to the best of their ability but surprisingly as soon as they

take over they learn the habit of how not to do things. This is similar to what

happens in this twenty-first century Kenya where politicians talk, make promises

and pledges to do things for their people and their constituency or even their country

but once they get into power, they learn how not to do what they promised before

the elections.

The "How not to do it" campaign IS everywhere. During the election, the

candidates say what they should be done and what has not been done, but once they

are voted in they suddenly change their ways to "how not to do it." Even during

the debates of both houses of parliament, the royal speech at the opening and at the

close of such sessions will discuss "how not to do it." The worst of the entire

government is the Circumlocution Office. How not to do it is in motion everyday.

It is more of an offence asking the office to do something. Dickens mocks this

inefficiency of the Circumlocution Office that deals with everything and does

nothing:
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Mechanicians, natural philosophers, soldiers, sailors, petitioners,

memorialists, people with grievances, people who wanted to prevent

grievances, people who wanted to redress grievances, jobbing people,

jobbed people, people who couldn't get rewarded for merit, and people

who couldn't get punished for demerit, were all indiscriminately tucked

up under the foolscap paper of the Circumlocution Office. (120)

The only work the Circumlocution Office ever does is to ask the aggrieved parties

to write letters to the office and to respond to their letters and memoranda and

perhaps forward them to other offices. Dickens satirises the non-performance of

public duty by the Circumlocution Office by illustration of their defence against

claims by the Member of Parliament that they are not doing their work. It is

absurd that a very important office that boasts of dealing with everything can only

talk about the quantity of job done than the quality of job done. For example,

when the Circumlocution Office gets into trouble and is attacked by a Member of

Parliament, the Barnacles who are in charge of overseeing the office produce a

document showing that within the last financial half year, the office has written and

received fifteen thousand letters, thirty-two thousand five hundred seventeen

memoranda! Dickens further satirically explains that a "valuable public servant"

has done even a favour of calculating the amount of stationary used for all the work

in which the sheets of foolscap paper "would pave the footways on both sides of

Oxford Street from end to end, and leave nearly a quarter of a mile to spare for the

park; while of tape-red tape-it had used enough to stretch, in graceful festoons,

from Hyde Park Corner to the General Post-Office" (543).
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Yet, "the more the Circumlocution Office did, the less was done, and that the

greatest blessing it could confer on an unhappy public would be to do nothing"

(543). The office that is meant to help its people and the country move forward is,

in reality, an irresponsible and inefficient office that is eating money for doing

nothing. The irresponsibility of the Circumlocution Office leaves the aggrieved

parties even more aggrieved by spending time and energy visiting the office and

writing to the office yet gets nothing out of it. This is a clear illustration of an

office avoiding performing its duty and being self-serving. Rubinstein quotes

Lindsay as follows:

The Circumlocution Office itself cannot be exposed, as it stands for the

very fabric of the class State; but the exposures of the dominant

individuals in the story combine to give the effect of stripping bare the

whole basis of lying, hate, fear and exploitation without which there

could be no Circumlocution Office, because there would then be nothing

to hide. (735)

The inefficiency, abuse and exploitation of the Circumlocution Office are clearly

demonstrated by Dickens. Though Lindsay focuses on Dickens's attack on the

Circumlocution Office, in my view, it is the officers and the people in charge of the

office that Dickens is attacking. So long as those in charge of offices and the

system are corrupt, inefficient and manipulative, no office can serve its people right.
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4.4.2 Electoral System

In The Pickwick Papers. we observe the process of the election in Eatanswill

Constituency. Tthe election campaign of Eatanswill Constituency is between The

Blues represented by its candidate, Horatio Fizkin and Samuel Slumkey who

represents The Buffs. Pickwick and his group are invited by Perker who is the

agent for Slumkey to Eatanswill to observe the parliamentarian election. Both

parties have their own newspaper; the Eatanswill Gazette and the Eatanswill

Independent in which when one party says something, the other party opposes it

No matter what the issue is about, both candidates will never agree on anything

constructive. They both demonstrate violation of election rules and orders by

buying votes, being violent towards their competitors and even trying to disrupt

campaign speeches. For example, Fizkin's campaigners lock up thirty three voters

in a couch house with free drinks so that they will get drunk and vote for Fizkin,

This is an example of an election offence: they buy votes by giving people free

drinks. Slumkey's party also tries to woo votes by hosting a tea party for forty five

women and giving them each a green parasol. This is their campaign strategy to

buy the women who will in return make their husbands and brothers vote for

Slumkey. This is a way get to not only the women but also their husbands and

brothers to vote for Slumkey.

Before addressing his people, Slumkey is advised by his campaign agent, Perker

that there are "twenty washed men at the street door for you to shake hands with;

and six children in arms that you're to pat on the head, and inquire the age of; be

particular about the children, my dear Sir,-it has always a great effect, that sort of

thing" (1 76).
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Slumkey goes out to great his people as he is advised by Perker. Perker gets

excited when he sees that his campaign tactics are successful:

'He has shaken hands with the men,' cried the little agent.

Another cheer, far more vehement.

'He has patted the babes on the head,' said Mr. Perker, trembling with

anxiety.

A roar of applause that rent the air.

'He has kissed one of' em!' exclaimed the delighted little man.

A second roar.

'He has kissed another,' gasped the excited manager.

A third roar.

'He has kissed 'em all!' screamed the enthusiastic little gentleman. (177)

Dickens is mocking Slumkey and Perker who think that the strategy of shaking

hands with men and kissing the babies will enable them win the confidence and

votes of the people. This is an illustration by Dickens to show how politicians will

go an extra mile to try to please the voters yet they have no respect for them.

During the session where the candidates address the electors, struggle and fight as a

result, two hundred fifty or so ring leaders are arrested. This is an example of

election violence where rather than having a fair and just election, the parties try to

manipulate the procedure and results. This eventually leads to corrupt leaders

being elected into parliament and the vicious cycle of corruption continues with no

hope of a society where leaders are fair and sincere. Dickens, thus, exposes the
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electoral system that is corrupt and exploitative and mocks the politicians and their

campaigners who will do anything to win people's votes with illustrations from the

election in Eatanswill.

Slater explains that Dickens was sent to Ipswich in May 1836 as a reporter to cover

the campaign meeting of Daniel O'Connell (Member of Parliament) who was

advocating for the "Justice for Ireland." Dickens also observed the by-election in

Northanptonshire as a reporter and wrote in his chronicle that the election was not

only "filled with energetic contempt for the blatant corruption and intimidation

indulged in by the Tories" but their candidate was returned by "ignorant, drunken,

and brutal electors" who have been "treated and fed, and driven up to the polls the

whole day, like herds of swine" (55). We can assume that Dickens's ridicule of

the corrupt practices in Eatonswill election in The Pickwick Papers is based on his

observation at Northamptonshire and Ipswich elections. The injustice is observed

by the manipulation of the election procedure and results by violence as well as the

pretence of the candidates that they are interested in their people's welfare whereas

in the actual sense, they are only interested in their selfish gains. Unless there is a

change in the ethics and conscience of the politicians, Dickens seems to suggest, a

society cannot be fair and just.

4.4.3 Educational Institutions

During the beginning of the Victorian era, no schools were funded by the

government. Therefore, it was only the rich who could afford to educate their

children in private schools. The children from the poor class either attended no
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school or went to evening schooL There were also the Dame schools for the small

children which where often owned by unmarried women for money and the ragged

schools for the bigger children organized by the churches and charities. The Dame

and Ragged schools were for the orphans and the poor children. However, many of

these schools were not up to standard. The children from the poor background

suffered greatly because of being confined to the workhouse. They could not go to

school; they were either poorly educated or altogether illiterate.

In 1852, Dickens wrote an article about his visit to Field Lane Ragged SchooL In

the article he condemns the poor infrastructure and poor quality of education that

was accorded to the poor children. He explains of the Ragged Schools as follows:

The name implies the purpose. They who are too ragged, wretched, filthy,

and forlorn, to enter any other place; who could gain admission into no

charity school, and who would be driven from any church door; are

invited to come in here, and find some people not depraved, willing to

teach them something; and show them some sympathy, and stretch a

hand out, which is not the iron hand of Law, for their correction.

(www.maybole.orglhistory/articles/ragedschoolscharlesdickens.hrm)

After visiting the Field Lane Ragged School, he decided to write an article with the

hope of informing the public about the dire situation the schools were in, and asked

for any help that they could offer with the hope that education would be made better

for the under-privileged children. His own experience at Wellington House

Academy as well as his visiting several schools which included the infamous

Yorkshire School had given him the opportunity to be more informed about the dire
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situation of education. Dickens exposed the poor educational system in some of

his works with the aim of enlightening his readers of the changes needed in the

education sector.

In David Copperfield, David is sent to Salem School, a run-down London boarding

school, by his stepfather for being rude and badly behaved. The school was owned

by a Mr. Creakle who was a dreadful man. The name "Creakle" may connote the

meaning "uses old-fashioned methods or ideas that does not work very well" as he

seems not to know what it means to be a good example of an educator. At the

beginning of the term, Creakle will "advise" his students that he has come fresh up

to the punishment and that the punishment will be so severe that no student will be

able to erase the marks they get from him. He then tells David that if he was

famous for biting (as he bit his stepfather on his arm) Creakle was famous for it, too.

He would show his cane to confirm his cruelty and beat him with his stick.

Writhing in pain, David would soon be in tears. However, it was not only David

who was targeted by the cruel Creakle. David narrates as follows:

A large majority of the boys (especially the smaller ones) were visited

with similar instances of notice, as Mr. Creakle made the round of the

schoolroom. Half the establishment was writhing and crying, before the

day's work began; and how much of it had writhed and cried before the

day's work was over, I am really afraid to recollect, lest I should seem to

exaggerate. (78)

What a piece of encouragement a school head will give to his students on the first

day of term. In the same school, we are introduced to Traddles who David calls

the most unfortunate boy in the world. He is always being caned by Creakle
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"except one holiday Monday when he was only rulered on both hands!" (79). The

interesting thing about Traddles is that as much as he is beaten, he cheers himself up

after drawing skeletons on his slate or in his Latin Dictionary.

When it comes to learning, it is no better. The students are bullied by the school

management and it makes them have no inspiration to study. David narrates thus:

In a school carried on by sheer cruelty, whether it is presided over by a

dunce or not, there is not likely to be much learned. I believe our boys

were, generally, as ignorant a set as any schoolboys in existence; they

were too much troubled and knocked about to learn; they could no more

do that to advantage than anyone can do anything to advantage in a life

of constant misfortune, torment, and worry. (82)

When the news of his mother's death is announced to him at school, he goes back

home sensing that that will be the last day in school. True to his suspicion,

Murdstone sends him to work at his wine count-house instead of allowing him to

continue with his education The reason being "the boy will be idle .. and idleness

is the root of all evil" (117). Later, David runs away from the workplace to his

father's sister's house who takes him to Dr. Strong's school. At least, David had a

considerate aunt who cared for his education.

Dickens uses a parallel situation to illustrate the differences between Salem School

and Dr. Strong's school. Unlike Creakle's Salem School, Dr. Strong's school was

an excellent school.

... as different from Mr. Creakle's as good is from evil. It was very

gravely and decorously ordered, and on a sound system; with an appeal
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in everything, to the honour and good faith of the boys, and an avowed

intention to rely on their possession of those qualities unless they proved

themselves unworthy of it, which worked wonders. (201)

Creakle bullies David and the other boys at his school to the extent that they learn

nothing; whereas Dr. Strong, the headmaster of the school to which Betsey sends

David, is kind to the boys in his care, genuinely educates them, and they loved him

in return.

In Great Expectations, we see another teacher who does not know what teaching is

all about. Pip joins Wopsle's great-aunt's school which he hates. He mocks

Wopsle's great-aunt who only knows how to discipline the children but does not

know how to teach them. He describes how she ends up "falling into a state of

coma" as if she is sick and thereafter recovering from the sleep of "rheumatic

paroxysm!" He narrates his impression of the school as follows:

The pupils ate apples and put straws down one another's backs, until Mr.

Wopsles great-aunt collected her energies, and made an indiscriminate

totter at them with a birch-rod. After receiving the charge with every

mark of derision, the pupils formed in line and buzzingly passed a ragged

book from hand to hand. The book had an alphabet in it, some figures

and tables, and a little spelling-that is to say, it had had once. As soon

as this volume began to circulate, Wopsle's great-aunt fell into a state of

coma; arising either from sleep or a rheumatic paroxysm. (69)

It is Biddy, an orphan girl who was helping Wopsle's great-aunt, who agrees to help

Pip with his studies as he thought he will not get anything from the school.
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The education that Gradgrind encourages in Hard Times is the education of

utilitarianism that was advocated by Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill. The

children of Gradgrind, Tom and Louisa, are the victims of this kind of education.

The novel begins with the following remarks by Gradgrind "Now, what I want is,

Facts. Teach these boys and girls nothing but Facts. Facts alone are wanted in

life .... You can only form the minds of reasoning animals upon Facts: nothing else

will ever be any service to them" (1).

Gradgrind's life philosophy is to teach his students including his own children

based on facts and nothing else. No emotions, no creativity, no fancy is accepted in

his education. It is interesting to note that the name of his schoolmaster,

M'Choakumchild indicates that the schoolmaster is there to choke the children with

facts, facts, facts! Gradgrind's philosophy fails as both his children, Tom and

Louisa, do not grow up to be well-balanced people. Tom cannot feel empathy to

others and sets Stephen Blackpool, a factory worker up in a bank robbery which he

himself committed. He feels no remorse at all and leaves the country. Louisa, on

the other hand, cannot understand what love is and cannot deal with her emotions.

Being educated on facts and paying no attention to the psychological growth results

in damage to the children. Dickens criticizes the education that was offered in

many schools to the poor where they were taught to behave like machines, with no

minds of their own through his explanation of Gradgrind' s educational philosophy.

In Hard Times, Dickens attacks the education system which only offered students to

study "facts" and not anything to do with humanity.

In Nicholas Nickleby, Dickens criticises the school system even harder. Dickens

wrote this book after his visit to one of the Yorkshire Schools which had a
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reputation of mistreating the children until some students ended up becoming blind.

A court case ensued and the owner of the school was fined but later continued

operating the school as a proper monitoring system by the government was lacking.

In the author's preface to Nicholas Nickleby Dickens states as follows:

Of the monstrous neglect of education in England, and the disregard of

it by the State as a means of forming good or bad citizens, and miserable

or happy men, private schools long afforded a notable example.

Although any man who had proved his unfitness for any other occupation

in life, was free, without examination or qualification, to open a school

anywhere ... and although schoolmasters, as a race, were the blockheads

and imposters who might naturally be expected to spring from such a

state of things, and to flourish in it; these Yorkshire schoolmasters were

the lowest and most rotten round in the whole ladder. (iii)

Any person was allowed to open a school to profit themselves by advertising how

wonderful their school was and how they would educate the children to be fine

morally upright adults. In the novel, Nicholas goes for an interview at the

Dotheboys School in Yorkshire. In the advertisement, it reads that Dotheboys Hall

is where the students are well clothed, washed with all necessities and fed with

pocket money. He passes the interview and becomes the Assistant to Squeers, the

owner of the school.

Through Nicholas, the evils at the school are exposed to the readers and we see a

totally opposite picture of the school that is advertised. The children are fed with

porridge which looked more like "diluted pincushions without the covers." The

boys were also given a minute wedge of brown bread which they used to eat the
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porridge instead of a spoon. What is ironical is that Squeers, will pray "For what

we have received, may the Lord make us truly thankful!" when what the children

are eating is nothing to boast about. In any case, the parents of these children are

paying more than enough school fees. The injustice of mistreating children by

school owners as well as parents who leave their children at the mercy of these

scrupulous owners is unforgivable.

Not only were the children fed on a poor diet but they were also physically and

psychologically abused and tormented by the Squeers. Dickens describes these

poor boys as follows:

Pale and haggard faces, lank and bony figures, children with the

countenances of old men, deformities with irons upon their limbs, boys

of stunted growth, and others whose long meagre legs would hardly bear

their stooping bodies, all crowded on the view together; there were the

bleared eye, the hare-lip, the crooked foot, and every ugliness or

distortion that told of unnatural aversion conceived by parents for their

offspring, or of young lives which, from the earliest dawn of infancy, had

been one horrible endurance of cruelty and neglect. ... With every kindly

sympathy and affection blasted in its birth, with every young and healthy

feeling flogged and starved down, with every revengeful passion that can

fester in swollen hearts, eating its evil way to their core in silence, what

an incipient Hell was breeding here! (88)

Nicholas cannot bear how the children are treated, especially being a witness to

Smike.'s beating after he ran away from school and was brought back. He feels

depressed and ashamed of being part of this cruel system at Dotheboys Hall. He
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eventually gets the courage to speak out and goes to an extent of beating Squeers

and leaves the school. As was mentioned earlier, Dickens wrote this episode based

on his findings at one of the Yorkshire schools, Bowes Academy owned by a Mr.

Shaw. The mistreatment of the children is not only unjustifiable but horrifying.

And for a society to put up with such criminals and dehumanizing educational

system is nothing but sickening.

It took more than thirty years after Nicholas Nickleby was written for the Education

Act to be enacted in 1870 to fund public schools. Eleven years later, education

became compulsory in England where, regardless of the class, all children above

five years of age had to attend school. Nevertheless, Dickens, through his writings,

has greatly contributed to the educational reforms by exposing the evils at schools

and the unqualified teaching persons.

4. 5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have examined Dickens's clear demonstration of his strong

antipathy towards the justice system that prevailed in the Victorian era. He was

critical about the Chancery that was too obsessed with procedures that many times

became a hindrance to equity and respect that were supposed to be its core mission.

He exposes the abuse of the prison system where debtors were treated with

contempt and inequality. Dickens further exposes the injustices practised by the

legal professionals as well as the public administrators and politicians. The legal

professionals who should uphold justice more than anybody else are unjust and
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greedy for money; the politicians believe that they can win the votes of their people

by bribing them and "showing" how much they care for them.

Critics have argued as introduced earlier that Dickens was angry with the legal

system because of his personal grudge against the Chancery. Some may criticise

Dickens for being too harsh with the system rather than suggesting solutions to the

problem. I am persuaded to believe that Dickens's criticism of the legal problems

that obstructed social justice as well as the corrupt election campaigns and the

inefficient administrative offices was based on Dickens's own experience in training

as a legal reporter and a parliamentary correspondent. His own experience of his

father being imprisoned in the debt prison is also a contributing factor to his critical

view of the prison system. I believe Dickens saw the importance of highlighting

these issues through his works so as to make others aware and become sensitive of

what was going on.

Dickens's mockery of the abuse of the systems as well as the individuals who

represent the rotten system demonstrates his condemnation of them with the hope

that there will be reformation. In my view, Dickens condemns the value system of

each individual. If only the legal professionals can be just and fair rather than

think only about their personal gains; if only the politicians can honestly care for

their people and not lie to them; if only the public servants can serve their people

righteously and not be corrupt and lazy; if only those who are in charge of the

prison system and the court system can be fair to all citizens and not discriminate

them; if only teachers and schoolmasters can genuinely be concerned of the welfare

of their students; then a just society may be possible. This is what Dickens seems

to yearn for.
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I concur with Lindsay who states that the system of the capitalist society including

the English one was "based on the denial and distortion of human values" and that

"the individual, in so far as he is a member of such a society, is distorted and

internally rotted" (744). It is not the society itself to be blamed but the people who

make up the society that need change in their hearts. Nichiren states that the

"environment is like the shadow, and life, the body. Without the body, no shadow

can exist, and without life, no environment" (644). It clearly explains the

relationship between individuals and society where without human beings no

society exists. Thus, Dickens's irradiating the human heart for a fair and just

society in my view is worthy of praise. In the next chapter, how Dickens treats the

problem of women who were unjustly treated during the Victorian era will be

examined.
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Cha pter Five

The Plight of Women

5.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I examined how the justice system as well as the

administration system contributed to injustices during Dickens's times. Dickens

was critical about the systems that promoted social injustices rather than promoting

justice. I also came to a conclusion that as much as Dickens portrayed the negative

side of the systems, not the entire system was at fault. His portrayal of the

ineffective system was partly a reflection of his personal disappointment with the

system.

In this chapter, I seek to examine how Dickens treats women in his works. This is

because as we have observed in Chapter Two, the Victorian society was particularly

unfair to women. The society was a male dominated society in which women were

treated as subordinates and had lesser freedom than men. It is in this light, that we

examine how Dickens portrays women in his works. I will also investigate if

Dickens gave the necessary attention that the women deserved in regard to the area

of social justice. Finally, I will examine whether Dickens was fair in his portrayal

of women and whether he had the intention to uplift the status of women during his

time. The novels that will be referred to are A Tale of Two Cities, Barnaby Rudge,

Bleak House, David Copperfield, Dombey and Son, Great Expectations, Hard

Times, Little Dorrit, Martin Chuzzlewit, Nicholas Nicklebey, Old Curiosity Shop,

Oliver Twist and Our Mutual Friend.
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5.1 Exploitation of Women by Men and Society

I begin this section by examining how women were treated generally by men and

society at large during the Victorian era.

5.1.1. Exploitation of Poor Women in Society

One of the characters that represent the epitome of poverty in Dickens's works is

Betty Higden in Our Mutual Friend. Dickens describes her as a woman who:

... by dint of an indomitable purpose and a strong constitution fight out

many years, though each year has come with its new knock-down blows

fresh to the fight against her, wearied by it; an active old woman, with a

bright dark eye and a resolute face, yet quite a tender creature too; not a

logically-reasoning woman. (198)

She is an old poor lady whose life is full of struggle and sadness due to the harsh

reality given to the poor people. Nevertheless, she has an indomitable will to push

on with her life and she demonstrates a golden heart to take care of three orphans

despite her own difficult situation. Under the Poor Law, poor people who were

homeless and had no means to survive were put in the Poor House where they were

given help in exchange for their labour. The Poor House was, however, made as

an uncomfortable place as possible to discourage people from taking advantage of

the government's help and become idle. Betty knows this too well despite her

being old and poor with nobody to look after her, she refuses to be taken care of by

the Poor House. She tells Mrs. Henrietty Boffin, the wife of a dust contractor, who

comes to check on one of her children for adoption that, no matter what, she will not
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go and live at the Poor House. Betty's strong dislike for the Poor House IS

observed as she states her feelings toward the Poor House:

Kill me sooner than take me there. Throw this pretty child under

cart-horses' feet and a loaded waggon, sooner than take him there.

Come to us and find us all a-dying, and set a light to us all where we lie,

and let us all blaze away with the house into a heap of cinders, sooner

than move a corpse of us there! (199)

She further states:

God help me and the likes of me!-how the worn-out people that do

come down to that, get driven from post to pillar and pillar to post, a

purpose to tire them out! Do I never read how they are put off, put off,

put off-how they are grudged, grudged, grudged, the shelter, or the

doctor, or the drop of physic, or the bit of bread? Do I never read how

they grow heartsick of it and give it up, after having let themselves drop

so low, and how they after all die out for want of help? Then I say, I hope

I can die as well as another, and I'll die without that disgrace. (199-200)

She has seen enough and heard enough about the harsh, inhumane living conditions

at the Poor House. She, thus, does not want anything to do with it even if she has

to die. To her, living in a Poor House in itself is a disgrace she cannot tolerate.

She is a woman of pride. We are told that she never begged nor had a penny of the

Union money in all her life. When she had money she would pay, when she could

work she worked and when she had nothing to eat she starved. She never wants to

experience the poor workhouse as it is humiliating and such a proud woman would

not dare be humiliated by such an institution. After the death of Johnny, her
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youngest foster child, who died due to illness which could have been cured if she

had access to medical care, she decides to leave her place and look for her

livelihood elsewhere. As she walks through towns, she asks herself if grown ups

and their children know what it means to be poor, what it means to feel cold and

hungry, or what it means to lose one's loved ones.

As she travels from one place to another, she meets a Deputy Lock who asks her

where her parish is. This is because all poor people had to belong to a parish.

She is frightened by the fact that he can take her to a parish which she has avoided

all her life. The Deputy Lock asks her if she has money, and that if she has, all her

money will be paid as relief for her being a casual and for her being passed on to her

Parish. In order to save herself from the agony of being taken to the parish, she

ends up giving him all the money she has. He collects the coins she gives him one

by one and keeps it to himself as he tells her that he is a man who "earns his living

by the sweat of this brow" (502). Dickens sarcastically comments thus: "here he

drew his sleeve across his forehead, as if this particular portion of his humble gains

were the result of sheer hard labour and virtuous industry" (502). There is no

shear hard labour in demanding money from a poor old woman to let her free. It is

simply extortion and it is ironical when Dickens says that it is a virtuous industry

and the coins he collected were his humble gains. It is outrageous for a man of his

kind to exploit this poor woman for his selfish gain. To him, it may be virtuous for

helping a poor woman from not being taken to the Poor House, but from a point of

view of justice, this is none other than corruption.

At the end, poor Betty dies but not in the hands of the Poor Law. She dies alone

under a tree as another poor lady by the name Lizzie witnesses her death. She tells

Lizzie never to take her to the parish and not let them see her. So she dies and
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leaves this sinful world full of miseries. The greatness of Betty is that she had no

ill feelings towards the world. She did not begrudge her life or anyone else.

The anger and disgust that Dickens displays towards such a society is emphasized in

his postscript to his novel. We are made aware of his contempt for the Poor Law.

Dickens, not only judged the Poor Law as inhumane and full of violation of human

dignity, but also saw those who administered the Poor Law to be merciless and

indifferent to the poor people's needs. The Poor Law, in the eyes of Dickens, took

the country backward in defending the rights of the vulnerable people. He states:

In my social experiences since Mrs. Betty Higden came upon the scene

and left it, I have found Circumlocutional champions disposed to be

warm with me on the subject of my view of the Poor Law ... .I have

observed a suspicious tendency in the champions to divide into two

parties; the one, contending that there are no deserving Poor who prefer

death by slow starvation and bitter weather, to the mercies of some

Relieving Officers and some Union Houses, the other, admitting that

there are such Poor, but denying that they have any cause or reason for

what they do .... I believe there has been in England, since the days of the

STUARTS, no law so often infamously administered, no law so often

openly violated, no law habitually so ill-supervised. In the majority of

the shameful cases of disease and death from destitution that shock the

Public and disgrace the country, the illegality is quite equal to the

inhumanity-and known language could say no more of their

lawlessness. (799)
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Despite Dickens's anger to the unjust law, Sampson in The Concise Cambridge

History of English Literature, nevertheless claims that Betty is not a "memorable"

character who is remembered by the readers. Betty may not be a convincing

character but she is memorable. This is because she appears as a struggler in an

unfriendly world where nobody and nothing will help her improve her life. She is

alone in this world and she has to fight alone to survive. The Poor House that

would have given her food and shelter, despite the harshness, would have helped

her, even if in a small way. Nevertheless, she refuses such help. She only asks

for a loan from the Boffins and begins her new journey wandering from one place to

another. What makes Betty not strikingly impressive could be due to her not

acting humanely. It is difficult to understand how an old woman who had been

living with three orphans would decide to leave her place and begin a new journey

moving from one town to another with little money, hoping to make ends meet. It

is unrealistic for her to refuse to be taken care of by the Boffins who were nice to

her and to rather choose to die in the cold. We can only assume that she was merely

acting as the spokesperson of Dickens to depict the ill Poor Law and her refusal to

be held captive by it. Dickens may have wanted to show how terrible the condition

of the parishes and workhouses were using Betty but not all parishes were ill

conditioned as Dickens would like us to think. Dickens has been accused of

crusading rather than being a creative writer. Betty is an example of Dickens's

crusading that he is often criticised for.
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5.1.2 Poor Women and Job Security

The effect of class differences can also be revealed in the area of job opportunities.

Ruth Pinch is the beautiful and kind sister to Pinch in Martin Chuzzlewit who was a

servant to Pecksniff, before being sacked for having feelings for a lady Pecksniff

himself was obsessed with. Ruth works as the governess for the family of a

brass-and-copper founder. One day, when Pinch visits his sister at her place of

work, he meets face to face with her employers who tell him that the family IS

dissatisfied with her service. The brass-and-copper founder states:

Your sister has not the slightest innate power of commanding respect.

It has been a constant source of difference between us. Although she

has been in this family for some time, and although the young lady who

is now present has almost, as it were, grown up under her tuition, that

young lady has no respect for her. Miss Pinch has been perfectly unable

to command my daughter's respect, or to win my daughter's confidence.

(552)

The family wants to sever relationships with her because she is "an orphan, and

without friends." Sophia, their daughter, calls her "a beggarly thing" which her

father claims is "a low, coarse, despicable expression" (553). The problem that

Sophia's family has towards Ruth is that she comes from a low class and even their

own daughter cannot show any respect to her. Pinch corrects them by saying that

their daughter does not respect his sister because they themselves don't respect

Ruth. Pinch tells Sophia's father that "no man can expect his children to respect

what he degrades" and that "young people are quick enough to observe and imitate;

and why or how should they respect whom no one else respects, and everybody
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slights?" (554). At the end, Pinch declares that the family has no right to employ

his sister and renounces them as her employer and leaves with her for good. Ruth

begins a new life with her brother by helping him with the household chores.

Using Ruth as an example, Dickens seems to show that poor women face the brunt

of injustice more than anybody else. The poor women are not only poor, but have

difficulty in getting jobs because of their gender. Even when they are lucky to

get jobs, they still face the injustice by not getting wages that they deserve and

instead get lesser pay and more work.

5.1.3. Exploitation of Poor Women by Men

Dickens does not limit his portrayal of women being unjustly treated to England but

also looks at the neighbouring country, France. In A Tale of Two Cities, Madam

Therese Defarge is first presented as a woman knitting quietly in a wine shop. She

is married to Ernest Defarge who owns a wine shop in Paris. It is revealed later

that together with her husband, she is one of the leaders of the revolutionaries

during the French Revolution and the wine shop is used as the headquarters for their

revolutionary activities. Defarge was once a servant of Dr. Alexandre Manette, a

French doctor who was imprisoned in the Bastille Prison for eighteen years until he

was rescued by Defarge. Dickens describes Madame Defarge, who is our concern

in this section, as a very vengeful and resolute person and seems to be busy knitting

all the time. She is:

... a strong and fearless character, and shrewd sense and readiness, of

great determination, of that kind of beauty which not only seems to
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impart to its possessor firmness and animosity, but to strike into others an

instinctive recognition of those qualities; the troubled time would have

heaved her up, under any circumstances. But, imbued from her

childhood with a brooding sense of wrong, and an inveterate hatred of a

class, opportunity had developed her into a tigress. She was absolutely

without pity. If she had ever had the virtue in her, it had quite gone out

of her. (350)

It is later revealed that her knitting secretly encodes the names of those people who

are executed by the guillotine but the reason to her knitting of names is not

explained. It is through the letter of Dr. Manette which was hidden in his cells

when he was imprisoned that we come to know the account of Madame Defarge's

life.

According to the letter, one evening of December in 1757, Dr. Manette is requested

by two men to follow them to a solitary house. There, he finds a young beautiful

lady less than twenty years old in bed with torn and ragged hair. She looks

tormented and only repeatedly says «my husband, my father, my brother." It was

her critically wounded brother who exposes everything that has happened to them.

According to her wounded brother, there were two "noble" brothers who were

landlords of theirs. The two "noble" brothers were known to be oppressors who

treated the poor badly. The wounded brother narrates to Dr. Manette how they

were oppressed by these two men and were treated like common dogs. He also

explains that his sister was married to a poor man who was ailing and she used to

take care of him. He states:
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He was ailing at that time, poor fellow, and she married her lover, that

she might tend and comfort him in our cottage--our dog-hut as that man

would call it. She had not been married many weeks, when that man's

brother saw her and admired her, and asked that man to lend her to

him-for what are husbands among us! (315)

The cottage being referred to as a "dog-hut" is symbolic of the dehumanizing

conditions they were living under. From the words "lend her to him," we can

identify the lady with an item that can be borrowed and lent. It is apparent from

the words that the "noble" men not only disrespected the poor but also despised

women as an "insubstantial thing."

One night, the two "noble" men keep the ailing husband out and order him not to go

back to the house until daytime. Meanwhile, the woman is taken away for their

pleasure and diversion "for a little while." When the lady's brother informs his

father what has happened, the father says nothing and dies later, perhaps out of

shock after hearing what had happened to his daughter. Concerned for his younger

sister's safety, the man hides her from these men because they were going to

sexually abuse her also. He then looks for Marquis St. Evremonde, who stole his

sister. After finding Marquis, the man attacks him in revenge but Marquis

manages to thrust a sword at him and critically wounds him. Dr. Manette is called

to attend to him and finds him in a critical condition. Dr. Mannet tries to save both

his and his sister's lives but can do nothing but just to watch both of them die

painful deaths. After realising that both sister and brother are dead and that there

is no evidence against Marquis, Marquis's younger brother congratulates him.
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They, then, imprison Dr. Manette to get rid of any evidence against them. The

younger sister who was hidden by her brother is none other than Madame Defarge.

Madame Defarge is, therefore, determined to see all men and women who share the

blood of Marquis St. Evremonde, executed by the guillotine. For Madame

Defarge, regardless of their innocence, each person who shares the Evremonde's

blood has to pay for their forefathers' sins. She is vengeful and wants to make

sure none of Evremonds blood is saved and freed from the sins Marquis and his

brother committed. She finds her mission to be revenge for the injustices

perpetrated on her family. Thus, each time "a head" of the Evrernonde is rolled off

from the Guillotine, she knits the name of the executed to keep a record of who is

off her list of guilt. Waters in Dickens and the Politics of the Family explains the

significance of her knitting thus: "The creativity, nurture and maternal affection,

conventionally associated with knitting, are connected here with vengeance,

violence and death" (127). Her knitting which should be a symbol of femininity,

warmth and love is emblematic of death, hatred and retribution.

As the story unfolds, we find the family of Madame Defarge and Dr. Manett

entwined as Dr. Manette's daughter Lucie marries Charles Darney, the son to

Marquis Evremonde who kills Madame Defarge's brother and sister. When

Charles Darney is arrested and imprisoned after being discovered that he shares the

same blood lineage with the Evremonds, Lucie asks Madame Defarge to have mercy

on her as a woman and a mother like her, and save her husband from the guillotine.

Madame Defarge replies as follows:

The wives and mothers we have been used to see, since we were as little

as this child, and much less, have not been greatly considered? We have
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known their husbands and fathers laid in prison and kept from them,

often enough? All our lives, we have seen our sister-women suffer, in

themselves and in their children, poverty, nakedness, hunger, thirst,

sickness, misery, oppression and neglect of all kinds? (261)

Madame Defarge cautions Lucie that one woman's tragedy is nothing compared to

all the sufferings and misery that she witnessed of many other women including

herself. There are too many women and children who suffer because of poverty.

They get sick, they are hungry, they are neglected and oppressed because of their

life conditions. Madame Defarge can only feel for her fellow poor women and

hers at the hands of the aristocrats and cannot feel for Lucie as she comes from a

different country and class all together.

Madame Defarge was not a cruel and unemotional person before. She was a young

girl living a normal life until the "noble" brothers changed her family's life. When

a person is thrown into hell which she deserves not, circumstance can toughen her

and make her see the world from a totally different view. Madame Defarge may

appear vengeful, without feelings for others, but she is also an example of a poor

woman who had no means to seek justice for her family except to take it in her own

hands and make the Evremonds pay for their crime. She lost her father, brother

and sister to the Marquis brothers because they wanted to satisfy their sexual desires

with a married poor woman who had no say. Dickens portrays an unjust society

where a poor woman was sexually abused and exploited. Women during the

Victorian era were identified with purity, innocence, and chastity. Marquis St.

Evremonde defied the values and sexually raped Madame Defarge's sister. If her
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brother did not hide her, she would have also been raped and perhaps killed by

Marquis.

Slater in Dickens and Women claims that Madame Defarge is not a realistic figure

(294). I differ with him. Where one cannot seek justice especially in a society

where the voices of the lower class were not heard, both women and men may take

the laws in their hands as we see mob justice in the modern world. Madame

Defarge may be presented as an evil woman who is simply out to take revenge.

Nevertheless, as I have said earlier, her personal experience with injustice has made

her who she is and we cannot simply define her as a cruel, vengeful woman. She

was simply seeking justice in an unjust society. Dickens, nevertheless, does not

advocate for retributive justice as we can see from her death. She goes with a gun

to kill Lucie but instead is killed by her own gun as she fights with Miss Pross.

Her death by her own gun may suggest that Dickens did not think that justice on the

basis of retribution would get anywhere, instead such justice may cause harm to

those who seek such justice as in the case of Madame Defarge.

A poor woman being taken advantage of by men is not a peculiar thing to Madame

Defarge's case alone. Dickens demonstrates how men treated women inhumanely

in his other works. In Barnaby Rudge, Hugh, is an ostler at the Maypole Inn who

is arrested and imprisoned and finally executed for participating in the Gordon Riot

as one of the leaders. Before his execution, he reveals that when his mother was to

be hanged, there was a larger crowd than usual as it was "a woman" that was to be

hanged. Nobody except for Hugh and his dog had pity for her. He says "I was a

boy of six-that's not very old-when they hung my mother up at Tyburn for a
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couple of thousand men to stare at. They might have let her live. She was poor

enough" (191).

Later, we are made aware of the circumstances that led his mother to her death.

Hugh is in prison for taking part in the Gordon Riot, a religious riot, and as he

awaits his turn to be executed he narrates to the hangman about the story of his

mother. According to him, his mother, a gypsy, was a very beautiful and young

woman though very poor. Out of desperation, she joins the trade of trafficking

forged notes. The traders thought that she was the best placed person to do the job

as nobody would suspect such a beautiful young woman will be caught.

Unfortunately, on her first attempt, she is caught and is punished for the offence by

hanging. The hangman remembers her as he is the one who executed her. The

last minute before she dies the only thing she told the hangman is, "If I had a dagger

within these fingers and he was within my reach, I would strike him dead before me,

even now!" The man she refers to is the father of her son, Sir John Chester, a

knight by status. Though the readers are not given any background to their affair,

we are driven to the conclusion that Sir John left Hugh's mother and her son in

poverty and that her tragic end could have been avoided if Sir John took

responsibility by looking after them.

When Gabriel, the humane locksmith, comes to know this story, he confides in Sir

John the secret and asks him to save his son who is also awaiting execution. Sir

John denies the information as false and tells Gabriel that he is "a gentleman of

established character with such credentials" that he cannot be part of such

discussion (595). Later, Sir John's inner thoughts are uncovered by the writer and

the readers are made aware that Sir John is indeed the father of Hugh but he does
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not want to admit it as it will create a scandal overseas. It is ironic that a "knight"

who is supposedly noble, virtuous and morally upright is in reality a dishonourable

man who not only devalues women but also his own son. From the episode of

Hugh's mother's execution, we cannot help but see a poor woman being cheated by

a man of status who has only used her to satisfy his ego. When it becomes to his

disadvantage, Sir John discards Hugh's mother. The poor woman with a small

son, out of desperation, decides to take up the job of trafficking forged notes to

survive and ends up dying for the crime she is made to commit. I am saying

"made to commit" because it was the men in trade who suggested that a "beautiful

woman" will go unsuspected and thus used her for their benefit. What is even

more disturbing is the manner in which Hugh's mother is executed: she is executed

not only in front of her six year old son but in the public for all the men to stare at.

This is nothing more than an uncouth act. To be a poor woman who had to venture

into criminal activities to survive was enough reason for her to die. It is as if to be

a poor woman was a crime in itself

In Nicholas Nickleby, Kate Nickleby and her brother Nicholas are brought up by

their mother singlehandedly after their father died, leaving them poor. Together

with their mother, Kate and Nicolas move to London in the hope that their uncle

Ralph Nickleby, a money lender, will look after them. Ralph gets Kate a job at

Madam Mantalini' s who is a dressmaker and a milliner. He, however, also

introduces her to his friends among them, Sir Mulberry Hawk, a dissolute client of

Ralph. Hawk shows interest in her and as his name "Hawk" suggests, he tries to

force her into marrying him. Kate refuses him but he continues harassing her until

one day, Nicholas overhears Hawk making derogatory remarks about his sister.

Hawk uses his status to exploit Kate and at one point attempts to rape her.
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Nicholas who left London returns to protect her from Hawk. Though there are

cases like the relationship of Pip and Mrs. Gargery which do not suggest any

affectionate relationship between brother and sister, we find several women's lives

saved by their brothers in Dickens's works. Punch saves his sister Ruth from an

abusive employer. Madame Defarge is also saved by her brother from sexual

exploitation by the Marquis' brothers. This life-saving relationship between

brother and sister may reflect Dickens's own loving relationship with his sister,

Fanny.

5.1.4 Exploitation of the Women from the Privileged Class by Men

Miss Havisham in Great Expectations demonstrates that the poor women were not

the only ones who were deceived and exploited by men. She is a wealthy single

old woman who lives in Satis House with a young lady, Estella, whom she adopts.

She is also portrayed as a woman who rarely has friends and stays indoors. She

wears a faded wedding dress and the food that seems to have been prepared for a

feast is still lying on the table with cobwebs, something like black fungus and

spiders all over it. This description alone gives us a depressing impression about

her. Even her treatment of Estella does not present a picture of a loving foster

mother.

It is revealed as the story unfolds that when Miss Havisham was young, a swindler

by the name Compeyson deceived her by pretending to have fallen in love with her

and professing his devotion to her. He traps her into marrying him so that he can

get great sums of money from her, and induce her to buy her brother out of a share
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in the brewery at an enormous price "on the plea that when he was her husband he

must hold and manage it all" (167). Because of her blinded love for him, she

chases her own father, who disapproves of their marriage, out of the house. The

wedding that is too good to believe is evidenced by her buying the wedding dress

and a wedding cake and inviting people to her wedding on her own. This is

already a sign to show Compeyson's indifference to their wedding.

On the day of their wedding, Miss Havisham finds a letter from Compeyson

cancelling their wedding. Words cannot express her shock. She stops all the

clocks in her house. The stopping of the clocks could represent the loss of her life.

She continues wearing the white wedding dress and the wedding cake full of mice

and spiders that was meant for the wedding feast is still left on the table decaying.

It is later revealed that Compeyson acts out the whole plot with Havisham's own

half brother whom the father disinherited because of his riotousness, extravagance

and disobedient character. What both men craved for was the money and nothing

else. Miss Havisham is merely an object to be used for their material gain. Once

they achieve their goal, there is nothing else they need from her. It must have been

very hard for Miss Havisham to deal with the situation of being emotionally bruised

by her lover. At the end, the two men share the profit they make out of swindling

her and leave her a miserable, wretched woman.

Both Madame Defarge and Miss Havisham suffer the brunt of being misused by

men and they display a similar reaction towards their suffering. The former loses

her family to the rich aristocratic family who treated them like dogs, and the latter

loses her youthful days to misery because of being dumped by her lover on a

wedding day. Both women choose revenge. Madame Defarge becomes vengeful
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to an extent of being extremely cruel and cheers each time a head is rolled by the

guillotine. Miss Havisham has a vendetta against all men and imprisons Estella,

her adopted daughter, in her house and trains her not to have feelings of love,

passion and care for any man. This is all for her revenge purposes. She

encourages Estella to make men fall in love with her, and at the end to leave them.

Both Madame Defarge and Miss Havisham die at the end; Miss Havisham dies in a

fire that catches her bridal veil, while Madame Defarge dies in the hands of Miss

Pross, the lady who looks after Lucie. Both women were seeking revenge for

genuine reasons and both are killed at the end, but there is one difference we

observe between them. Miss Havisham realises her mistake of using Estella for

her vengeance and tells Pip repeatedly: "What have I done! What have I done!" and

asks Pip for forgiveness (364). Madame Dafarge dies in rage without any sense of

guilt. As stated earlier, Dickens in my view seems to prove his point that

retributive justice is not the way forward. Though Waters in Dickens and the

Politics of Family sees a parallel between Miss Havisham and Magwitch who is a

criminal and Estella's real father, she reinforces my view about Miss Havisham's

ending. She states:

The affinity between Miss Havisham and Magwitch, underlined by their

revenge plots, points to a similarity in the oppressed positions of women

and working-class men under the system of patriarchal capitalism, for by

adopting personal schemes of vengeance in response to the experience of

social injustice, Miss Havisham and Magwitch inevitably embrace the

ideology they struggle against and are defeated. (171)
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Similar to Madame Defarge, Miss Havisham dies at the end of the book. This may

suggest Dickens's view that social justice is not about taking revenge and hurting

those who wronged you. It is about standing up for what is fair and just, and make

people respect you.

5.1.5. Marriage as a Social and Political Contract

The concept of marriage in the Victorian Era is summarized by Mr. Chester's words

in Barnaby Rudge. He states:

... marnage IS a civil contract; people marry to better their worldly

condition and improve appearances; it is an affair of house and furniture, of

liveries, servants, equipage, and so forth. The lady being poor and you poor

also, there is an end of the matter. You cannot enter upon these

considerations, and have no manner of business with the ceremony. (256)

For many people, marriage was not about love. It was a contract of improving

one's living standards in terms of wealth. We have women like Dolly's mother in

Barnaby Rudge who tells her daughter that "marriage ... was a state requiring great

fortitude and forbearance" and "if she had not been supported by a strong principle

of duty which alone upheld and prevented her from drooping, she must have been in

her grave many years ago" (180). As a woman, she was considered as subordinate

to her husband and this forced her to bear much more than a man in a marriage.

She tells her daughter that without fortitude and forbearance, she would have diec

long ago for the sufferings she has gone through in her marriage.
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Marriage as a contract of wealth gain is represented in Dickens's works. Bella in

Our Mutual Friend is a young lady from a not-so-well-to-do family. Her father,

Reginald Wilfer is a clerk who works for a drug-house of Chicksey, Veneering and

Stobbles. One day, as Bella, then four to five years old, and her father relax at a

park, they meet a man who foretells them that Bella will be his son's future wife.

This man later gives conditions to his son that unless he marries Bella, he will not

inherit his father's fortune after his death. It sounds outrageous for a father to

decide for his son whom to marry at such a young age and, what is more, to give it

as a condition to inherit his fortune. This is what is commonly known as an

arranged marriage but it is unjust for a third party to decide whom one should marry

without the consent of both parties. Perhaps this was the trend during the

Victorian era because marriage involved gain in wealth and status. So, Bella is to

be married off to an unknown young man who is to inherit his father's fortune.

Unfortunately, her "future husband", John Harmon, is presumed dead by drowning

on his way back home from abroad, and Bella becomes a widow even before her

marnage. The unfairness we see in this story is when a young girl is considered a

valuable commodity that can be given to someone she has never met even before

she is of marriageable age.

As the story unfolds, Bella is adopted by Mr. and Mrs. Boffin who are former

servants of Harmon's father. They inherit Harmon's father's fortune after Harmon

is presumed "dead." This, they do, in accordance to Harmon's father's will which

states that in the eventuality that Harmon does not survive, the fortune is to be

handed over to Harmon's father's servant. When Bella begins to live with the

Boffins, she gradually exposes herself as a woman who is enslaved by money. She

tells her own father that she must marry money. The society in which she lives in
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makes her become obsessed with money believing that money is the only thing that

can get her out of misery. Money was a determining factor of happiness in this

society that Dickens portrays. People were treated with contempt and unfairness if

they were from a poor background. Thus, Dickens exposes the effect of poverty

through Bella as she becomes addicted to money due to her family poverty. She

feels that without money she cannot have the freedom of being happy and thus, for a

woman in the Victorian Era, marriage to a rich man signified improving one's life

standards in terms of wealth for a woman.

A comic example of a marriage of convenience is demonstrated by Mr. and Mrs.

Lammle in Our Mutual Friend. This is a couple who realize that they were

deceived by their friend, Veneering, that they were people of property and accuse

each other of marrying each other on false pretences. Mrs. Lammle demands from

her husband as she says "If you were so dull a fortune-hunter that you deceived

yourself, or if you were so greedy and grasping that you were over-willing to be

deceived by appearances, is it my fault, you adventurer? "(127).

They both agree that they deceived each other and that they were deceived by each

other. As much as she says that she would have taken her life for this misery of

marrying an imposter if she had the courage, they finally agree to keep it to

themselves as it is a shame to be exposed in the high society. They agree to work

together to enrich themselves instead of working together to make the marriage

work. This couple display a marriage of convenience. Lammle's marriage is an

illustration to show that the women rarely left their husbands not only because the

society looked at marriage as a sacred institution and thus the women saw

separation or divorce as shameful. It was also not easy for women to divorce their
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husbands since most of them were dependent on their husbands financially. Until

1857, married women could not retain any assets as they all belonged to the

husbands. Marriage was not based on equality and it was an institution that

represented the unequal status of the women.

So far, I have examined how women were unfairly treated by men and society and I

have observed that Dickens has illustrated that women were indeed unfairly treated

by men. Nevertheless, I have not come across a strong-willed woman who stands

out as a liberated woman. Dickens has not demonstrated the view that women

should be respected and equally treated. Let us now look at how women were

treated in a close relationship of parent-daughter and husband-wife relationship.

5.2 Domestic Abuse

In this section, I examine domestic abuse in Dickens's works. In particular, I will

focus on parental abuse and spousal abuse on women which are widely dealt with in

Dickens's works. I begin by parental abuse by both mothers and fathers.

5.2.1 Parent-Child Relationship

In Dombey and Son, Alice Brown is introduced as a lady who was born in poverty

and was neglected by her own mother Mrs. Brown. The only care she receives

from her mother is "to be beaten, and stinted, and abused sometimes" (488). She

tells her mother what she went through comes to thousands every year. This

implies that so many girls are abused by their own mothers and end up on the streets

miserable, feeling dejected and unloved every year. Because of the mistreatment
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and unloving environment, Alice ends up being a mistress to James Carker who

involves her in a robbery. She is found guilty and is transported far away as

punishment. Not even Carker, her lover, cared about saving her from the

punishment. He discards her and leaves her to suffer on her own. She says: "I was

concerned in a robbery-in every part of it but the gains-and was found out, and

sent to be tried, without a friend, without a penny" (752). There was no one to

save her life, not even her own mother.

Alice tells Harriet, the sister to James, a man who betrayed Alice and sent her far

away as a criminal, that it is only among the miserable class that we see mothers

treating their daughters as property to enrich themselves. She claims that her

mother was so fond of her that she wanted to "make sort of property" of her. True

to this allegation, Alice's mother believes that so long as her daughter marries a rich

man of high status, happiness and a good life are assured. Thus, she treats Alice as

some kind of property to make money. Dickens seems to suggest that it is not only

men who mistreat women. Women also use their daughters to gain financially.

Though Alice claims that poor mothers are prone to mistreating their daughters, in

my view, in a society where girls and women were considered property and wealth,

even women from the upper class will consider their daughters as property to be

bought by men. An example is the Hon. Mrs. Skewton, Edith Granger's mother in

Dombey and Son.

Edith, who is the second wife of Dombey, a wealthy London merchant in Dombey

and Son, is presented as an emotionless woman who does not seem to be happy in

her life. She was once married to Captain Granger who dies later. Her mother,

Mrs. Skewton alias Cleopatra, is full of herself and tries to entrap Dombey into
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marrying her daughter, which she succeeds in doing. As the story advances, it

becomes evident that Edith is not happy with her mother. She blames her mother

for neglecting her as a child and not giving her the ideal childhood that she

deserved. She says that she was better off dead than being alive in such a state of

having no respect for herself. She states "What childhood did you ever leave to

me? I was a woman-artful, designing, mercenary, laying snares for men-before I

knew myself, or you, or even understood the base and wretched aim of every new

display I learnt "(394).

Here, we hear a voice of an angry woman who regrets that her mother did not bring

her up with love and care. She claims:

'Look at me,' she said, 'who have never known what it is to have an honest

heart, and love. Look at me, taught to scheme and plot when children

play; and married in my youth-an old age of design-to one for whom I

had no feeling but indifference. Look at me, whom he left a widow, dying

before his inheritance descended to him-a judgement on you! Well

deserved!-and tell me what has been my life for ten years since! (394)

Edith blames her mother for not giving the love she deserves and neither instilling a

depth of human feelings into her. She further blames her mother for being

pretentious and only thinking about her being married to a rich man. She criticises

her mother as she states:

'There is no slave in a market; there is no horse in a fair; so shown and

offered and examined and paraded, mother, as I have been, for ten

shameful years.' 'Have I been made the bye-word of all kinds of men?
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Have fools, have profligates, have boys, have dotards, dangled after me,

and one by one rejected me, and fallen off, because you were too plain with

all your cunning: yes, and too true, with all those false pretences: until we

have almost come to be notorious?' (394)

In the above quotation, Dickens has used words such as "slave," "market,"

"offered," "examined," "paraded" to show how Edith was exhibited for ten good

years in front of men only to be rejected at the end because of her mother's greed;

and she feels ashamed of it. She marries Dombey because he had "bought" her.

(393) Despite this truth, her mother cannot understand why she does not love

Dombey. She defends herself by saying that she has been making every effort to

secure Edith in a good marriage. For Mrs. Skewton, motherhood is all about

getting her daughter a successful man to marry. Love, care, understanding has no

role in her nurturing her daughter. Thus, Edith grows up hating her mother and has

no emotional feelings even for herself.

This seems to echo Dickens's own personal voice. He always felt rejected by his

mother ever since she encouraged him to go back to work in the blacking factory

even after his father was released from the debt prison. Perhaps, Dickens felt like

an orphan being thrown out into the cruel world rather than being loved and cared

for. Hallet claims that "mothers in Dickens's fiction are usually either bad or

dead, probably because he never forgave his own mother for having sent him to

work in the blacking factory (xxv). Sampson shares a similar view when he posits

that Mrs. Nickleby in Nicholas Nickleby "is as ready to consign her daughter to an

evil marriage as Mrs. Dickens was to consign her son to the blacking factory" (625).

Dickens, according to Hibbert, confesses to Forster about his disappointment with
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his mother. He states "I know these things [to work as a child] have worked

together to make me what I am .... But I never afterwards forgot, I never shall forget,

I never can forget that my mother was warm for my being sent back" (72). It was

his father who decided that Dickens should go back to school and never be sent to

work again as a child. Thus, Dickens's depiction of the fathers in his works is not

as bad as the mothers. Therefore, I agree with Hallet and Sampson that Dickens's

portrayal of bad mothers is based on his childhood pain that was caused by his

mother who sent him to work without any compassion and sympathy for him.

Holbrook in Charles Dickens and the Image of Women goes further to analyse

Dickens's psychology of depicting bad and evil mothers. He claims:

That the mother could be so insensitive seems to indicate deeper

deficiencies in her, in her capacity to "be for" her child, which left

Dickens with a deep feeling of threat to his state of being even from the

mother, and a consequent dread of woman that lurked in his unconscious

mind. (173)

For Dickens, his own experience seems to have made him believe that it is worse to

be neglected by your own parents than to be an orphan. I may not agree with him

totally but I agree that it is bad enough not to have parents but having parents who

care less about a child is far worse.

Madeline Bray whom Nicholas falls in love with in Nicholas Nickelby, is the

daughter to Walter Bray who has squandered his fortune through his extravagant

life. Walter gets into debts and arranges his daughter to be married off to Arthur

Gride, a lecherous seventy-five-year-old man. Rather than refusing her father's
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demands, she willingly accepts the proposal to be married to Gride. Here, we see a

father who is selling off his daughter in exchange for a better life for himself. He

thinks that by selling off his daughter to a rich man will rescue him from

impoverishment and bring him happiness. Madeline herself too believes that by

sacrificing her feelings and being married to Gride, her father will be out of

financial misery. Madeline IS an example that demonstrates how a woman is

subordinate to men and has no voice of her own on the issue of marriage. She

illustrates how women had to sacrifice their lives for men who cared less about the

feelings of their female counterparts, be it their daughters, wives or sisters.

Lizzie, in Our Mutual Friend, is a daughter to Jesse "Gaffer" Hexam, a waterman.

She is against her father's occupation but helps him by rowing the boat in which her

father searches for valuables from dead people floating on the river at night.

Lizzie understands the importance of education and despite her father's opposition,

she helps her brother to get into a school. In the case of Lizzie, the man who

controls her life is her father. When she is advised to leave him as her life will be

of waste, she refuses saying that her father needs her. She also tells her only

brother Charlie:

Well! There am I, continuing with father and holding to father, because

father loves me and I love father. I can't so much as read a book,

because, if I had learned, father would have thought I was deserting him,

and I should have lost my influence ... .I know that I am in some things a

stay to father, and that if I was not faithful to him he would-in

revenge-like, or in disappointment, or both-go wild and bad. (38)
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Whether by her choice or not, she is enslaved by her father. She cannot get

education as she is worried that he will think she is abandoning him. We see a

woman who is chained by the influence of her father and can do nothing to better

her life. As much as she may be an ideal daughter who cares for her father's

welfare, she is trapped in his criminal activities and cannot have the freedom to live

a better life. It is only after her father drowns in the river that she is able to have

the opportunity to learn how to read, being taught by a Jewish tutor, Mr. Riah, and

later marry Eugene Wrayburn, a barrister.

Waters sees Lizzie as a woman who is "characterized by her self-sacrificing

devotion to her father and brother, her genteel manners and speech, and her moral

superiority" (199). Waters sees her as an embodiment of feminine ideals despite

her low class and illiteracy. I agree with Waters as Lizzie, in my view, is one of

the most admirable female characters in Dickens's works. Despite her illiteracy

and humble background, she is strong-willed, intelligent and commands a high

degree of sensitivity and compassion toward others. She is an example of an ideal

woman in Dickens's works. However, her self-sacrificing devotion to her father

and brother could also be based on the societal expectation that women must serve

their men. Thus, the embodiment of feminine ideals that Waters mentions may not

be the ideals that we have in mind as women in the twenty-first century.

After analysing the background of the female characters discussed above, we realise

that almost half of them have no mothers. For example, we have Nancy, Mercy,

Lizzy, Mandeline, Ruth and Miss Havisham who belong to this category. Other

characters such as Edith, Alice, Estella and Mrs. Quilp have mothers who represent

evil and are far from being role models as mothers. Most of them are more
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concerned with wealth and how they can use their daughters for their selfish ends.

Belle and Louisa have mothers but we see them more closely associated with their

fathers than their mothers.

An issue that I find as a concern in this section is Dickens's bias against the mother

figure, be it real mothers or foster mothers. Many of the mother figures in

Dickens's works are presented as women who are coarse and unfeeling. He has

portrayed them as women who have had a bad influence upon their daughters, who

in turn may also negatively influence on their own daughters in the future. This

bias can be explained as due to his own personal relationships with women, in

particular, his mother and his wife. This may be true as through his own

experience as a child, he grew up hating his mother for being cruel to him for trying

to send him back to work as a child labourer. This pain and wound never

disappeared from his heart and, therefore he can only visualise mothers who are

mean and couth. We may see a parallel between the mothers' act of sending their

daughters to hawk for men or marry them off to rich men for gain, and his own

mother's act of sending him to work in a blacking factory for more money.

Dickens seems to have not being able to overcome the pain and anger that was

caused by his mother's action of not only sending him to work when he was still too

young but also trying to send him back to work again even after their financial

circumstances improved. As much as I sympathize with his personal sufferings, it

is his weakness as a writer, in my view, to paint mothers as evil persons who only

want to take advantage of their children simply because he had a grudge against his

mother till his death. While mothers are regarded as the sun of the family and the

most compassionate, understanding and loving person by their children, Dickens
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seems to have had a totally different VIew about mothers. In a way, he was

unnecessarily biased against mothers which leads to his weakness as a writer.

5.2.2 Marital Relationships

In quite a number of Dickens's works, we find Dickens's presentation of spousal

abuse. Spousal abuse can be in the form of physical abuse or psychological abuse.

Both types of abuses by husbands of their wives are demonstrated in Dickens's

works. I begin by examining the physical abuses of women by their husbands.

In Bleak House, Allan Woodcourt, a doctor, finds a woman sitting in the street.

He looks at her forehead and finds that she has a bad bruise with her skin broken.

He helps her clean the wound and dresses it, and binds it up. Woodcourt realises

that the woman is the wife to a brickmaker from the colour of the clay on her dress

and bag. He further tells her: "And I know brickmakers go about working at

piecework in different places. And I am sorry to say I have known them cruel to

their wives too" (577). From Woodcourt's words, we can see that the brickmaker

used physical force to abuse his wife as he uses the words "misuses his large and

heavy hand". He says: "He will get into worse trouble if he often misuses his large

and heavy hand as he has misused it here. But you forgive him, brutal as he is, and

I say no more of him, except that I wish he deserved it" (578).

Cruelty in the form of physical abuse is demonstrated in detail through the

relationship between Nancy and Bill Sikes in Oliver Twist. Nancy is a kind hearted

poor young woman who works as a prostitute and belongs to Fagin's criminal

group. She has no parents and has been brought up on the streets. She,
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nevertheless, IS a submissive and an affectionate woman who has a moral

conscience. This is evident when she tries to save Oliver, the orphan protagonist

in the novel, from Fagin and her notorious criminal husband, Sikes. Sikes, on the

other hand, is an angry man and orders Nancy around "by dint of alternate threats,

promises, and bribes" and she will "be ultimately prevailed upon to undertake the

commission" (111). He not only tells her verbally to obey him by words such as "I

will split your head against the wall if you don't get out of my way" but also uses

actual physical violence on her. This abuse is evident from the bruises on her neck

and arms that she shows Oliver.

Nancy fears her husband and cannot stand up against him or her criminal leader

Fagin. She has lost all hope of living a good and honest life. So long as she is

in the hands of Sikes, she cannot escape as he will never allow such a thing to

happen. Sikes is a representative not only of a criminal but also of a man who only

thinks of women as objects to be used for his own gain. When Sikes is told by

Noah who secretly follows Nancy that she has gone out at night to talk with two

strangers, he gets angry. Noah tells Sikes and Fagin that Nancy was found talking

to the two about why she could not come as promised before. She tells them that

Sikes forcibly kept her in the house as she was reluctant to explain where she was

going. On hearing this, Sikes goes to Nancy who was lying down on the bed and

wakes her up forcibly. He grasps her by her head and throat and drags her into the

middle of the room. Sikes tells her that he made somebody follow her who

reported to him everything she said to the two strangers. Nancy opens her heart

and confesses to him that she was promised a life abroad where she could live in

peace and solitude. She tells him that she was going to ask them to help him out

also so that they can both leave the dreadful criminal lives for better lives. She
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cares for him and his future despite his brutality. She loves him but Sikes cares

less for her. Sikes feels offended that Nancy betrayed him and in anger, he grasps

his pistol and fires at her. "She staggered and fell: nearly blinded with the blood

that rained down from a deep gash in her forehead" (445). Before she dies, Nancy

breathes one prayer for mercy to her Maker, perhaps for forgiveness. Sikes is an

angry, cruel man who sees no value in a kind-hearted woman like Nancy and

exposes his violent nature when he seizes a heavy club and strikes her down.

Critics have analysed Nancy in different ways. Slater looks at Nancy as "the only

character in whose portrayal Dickens seems to be seeking to explore a conception of

female nature itself' (221). I concur with Slater as, despite Nancy's background,

she has motherly tenderness for Oliver and risks her life to save him. Holbrook

also takes note of these maternal and feminine feelings Nancy possesses but he also

examines Nancy's murder as a fantasy that Dickens was obsessed with in "putting

to death the witch-woman who had blighted his emotional life" because of "the deep

fear of harm from woman" (173). This witch-woman is his mother whom I

discussed earlier in this chapter. Holbrook's argument is tenable from the view of

psychologists who believe that the relationship that a child has with his mother

when small can affect his relationship with other women in his later life. Thus,

despite Dickens's insight into Nancy's feminine qualities, he somehow has to get

rid of her rather than giving her a new life.

In The Old Curiosity Shop, Dickens introduces us to Mr. and Mrs. Quilp. Daniel

Quilp is a money lender and is portrayed as a monkish dwarf Chesterton calls him

a "gargoyle" who is a "sort of devilish door-knocker, dropped down and crawling

about the pavement" (36). Mrs. Betsy Quilp, his wife, appears as a meek and weak
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woman who is terrified to say anything against her husband. She even says "but

I know that if I was to die to-morrow, Quilp could marry anybody he pleased-snow

that he could, I know!" She has no confidence in herself as Quilp himself says that

she has "no will of her own" (38).

One day, Mrs. Quilp' s friends gather at her house to have tea and discuss her

relationship with her husband. They try to advise her and ask her to listen to them

as they have much more experience about marital relationships than her. They

admonish her saying that she should respect herself, otherwise, no woman would

respect her. When Quilp returns home and the ladies are dismissed, he tells his

wife: "If ever you listen to these beldames again, I'll bite you" (43). She can only

tremble in a corner when she is alone with Quilp.

Quilp disappears for sometime and, meanwhile, his wife becomes worried that he

may have died and that she is now a widow. When he hears this, he mocks her and

tells her that she is a widow in anticipation and that he will disappear again at his

will. True to his words, Quilp leaves her again, and when the wife traces him and

asks him to come home he rudely replies by saying that he will come home when he

pleases and threatens her that if she dares come back looking for him he will "keep

watch-dogs in the yard that'll growl and bite-I'll have mantraps, cunningly altered

and improved for catching women-I'll have spring guns, that shall explode when

you tread upon the wires, and blow you into little pieces" (382).

He then chases her away and falls into a fit of laughter. On another occasion, his

wife brings him a letter from a solicitor by the name Sally Brass. She walks

through the damp, dark and cold to reach him. When he opens the door after a lot

of argument and hesitation, he abuses her by saying that he is glad to see her wet,
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cold and having lost her way. He further makes a sarcastic remark when he says

"It does my heart good to see your little nose so pinched and frosty" (506).

Norman Page in his introduction to The Old Curiosity Shop states "Mrs. Quilp is the

victim of his(Quilps) sadistic pleasures" (xxii). Quilp is indeed a sadist, a

projection of an extremely cruel man who finds pleasure in watching a woman

suffer and cry. He thinks that he is above his wife who can do whatever he feels to

make a woman unhappy at the expense of his ego.

Apart from the verbal abuses Mrs. Quilp receives from her husband, the

conversation between Quilp and his wife was "limited to a long soliloquy on the

part of the gentleman, with perhaps a few deprecatory observations from the lady,

not extending beyond a trembling monosyllable uttered at long intervals, and in a

very submissive and humble tone" (374). It is Quilp who talks for long to himself

while his wife can only utter one word of one syllable once in a while to express her

disapproval. She does so in a very submissive and humble tone. This reflects on

her personality when she cannot stand up and say what she feels. Dickens expresses

his view about matrimonial differences. He states that matrimonial differences

should be discussed by the two persons involved in the form of dialogue in which

the woman bears at least her full half share. This would be the ideal situation for

any relationships. In the Victorian society, women were considered below the men

and therefore, men would treat them with disrespect. Looking at Dickens's

personal life, it would rather seem that the novelist himself did not follow his own

instructions as he himself expresses; that he rarely had proper communication with

his wife, accusing her of not understanding him. I agree with Holbrook who

asserts that "the horrified submissiveness of Mrs. Quilp, in the face of his cruel

tyranny, is another of Dickens's portrayals of a dreadful marriage" (32).
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In Martin Chuzzlewit, Jonah Chuzzelwit, a mean, evil nephew of Martin

Chuzzlewit, approaches Pecksniff, a widower of two daughters, Cherry and Mercy,

and informs him that he is interested in marrying one of Peck sniff s daughters.

Jonah initially shows interest in Cherry, the elder daughter, and makes her believe

that he will marry her. Mercy, on the other hand, does not love Jonah and even

calls him a monster. Jonah, nevertheless, chooses Mercy and hurts Cherry's heart.

Jonah's uncle, Martin Chuzzlewit, who is concerned with Mercy's intention of

marrying his nephew asks her: "you may have lapsed into this engagement in very

giddiness. It may have been the wanton act of a light head. Is that so?" (387).

Knowing how his nephew is, he is concerned that Mercy may end up being

"miserable, full of bitterness, and most unhappy" (387) if she marries Jonah.

Mercy, however, seems not to be able to open up her heart to Martin and tells him

that any married couple will have problems and that she makes "a perfect slave of

the creature [Jonah]" (387). She is quite aware of Jonah's character and the misery

she will encounter when she gets married to him. Despite knowing this, however,

she cannot have the courage to cancel the engagement and marries him. Jonah

does not marry Mercy out of love but for spite as she has been always laughing at

him.

Peck sniff is forced to part with money to marry his daughter off to Jonah but he is

more than glad to do so. This is a clear indication that marrying off one's daughter

to a rich man is a promising thing to the girl's family. Thus, to Jonah and Mr.

Peck sniff, marriage is a business transaction, whereas, to Mercy it is a path to

misery. Jonah does not treat Mercy well and her misery is evident from her words

to Jonah, thus:
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But if you will tell me what you wish, I will be obedient and will try to

please you. I make no merit of that, for I have no friends in my father

or my sister, but I am quite alone. I am very humble and submissive.

You told me you would break my spirit, and you have done so. Do not

break my heart too! (688)

When Jonah is found guilty of murdering his business partner Montague and

arrested, he decides to take his life rather than to face punishment. This is how

Mercy gets her freedom and can begin her new life. Mercy represents one of the

many young women who dream of marrying rich men with the hope of getting out

of their misery at home. Instead, they find themselves in worse misery by being

mistreated by their husbands. Bowen in Other Dickens: Pickwick to Chuzzlewit

expresses his view that social relationships in Martin Chuzzlewit are "manipulative

and instrumental"(212). It is true that Jonah manipulates Mercy to get what he

wants, and Mercy's father also uses his own daughter as an instrument to progress

materially and status wise.

In Great Expectations, Estella, Miss Havisham's adopted daughter, marries Bentley

Drummle, the "next heir but one to a baronetcy" (176). Pip, the protagonist, who

is in love with Estella, initially admires Drummle simply because he comes from the

upper class. When he discovers that Drummle is interested in Estella, Pip changes

his mind, and thinks of him as a "contemptible, clumsy, sulky, booby, so very far

below the average" man (284). Though Drummle falls in love with Estella, she

does not love him knowing too well that he is not worth her love. She, however,

entraps him making him believe that she feels affection for him. She marries him

and as Holbrook argues, she "fulfils her sadomasochistic marriage" to Drummle.
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Her marital life with Drummle is not dealt with in the story as Pip decides to forget

her when he is informed of their marriage. Towards the end of the story, however,

it is revealed through Pip that Estella used to live a most unhappy life as she had

been treated by her husband with "great cruelty"( 440); and later she separates from

him.

In David Copperfield, David's mother, Clara, remarnes Mr. Edward Murdstone

after her husband dies, perhaps hoping that she will live a happy life with him.

Clara is portrayed as a kind and caring woman but also meek. She loves her son

David, very much. Murdstone, however, shows his dislike and jealousy towards

his step-son and prevents Clara from talking to her own son or being kind to him.

Clara lives in constant fear as she is only able to act if her husband approves, in

which case, most of the time he will make her feel she has offended him. He will

always caution her of her "wrong" and warn her to "keep a watch upon herself'

(103). Clara is portrayed as a slave in her house, being mistreated by her husband

and sister-in-law, Jane. David sees his mother as a victim of an unhappy family.

It is through David's narration that we sympathize with Clara. While David stays

far away in a boarding school, Clara dies. We can only guess from what Peggotty

says to David, "she was uncertain in her mind, and not happy ... .1 think she got to be

more timid and more frightened-like, of late; and that a hard work was like a blow

to her" (113).

I suspect that her husband must have tormented her to death. Miss Trotwood,

David's aunt, exposes Murdstone's abuse by telling him that he had treated Clara

like a poor caged bird making her sing his song. She continues: "you were a tyrant

to the simple baby, and you broke her heart. She was a loving baby-I know that;
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I knew it years before you ever saw her-and through the best part of her weakness,

you gave her the wounds she died of." Miss Trotwood refers to Clara as a caged

bird. This emphasizes the fact that she had no freedom of her own but only

followed her husband's instructions. She must have had hopes of a new life after

her first husband passed away, but this was not to be as Murdstone did not show any

affection towards her as a husband should. He only treated her like a slave.

Later, Murdstone remarries, but as it is difficult for people to change their way of

life and their value system, his new wife also suffers at the hands of Murdstone.

Mrs. Chillip, the wife to a doctor who attended Clara when David was born, narrates

that the present Mrs. Murdstone's spirit "has been entirely broken since her

marriage, and that she is all but melancholy mad" (700). Her husband,

Murdstone, together with his sister, has pushed her to a state of imbecility with their

arrogance and hostility, the same way they pushed Clara to her early death. Thus,

we see both Clara and Murdstone's second wife as victims of men who cared less

for their wives and treated them like slaves, assuming that they were superior to the

women.

Louisa in Hard Times, is brought up by her father, Mr. Gradgrind, who encourages

utilitarian education where what matters is not the work of the heart but just facts.

She grows up suppressing her emotions simply because her father taught her that

facts alone are what one can trust. Mr. Gradgrind tells his daughter that

Bounderby who is thirty years older than her and a prominent businessman has

proposed to marry her. Loiusa sarcastically responds by telling her father that

since they are only looking at the facts, the fact that Bounderby wants to marry her,

she only needs to think if she is going to accept his proposal regardless of what is in

her heart. She is rebelling against her father for not understanding her feelings and
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emotions. The father does not understand her point of view and even thinks it is

against his education to go beyond the facts of life. He takes pride in the education

he gave her and says "You are not impulsive, you are not romantic, you are

accustomed to view everything from the strong dispassionate ground of reason and

calculation" (86).

Louisa marries Bounderby but later confesses to her father that it is a known fact

that she never married him for love and that she does not know whether she loves

him now. She was simply an object to follow her father's wish. I presume that

the marriage business between Bounderby and Louisa was all facts from the

beginning to the end. When Bounderby finds out that Louisa is at her father's

house, he tells Me Gradgrind that he is a man of status and that nobody treats him

the way Louisa has. He says:

... there are ladies-born ladies-belonging to families-Families!-who

next to worship the ground I walk on .... Whereas your daughter ... is far

from being a born lady ... .I say this, because highly connected females have

been astonished to see the way in which your daughter has conducted

herself, and to witness her insensibility. They have wondered how I have

suffered it. (217-18)

Bounderby is angry that his wife Louisa can disobey him and go to her father's

house. She is supposed to be a submissive wife who "worships the ground her

husband walks on." Realizing that she has her own sense of judgment, he feels she

disrespects him. When Louisa does not go back to him on time as she was told to

do, Bounderby instructs that her belongings be packed and sent back to her father's

place. He quits the marriage and remains a bachelor. Women treated like objects
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where their emotions do not matter at all are depicted through Louisa. The

injustice of not respecting women and their own choices is depicted clearly in this

example.

Holbrook claims that "Louisa cannot deal with the world because failure of

imaginative experience has left her ignorant of the truth of the heart: she has no

moral capacity because she has been starved of those sources of sympathy, play and

poetry" (140). He seems to be blaming the education of facts which teaches

students to only look at the facts and neglect their emotions. I agree with

Holbrook that Louisa received an unbalanced education that neglected the nurturing

of the soul, nevertheless, I disagree that she has no moral capacity because of lack

of sympathy, play and poetry in her life. She has a heart and the moral capacity to

know what is right and wrong. She just does not know how to express her

emotions and thoughts because she was never taught to do so. She knows she does

not love Bounderby. She knows what her brother did to Blackpool was not right

and tries to save him together with Rachael. Thus, to term her as a woman who

has no moral capacity, in my view, is not right.

The story of Dombey and Son opens when Dombey becomes a father to a baby boy.

He is told, however, that his wife, Fanny, will not survive. Given this news,

Dombey shows no emotion of sadness or grief. He will miss her dearly but only to

the extent of what he feels if he loses his belongings. Dickens shows us how

Dombey considers his wife as an item to be possessed rather than a woman to be

loved and cared for. He says:

... if his wife [Mrs. Dombey] should sicken and decay, he would be very

sorry, and that he would find something gone from among his plate and
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furniture, and other household possessions, which was well worth the

having, and could not be lost without sincere regret. (5)

His wife is only part of the plates and furniture that Dombey had at home. There is

nothing like companionship or a loving relationship in their marriage. Perhaps,

Dombey's wife loved him and cared for him but we are only told what Dombey, her

husband, felt about her. His feelings of loss of her only can be compared with

losing his household goods which perhaps can be replaced anytime he wants. This

is proof of his disrespect for his wife. Rubinstein states that "a wife IS an

ornamental object to show the owner's wealth and, if need be, a useful one to

produce another son" (721). This is exactly what Fanny was. She gives Dombey

a son then dies young.

Dombey later decides to remarry Edith Granger, a widow, after the death of his first

wife. Edith exposes her inner feelings as she speaks to her mother about her

marriage to Dombey:

'You know he has bought me,' she resumed. 'Or that he will, to-morrow.

He has considered of his bargain; he has shown it to his friend; he is even

rather proud of it; he thinks that it will suit him, and may be had

sufficiently cheap; and he will buy to-morrow. (393-94)

He sees me at the auction, and he thinks it well to buy me. Let him!

When he came to view me-perhaps to bid-he required to see the roll of

my accomplishments. I gave it to him ... He makes the purchase of his

own will, and with his own sense of its worth, and the power of his

money; and I hope it may never disappoint him. (395)
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This is an example of a woman being treated like a commodity by Dombey. Her

choice of words such as "bought," "bargain," "cheap," "auction," "bid" and

"purchase" clearly suggests some kind of trade. There is nothing close to love in

this relationship. Edith believes that Dombey bought her with his own will and

power of his money. He bought her because he is satisfied with her as "the

commodity." It is ironical when during the wedding of Dombey and Edith, Lord

Feenix who is Edith's cousin says "I flatter myself, of my lovely and accomplished

relative, to know that she possesses every requisite to make a man happy, and that

her marriage with my friend Dombey is one of inclination and affection on both

sides" (448).

He has no clue what the reality of their relationship is. It is not a marriage of

inclination or affection as he boasts. It is simply a marriage of convenience;

convenience to the man alone. We are forced to ask ourselves what kind of

requisite should a woman possess to make a man happy? Is it beauty or amount of

family wealth? We know too well that these requisites that men looked for during

those days are not genuine requisites. A couple's vow of "To have and to hold,

from this day forward, for better for worse, for richer for poorer, in sickness and in

health, to love and to cherish, until death do them part" (452) does not seem to hold

value in the eyes of the Victorian men and women.

Waters states that society's matrimonial market is "a stock-exchange trading in

women" (97). She further claims that "The values of womanhood proclaimed by

the ideal of domesticity have no worth in this system, where social and financial

position outweigh moral considerations, and marriage is shown to be a commercial

and political contract" (97). Giving birth to and nurturing children are important
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values of womanhood. As such, when marriage is about commercial and political

contracts, instilling moral values in our children becomes almost impossible.

Thus, I agree with Waters that the values of womanhood have no place in such a

society where marriages are merely commercial and political contracts. In many

examples, Dickens portrays marriages based on social and financial considerations

rather than marriages based on the conventional values of love and respect for each

other. Marriage has been used as a stepping stone for a better life in terms of

social and financial status. Women are portrayed as voiceless partners who have

no say in the affairs of marriage. Successful marriages are rare in Dickens's works

and perhaps one of the problems is that marriage is based on false values such as

class politics and monetary gain and not about love, respect and understanding.

After their marriage, Edith begins to show her true feelings, that is, her hatred

towards her husband, Dombey. She asks him to set her free. Dombey on his part,

tells her that being who he is and what he represents, he can never accept such a

proposition that will make him the laughing stock of the community. He feels his

pride hurt and resolves to teach her that she must be proud of him and not against

him. This is a way of showing male supremacy towards women. He boasts that

he made her his wife and that as she bears his name, she is associated with his

reputation and position. He criticizes her for being extravagant as the money

belongs to him and not her. He further claims that he has the right to be obeyed by

his wife and that nobody will accuse him of any wrong doing as it is a fact that

women must obey men. He is concerned with his reputation and he will not allow

his domestic affairs to be open in public for "common people" to talk about.
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Dombey's opinion of husband-wife relationship seems to embody Dickens's own

belief of a marital relationship. Dickens felt ashamed of his own marital problem.

Though he had confessed to several of his friends that the skeleton in his closet is

becoming bigger and bigger, he could not stand the shame of it. According to

Hibbert, Dickens was really too embarrassed that he had to defend his position by

accusing his wife of not being a good mother and a wife in his own journal. His

action was criticised by a number of critics who believed it was not fair on his part

to defend himself when his wife had no opportunity to defend herself. His own

idea about the shame of his marital problem could suggest why Dombey was also

concerned about his reputation.

Edith later elopes with James Carker but this relationship also fails. As she leaves

Carker, she tells him that she has suffered "to be sold as infamously as any woman

with a halter round her neck is sold in any market-place" (761). For Dombey and

Edith, their marriage is a total failure as the fundamental attitude of Dombey

towards Edith is based on a feeling of supremacy and ownership. Edith matures

from a young woman who only knows how to be treated as commodity, though she

never wanted to accept it, to a woman who develops self pride. Thus, I agree with

Hallet who claims that Dickens portrays Edith as a woman who is a victim of

society that requires woman to be sold and at the same time refuses to be part of a

middle class marriage. Hallet states in her introduction to Dombey and Son that:

Either Edith has been irretrievably corrupted by a social system which

requires women to be "hawked and sold," to trade their sexuality for

financial security, or she is a proud heroine who clearly sees through the

flummery surrounding middle-class marriage and wishes to have no part

in it. Dickens requires her to be both. (xxiv-xxv)
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In my view, Dickens requires Edith to be both because he wanted to expose the

reality of the Victorian society in which women were treated by society as market

goods and, what they actually felt deep down inside as women. The male

chauvinistic society wants Edith to be hawked and sold while her inner self

expresses pride and self-respect who wants nothing to do with a marriage of

falsehood.

Rideal gives a different VIew of Edith in Charles Dickens' Heroines and

Women-Folk. He expresses his dissatisfaction with Edith's response to men. He

wonders how Edith can accept marriage to Dombey. He states:

We cannot even in her despair help admiring Edith Dombey, but the

admiration, considerably qualified, is of a kind which is almost akin to

pity, for we miss, even in that strong, self-willed woman, the power to

say no at the proper time, and on the right occasion, and we more than

wonder, in the undoubted inflexible imperiousness of her nature, how it

was that she allowed herself to yield, and apparently so easily, to her

marriage with Mr. Dombey. (46-47)

In as much as I concur with Rideal, as a modern woman who has the freedom to

voice my concerns and views, the reality is that many women in this twenty-first

century still do not have the courage and opportunity to go against the cultural

norms such as arranged marriages and abusive relationships, and have their own

freedom. Thus, though Edith, a nineteenth-century woman, is portrayed as a

resolute woman who despises Dombey's arrogance and his callousness, she is yet to

find independence and self identity to break away from the stereotypical woman and

say no.
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Holbrook states:

In Victorian times, among middle-class people, marriage was very much

bound up with questions of affiuence, property, prestige, and family

pride. Behind the pious attitudes to the hallowed sanctity of marriage

was the need to ensure that there was no uncertainty about inheritance.

For that reason, the fidelity of the wife was paramount. (66)

This explains why Edith's mother is so obsessed with her daughter getting married

to Dombey, a man of affiuence, property and prestige. Mrs. Skewton is nothing

but a greedy woman who only thinks about herself rather than her daughter's

happiness. For her, marriage is not about happiness based on inner emotions. It

is based on materialistic gains. This does not mean that Dickens yields to the

conventional view of marriage. He, instead, exposes and ridicules women and

men who pretend to be caring for their daughters' happiness in marriage with

wealthy men yet, they are only concerned with their financial gain through the

marnage. Dickens criticism of marriage based on financial gain and security is

evidenced by the miserable ending of Edith' marriage to Dombey.

On the contrary, the marriage between Eugene Wrayburn and Lizzy is a rare one as

a man from the upper class marries a woman from the lower class based on love and

understanding. Lizzie may not be educated but she has a formidable strength as a

woman, which is admirable. Holbrook seems to see them as an ideal couple. He

states: "Eugene and Lizzie face impossible barriers; yet their mutual attraction

generates a profound respect for one another, and they interact as man and woman

on equal terms as beings, making choices of integrity, in commitment" (154). I

agree with Holbrook's view as Lizzie and Eugene Wrayburn's relationship is one of
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the very few that overcomes class barrier and end happily. Dickens seems to

demonstrate that regardless of class difference, with respect, kindness and tolerance

to each other an ideal relationship may be achieved. This relationship based on

love and profound respect for each other may seem to be the ideal relationship for

Dickens.

In regard to whether Dickens was conscious about uplifting the status of women,

Holbrook criticises him for having no sense of appreciation that women can be

liberated from male chauvinism. He states:

When Dickens as an author was on the side of the outcast, the victim of

society, the poor and deprived, he was in his private life something of a

tyrant and certainly authoritarian, as we have seen. This impulse to

control others extended to woman .... But if one compares him with

nineteenth-century women writers like Mrs. Gaskell and Mrs. Humphrey

Ward, one sees that his attitudes to women show no glimmer of leaning

toward celebrating the possibilities of social and political equality of the

sexes. (175)

It may be unfair to compare Dickens who is a male writer with female writers such

as Mrs. Gaskell and Mrs. Humphrey. In the Victorian era, the men did not or was

not able to understand women the way the women understood themselves. Female

writers were more conscious of and sensitive to the sufferings of their fellow

women which enabled them to write about how to overcome their sufferings and

inequality in various areas of life. To be fair to Dickens, the fact that he depicted

the sufferings of women was a great step forward for a male writer during his time.

I agree with Holbrook that Dickens did not pursue equality of women as his agenda
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In writing his stories, but he did understand and covered the sufferings of the

women. Dickens has created female characters who are resolute, compassionate

and loving. Such characters include Rachael, Blackpool's lover, Biddy who helps

Joe to be educated, and Lizzie who saves the life of Eugene and marries him despite

the difference of their class. He may not have advocated for the women's rights,

but neither does he encourage male domination in his works.

5.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, Dickens has dealt with the issues of women who are unfairly treated

by the society. In particular, I have discussed the women who were abused both

by different groups of people: parents, husbands and society at large. I also looked

at how poverty has brought the women to greater sufferings during the Victorian

era. As examined in this chapter, all women need help because they are controlled

by their environment. They are enslaved by the heartless society which mistreats

women, especially those who are in vulnerable circumstances.

In general, women in Dickens's works are voiceless characters when it comes to

their emotional needs. Some of them are portrayed as emotionless characters.

This is how they generally were in a society in which women were treated as

subordinates to their male counterparts. They suppress their feelings to please men

or have no feelings to express themselves. Unlike Miss Havisham, Madame

Defarge and Edith who appear to have their own sense of pride and react towards

men who abused them, women such as Clara, Mrs. Quilp, Mercy and Nancy do not

have the courage to stand up and change their situations. Perhaps, they feared men

who were violent in nature. Or perhaps, they had no other way of survival without
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their men even though the men were abusive. Some are not given the opportunity

to express any feelings of their own until they reach a point of crisis. Those who

belong to this group are Louisa, Edith, Estella, Alice, Mercy and Belle. This

seems to be how the Victorian society dictated women to present themselves:

submissive, voiceless and emotionless.

Dickens also depicts women who are dedicated to their families, husbands, lovers

and their mission but their lives are cut short by Dickens. Those who represent

this group are: Madame Defarge, Miss Havisham, Betty, Nancy, Alice, Hugh's

mother and Clara. Through Madame Defarge, Miss Havisham, Dickens condemns

retributive justice and their death signifies Dickens's dissuasion from taking justice

into one's hands. The death of the other female characters suggests the cruel

society that does not respect or safeguard the interests and welfare of the women.

Interestingly, there are female characters who are harassed by men but will

eventually be saved by other men including their own brothers. Kate, Madeline,

Ruth, Mrs. Quilp and Lizzy belong to this group of women. In other words,

Dickens does not only present male chauvinists but also portrays men who are

loving and understanding to their women counterparts.

Taking into account his portrayal of the sufferings of the women, we can conclude

that Dickens has given a clear picture of how women are generally victims as well

as subjects of exploitation by men and the society at large. He was fair in his

portrayal of the social reality of the status of women. He neither ignored their

problems nor wrote in any way as to encourage the unfair treatment of women. He

was very observant as to how women were unjustly treated. He successfully

brought out the issue of spousal abuse as well as parental abuse in his works.

Dickens has deeply analysed the thoughts of women in his works and shown his
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understanding of the problems that women go through. I, nevertheless, observed

that Dickens portrayal of the mother figure in his works in many cases is negative.

I believe that his mother has contributed greatly to his attitude towards women in

general and mothers in particular. Nevertheless, he is commended for his truthful

portrayal of the suffering women went though during the Victorian era. In the next

chapter, I will examine Dickens' portrayal of the children and see how children who

are the most vulnerable were treated unjustly in Dickens's works.
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Chapter Six

The Plight of Children

6.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, I looked at how Dickens portrayed and dealt with women in

his works. The study not only revealed that Dickens's works demonstrate that he

was aware of the sufferings that the women went through but also that he portrayed

a realistic picture of the plight of women. He did not have a conscious mind of

fighting inequality the women were subj ected to but was very observant as to how

women were unjustly treated. I also observed that Dickens's depiction of mothers

was not that of the loving and caring type but women who had defects; women who

mistreated their children, in particular, their daughters. I concluded that his

depiction of mothers have been influenced by his relationship with his own mother

during his childhood.

Dickens's lonely and difficult childhood has also had a great impact on his interest

in children in his works. In most of his works, Dickens shows great concern for

the unjust treatment the children received during his time. This chapter which is

the last in this study, therefore, examines how Dickens portrays the sufferings of

children in the Victorian society and whether he portrays a real picture of how

children were treated by society. I will use Bleak House, David Copperfield,

Dombey and Son, Great Expectations, Hard Times, Little Dorrit, Nicholas Nickleby,

Oliver Twist, Our Mutual Friend, The Old Curiosity Shop, and A Christmas Carol

to illustrate my points in this chapter.
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During the Victorian era, many children did not have access to good food, shelter

and medical services. Not only did they live in tiny shanty rooms, they had little

money to buy food and they were dying everyday owing to various illnesses. The

rate of child mortality was high: many children died of cholera, whooping cough,

small pox and dysentery, and diseases caused by malnutrition. Some had their

lungs infected and blackened by the pollution from the factories. This was all

thanks to industrialization and the government policy that neglected the poor

population. The children were also exploited by factory and mill owners,

workhouse managers, owners of mines, the criminal gang leaders, not to mention

their own parents who sent them to work for money or left them to suffer on their

own. The government did not care about them either; life was all about survival.

Love and understanding seemed not to have been the focus of nurturing children.

Owing to the fact that the poor children were basically forced to work, not many

went to school.

Dickens's childhood was not a happy one. His experience at the blacking factory,

his father's imprisonment in the debt prison, and his nightmare at school-all these

experiences left him with a big wound. He gradually became aware of the

sufferings children went through and became empathetic towards the poor children.

His own experience compelled him to reveal the problems associated with poverty:

lack of good schooling and child labour. With his pen, he developed a strong

passion to fight for these children, and to create a better world for them. We will

now look at the different injustices: neglect, child labour, crimes and unfair

punishments that Dickens portrays in his works.
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6.1. Neglect and Exploitation of Children by Parents and Society

During Dickens's time, child neglect existed in both the rich and the poor classes.

They received little love and care. Many of the children from the well-to-do class

were sent to private boarding schools; thus they did not get enough affection and

love. On the other hand, many of the children from the poor were sent to work to

support their family, and thus, spent little time with their families. Those who

were housed in the workhouses were separated from their parents and lived with

other children. Others would run away to the streets owing to abuse in the family,

some ending up in criminal activities. Many others were orphaned and yet the

society did not have any support system to care for their needs. In Dickens's

works, he exposes us to children who are insecure, unloved and neglected.

In Our Mutual Friend, Dickens exposes the orphan market as a place which is

"being rigged in various artful ways." He mocks the orphan market by use of

words such as stock, counterfeit stock, brokers, production, bargain and sale. Real

parents sell their children for money falsifying that "their children" are dead;

brokers demand money and hike the "price" on the orphans' heads after examining

the financial status of men and women who come to "purchase" them. Dickens

exposes the destructive business as follows:

Counterfeit stock got into circulation. Parents boldly represented

themselves as dead, and brought their orphans with them. Genuine

orphan-stock was surreptitiously withdrawn from the market ... orphan

scrip would be instantly concealed, and production refused, save on a

condition usually stated by the brokers as "a gallon of beer." But, the
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uniform principle at the root of all these various operations was bargain

and sale. (195)

Dickens ridicules the parents and the sellers who are out to enrich themselves at the

expense of their children. He attacks the insincerity of the sellers who show their

concerns for saving the lives of the "orphans" but in reality they were simply

interested in profit making. Dickens may be exaggerating the state of orphans

being sold to strangers for money but he does so to show the extent of disgust he has

towards this booming "business" and the level of immorality in the society. To

look for a genuinely needy orphan, one had to go through a reliable church person

or somebody who knows of an orphan as the "market" was full of corruption.

In Dickens's stories, many characters are orphaned. We have Oliver in Oliver

Twist, David, Ham and Em'ly in David Copperfield, Fred in A Christmas Carol,

Madame Defarge in The Tale of Two Cities, Pip and Estella in Great Expectations,

Little Nelly in The Old Curiosity Shop, Esther and Jo in Bleak House, Sissy in Hard

Times, just to mention a few. Some of the other characters such as Amy Dorrit in

Little Dorrit, Kit in The Old Curiosity Shop, Nicholas in Nichols Nickleby,

Florence in Dombey and Son and Barnaby in Barnaby Rudge are brought up by

their mothers or fathers single-handed. We find very few characters that are

brought up in a warm and loving family with both parents in Dickens's works.

Some of the few such families is that of Bob Cratchets family in A Christmas Carol,

Micawber's family in David Copperfield and Sergeant Bucket in Bleak House.

Dickens seems to portray families which are incomplete and perhaps this may have

been the reality of a Victorian family. Even the harmonious families are presented

as families having problems. For example, Bob is a poor employee and his
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youngest son Tiny Tim is sick. Micawber and his family are sent to debt prison

because of his incapacity to handle his finances.

In A Christmas Carol, Scrooge is left in a boarding school all alone during each

Christmas time. When the Ghost of the Past takes Scrooge back to his past

Christmases, the first Christmas he is shown is in a school in which he used to study.

The Ghost tells him, "The school is not quite deserted .... A Solitary child, neglected

by his friends, is left there still" (27). The solitary child is young Scrooge who is

all alone in a melancholy room "reading near a feeble fire" (27). When Scrooge

sees his own self as a child his heart aches and he weeps. The image of a

neglected child by the family is vividly expressed by his sadness of seeing himself

in loneliness.

In another Christmas that Scrooge is shown by the ghost, he has grown older. The

school itself is darker and dirtier; "the panels shrunk, the windows cracked;

fragments of plaster fell out of the ceiling, and the naked laths were shown instead"

(29). The description of the school itself indicates neglect. This is the reality of

the Ragged Schools that existed for the poor during those days. Such schools were

managed by churches and charitable institutions and money was not enough to

support even the facilities. The neglected infrastructure seems to reflect the

neglected soul of Scrooge.

Another Christmas passes with Scrooge all by himself after all his friends had gone

home for the holidays. One Christmas, his younger sister, Fan, comes darting in to

where he is and as she hugs him, she informs him of the good news that their father

has become kinder and that he has allowed Scrooge to go back home to be with the

family. Fan loved her brother as Dickens's own sister Fanny loved him. Both
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Fan and Fanny die young and it may seem as if Dickens created Fan In

remembrance of his own dear sister. Fan says:

Father is so much kinder than he used to be, that home's like Heaven! He

spoke so gently to me one dear night when I was going to bed, that I was

not afraid to ask him once more if you might come home; and he said

Yes, you should; and sent me in a coach to bring you. And you're to be a

man! (29).

From Fan's description, we can picture Scrooge's father; an unloving father who is

harsh and difficult. One night, Fan asks her father if her brother could come home

which he answers in the affirmative. A change in Scrooge's father's heart is

shown when Fan tells her brother that "he [father] spoke so gently to me one dear

night."

In spite of Scrooge's return to his family, being neglected and unloved by his father

opens a deep wound in t Scrooge's heart as a child. Scrooge becomes a miser who

has no feelings for anybody. Not only does he think of Christmas as "humbug",

but he also thinks of donating for charity and helping the poor "humbug." He will

do nothing but to work for money. He has no social life and even during

Christmas it is time to make more money instead of celebrating with others. It is

as if the more material wealth he gains, the less kind his inner heart becomes.

Scrooge closes his heart to the outside world and becomes unsympathetic to the less

fortunate. Scrooge who had the right to be loved and cared for by his father was

denied that same love and care. That is why, perhaps, Scrooge grew up feeling

insecure and this made him believe that the only thing that he could trust was money.

The lack of love from his father and being abandoned in school alone affect him and
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he grows up being uncaring and intolerant towards others. Furthermore, he also

exposes himself as a man who does not even know how to love himself. He lives a

lonely life with no friends to socialise with. This illustrates the effect on the

children when they are denied the love they deserve: they feel neglected, insecure,

unloved. They end up closing themselves from the rest of the world or learn how

to hate everything around them believing that the world is a hostile place. Scrooge

mirror's Dickens's own childhood which he felt was the most painful experience in

his life.

Estella in Great Expectations, a child of a murderess and a criminal father, is

adopted and brought up by Miss Havisham. Miss Havisham confines young

Estella indoors throughout her childhood and raises her single handed. As Miss

Havisham confesses, she meant to give affection and a good life to Estella at the

beginning. However, as Estella grew into a beautiful lady, Miss Havisham

determines to take revenge for the pain and shame which her fiance brought to her

by abandoning her at the last minute of their intended wedding. She raises Estella

to be an emotionless woman who lures men with her beauty and dumps them the

exact way Miss Havisham was dumped. Estella has never received motherly love

from Miss Havisham: she was simply used for selfish reasons. Estella thus grows

up being denied of any love that a child would desire. Being confined in Miss

Havisham's house with no opportunity for spiritual and emotional development

destroys Estella's potential to become a fine adult with emotions and feelings. Miss

Havisham "stole her heart away and put ice in its place" (365). She is an excellent

example of a neglected child
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When Jaggers, Miss Havisham's lawyer, explains to Pip why he has allowed Estella

to be adopted by Miss Havisham, he reveals what happens to children from the poor

background. He explains:

Put the case that he habitually knew of their being imprisoned, whipped,

transported, neglected, cast out, qualified in always for the hangman, and

growing up to be hanged. Put the case that pretty nigh all the children he

saw in his daily business life, he had reason to look upon as so much

spawn, to develop into the fish that were to come to his net-to be

prosecuted, defended, forsworn, made orphans, bedeviled somehow.

(377)

He exposes the conditions of the poor, defenceless children who are left on their

own. Those who become victims of the society end up being criminals and are

then punished by imprisonment, torture, transportation or worse, sentenced to death,

though some may be lucky to be set free. Others are made orphans. In Jagger's

view, Estella is lucky to have been adopted by Miss Havisham who comes from a

well-to-do class. Nevertheless, the law of causality is strict. As Miss Havisham

teaches Estella to be heartless towards men, she grows up feeling nothing for her

foster mother Miss Havisham either. Miss Havisham's revenge mission backfires

on her.

In the same novel, the protagonist, Pip, is an orphaned boy who is adopted by his

sister Mrs. Joe and her husband Joe. Mrs. Joe has problems in nurturing young Pip

with care. She may not be as cold as Scrooge's father was to Scrooge, but she is a

woman who raises her hand against Pip all the time. This makes Pip fear her. He

states:
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... she had brought me up 'by hand'. Having at that time to find out for

myself what the expression meant, and knowing her to have a hard and

heavy hand, and to be much in the habit of laying it upon her husband as

well as upon me, I supposed that Joe Gargery and I were both brought up

by hand. (9)

Child neglect is also exposed through how Mr. and Mrs. Pocket treat their children.

The Pockets have no time to care for their seven children and instead leave them at

the mercy of their nurses, Flopson and Millers. Here is a conversation between

Mrs. Pocket and her daughter Jane after the girl took away the nutcrackers from the

baby who was on Mrs. Pocket's lap:

'You naughty child, how dare you? Go and sit down this instant!'

'Mamma, dear,' lipsed the little girl, 'baby ood have put hith eyeth out.'

'How dare you tell me so!' retorted Mrs. Pocket. 'Go and sit down in

your chair this moment!' (178)

Mr. Pocket tells his wife how unreasonable she is as the girl only wanted to protect

the baby from being hurt. But Mrs. Pocket thinks nothing of the danger and

instead wants her daughter punished for telling her what she should have known

herself. It is quite absurd that a small child should alert the mother of danger

rather than the other way round. Her ridiculousness is heightened by Mr. Pocket's

remarks" Are infants to be nut-crackered into their tombs, and is nobody to save

them?" (179) Why a mother should be ridiculed in this manner leaves us with

some questions. Mothers are often portrayed as caring, warm and embracing like

the sun. Dickens's portrayal of mothers is on the contrary: unkind, abusive and
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mean. It is difficult to believe that such mothers were the stereotyped mothers in

the Victorian times. Rather, the image of an unkind, negligent mother mirrors

Dickens's own view of his mother; a mother who was a no good woman to her

children.

David is a young boy in David Copperfield, who is brought up by his mother, Clara,

after his father dies. Clara later remarries Murdstone hoping to live a happy life.

Murdstone, nevertheless, hates David and cruelly mistreats him. When David

cannot read the words he is taught during his lesson with his mother, Murdstone

leaves his chair, takes the book, throws it at David or boxes his ears with the book

and turns him out of the room by the shoulders (49). As days go by, Murdstone

alienates David from his mother more and more. Each time, David's mother gives

him lessons, Murdstone and his sister are there watching him. David feels very

uncomfortable with such behaviour and cannot concentrate on his lessons. One

day, Murdstone twists David's head under his arm forcing David to react by biting

his hand. Mudstone in turn beats him terribly until David thinks he is going to be

beaten to death. As a result of David's "bad behaviour," he is sent away to the

Salem School, a school that does more harm to poor David than good.

When David returns home during the first holiday, his happiness with his mother is

short-lived as he is still ill-treated by both his stepfather and his aunt. David is

often mishandled by them, yet his mother is too scared to do anything to help him.

Here, we see an illustration of a mother who cannot protect her child from harm.

She appears as a helpless woman who cannot stand up against the tyranny of her

husband. David is thus, ordered "like a dog", and he "obeyed like a dog" (103).

For David, the Murdstones were "a monstrous load that 'he was obliged to bear'"
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(104). When David receives the news that his mother is dead, he is grief-stricken

and he reveals his inner feelings as a dejected child who finally becomes an orphan.

He expresses his grief and says, "I thought of my father's grave in the churchyard,

by our house, and of my mother lying there beneath the tree I knew so well.... If

ever child were stricken with sincere grief, I was" (106-07). David continues to be

abused by his step father and aunt until he is sent to work in a factory.

In Dombey and Son, Dombey only regards sons as important. There is nothing that

excites Dombey about his daughter who would later become his confidant.

Dickens writes in the beginning of the novel: "What was a girl to Dombey and Son!

In the capital of the House's name and dignity, such a child was merely a piece of

base coin that couldn't be invested-a bad Boy-nothing more" (3). Dombey is a

cold-hearted man. Dickens explains his coldness by comparing the temperature of

his room to the temperature of the outer world. He says "between Mr. Dombey

and the common world, as it was accessible through the medium of the outer

office-to which Mr. Dombey's presence in his own room may be said to have

struck like damp, or cold air-there were two degrees of descent" (170). That the

temperature of his room is two degrees lower than the outer office is a vivid

description of the coldness in his heart.

Florence receives no love from her cold-hearted father as he thinks she is only "an

ornament" (503). He dislikes her and only thinks about his only son Paul who

ironically dies of illness at a very young age. Florence is "neglected and coldly

looked upon" (111) by her own father and she can never be his favourate child.

For Dombey, girls have nothing to do with Dombey and Son. All his property,

wealth and success is to be shared by him and his only son Paul. Even after Paul's
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death, Dombey can not face the fact that he still has a daughter who dearly loves

him and is craving for his love. She means nothing to him. He rarely thinks of

her even when he is in the house. She gradually develops a feeling of fear towards

her father and a sense of hopelessness:

He (Dombey) rejected the angel, and took up with the tormenting spirit

crouching in his bosom. Her patience, goodness, youth, devotion, love,

were as so many atoms in the ashes upon which he set his heel. He saw

her image in the blight and blackness all around him, not irradiating but

deepening the gloom. (283)

Though Florence sees all the good qualities to her father, he only looks at her

disapprovingly. To him, Florence is his daughter who shares the same blood but

their relationship ends there. The real bond between a parent and child does not

exist between them. Susan Nipper, Florence's maid, confronts Dombey and tells

him that no man who is the richest and greatest in England will be more proud to

have a daughter like Florence. She says later: "If he knew her value right, he'd

rather lose his greatness and his fortune piece by piece and beg his way in rags from

door to door. .. than bring the sorrow on her tender heart that I have seen it suffer in

this house" (615).

He cares little for her and leaves her all by herself. One wonders, in such an

environment, whether a young girl like Florence will continue loving and caring for

her father and not hate him. An orphaned girl is told by her loving aunt" ... not an

orphan in the wide world can be so deserted as the child who is an outcast from a

living parent's \o'Je" \3l\~). '\.\\.\'i> 'i>eeID.'::. \.() 'G~~\) ~~h."=~"" '"""""~~ ~\... ~ci

He always felt rejected by his mother who wanted him to go back to work in the
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blacking factory even after his father was released from debt prison. For Dickens,

his own experience taught him that it was worse to be neglected by your own

parents than to be an orphan. I may not agree with him totally but he has a point.

It is bad enough not to have parents but having parents who care less about a child is

far worse.

A character that touches our heart is Little Nell, a young girl who lives with her

ailing grandfather in The Old Curiosity Shop. As the name suggests, both Nell and

her grandfather live in an old antique shop by themselves:

with no one to help or advise or care about them-these were causes of

depression and anxiety that might have sat heavily on an older breast

with many influences at work to cheer and gladden it, but how heavily on

the mind of a young child to whom they were ever present, and who was

constantly surrounded by all that could keep such thoughts in restless

action! (76)

Being abandoned by the world with not a single person to rely on is the hardest

thing even a grown-up will ever feel. How much harder will it be to a small girl

child who had to be brave and face the reality of living in a world that is unkind to

her? This thought makes the readers feel disconsolate.

At night, Nell's grandfather tucks her into bed and leaves her all alone. Little does

the pure-hearted Nell who cares deeply for her grandfather know that her

grandfather goes gambling every night hoping to win a huge amount of money to

give a good life to his granddaughter. It is disheartening to know that Nell's

grandfather borrows money from the likes of the scrupulous Quilp to gamble,
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risking losing all of it. His debt increases and life becomes even more difficult for

both of them.

When Nell's grandfather is unable to pay his debts to Quilp, Quilp takes advantage

of this and plans to marry Nell as his second wife. Their shop is also seized and

out of fear, Nell insists that her grandfather takes her away, very far from the evil

world. Nell's fear of Quilp also suggests how men exploited young, vulnerable

girls because of their vulnerable circumstances. Dickens seems to condemn men

who try to take advantage of young innocent girls.

The two end up travelling a nightmarish journey running away from the evil people

such as the likes of Quilp. The readers are kept in suspense as the two travel day

and night, searching for a peaceful place where there is no suffering. As they

wander in the countryside, it forces Nell to muster courage and behave like a mother

to her childish grandfather. Despite the fatigue, hunger and cold Nell does not

show any despair. It is her grandfather who continues to gamble with the only

money left on them hoping that he will make bigger money to give a good life to

Nell. We are dismayed by his naivety and stupidity. Nell eventually dies,

leaving us wonder what life meant to this young innocent girl who all throughout

her life had to suffer in the hands of her own grandfather. Dickens seems to

demonstrate that poverty affects children more than grown-ups. This is perhaps

because children are more sensitive to the world around them and are more

vulnerable than the grown-ups who have become hardened through their

experiences in life. Nell is a small girl who appears fragile but deep down she has

a strong personality, a personality that will not be defeated by harsh circumstances.

We wonder whether she would be able to escape from being caught by Quilp.
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Despite the long distance she has to walk day and night suffering from fatigue,

hunger and sickness, she never whines as we expect of a child; she is brave and it is

her braveness that touches our hearts. On the contrary, her grown-up grandfather

behaves like a small child, only thinking about gambling and not showing any

truthful compassion for his grand-daughter. It is Nell's virtue that attracts us.

Hardy asserts:

Like Oliver she is a strong instance of moral energy, never weak, never

frightened, rising like an angel to carry off the old man from the

temptations of gambling and theft, and indeed rescuing him back to the

world of love and nature. Oliver is self-redeeming, Nell the agent of

someone else's redemption, but in each case the virtuous character rises

triumphant over all the threats. Nell's death strengthens the triumph

rather than weakens it. (7)

Indeed, a child has the strength to do good and help grown-ups to change their

hearts. However, it is difficult to agree with Hardy that Nell's death strengthens

her triumph. Nell's death serves as a meaningless death of a young girl who had to

suffer because of others' fault. One wonders why Oliver, an orphan, who also

went through numerous sufferings as a child was lucky to find happiness at the end

while Nell had to die trying to find peace and happiness with her grandfather who

cared less for her. Slater writes that Dickens hoped that "through his treatment of

Nell's death, he might have softened thoughts of death in young minds, and helped

to assuage the grief of those who mourned by substituting a garland of fresh flowers

for the sculptured horrors which disgrace the tomb" (166). Though Nell dies in

peace and goes to heaven, it could never soften the thoughts of death in young
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minds. Nell lived in hellish sufferings and died young before she was able to live

like a normal child, protected by the world she lives in.

In Oliver Twist. Oliver's mother dies moments after giving birth to him and he is

left all alone in the harsh and cruel society without a father. The only people who

witness his birth are "a pauper old woman, who was rendered rather misty by an

unwonted allowance of beer; and a parish surgeon who did such matters by

contract" (2). So he is born the "orphan ofthe workhouse." After ten months or so,

it is decided that Oliver should be sent to a branch workhouse three or so miles

away from where he was born. The workhouse is a place:

where twenty or thirty other juvenile offenders against the poor-laws,

rolled about the floor all day, without the inconvenience of too much

food or too much clothing, under the parental superintendence of an

elderly female, who received the culprits at and for the consideration of

sevenpence-halfpenny per small head per week. (5)

"Juvenile offenders against the poor-laws" is a sarcastic remark as those who were

put in the workhouses were there for reasons of being poor. Labelling the poor as

offenders against the poor laws simply because they had no means of surviving

apart from seeking relief is unjust and demeaning. The real offenders are people

such as the elderly lady who plays the role of a parental superintendant who makes

profits out of money that does not belong to them. She appropriates most of the

allowance allocated for the children's upkeep. This is how the men and women

who are entrusted with the interests of the children mistreat the poor children who

know nothing about their rights. The children are fed with the "smallest possible

portion of the weakest possible food" and eight and a half out of ten children
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become sick for lack of food and warmth or "fell into the fire from neglect, or got

half-smothered by accident and died."

On Oliver's ninth birthday, Mr. Bumble, the beadle, comes to collect Oliver as he is

old enough to return to the workhouse. On returning to the workhouse, Oliver is

instructed by the board to be waking up early to pick oakum at six in the morning

everyday. Dickens satirizes the board as "very sage, deep, philosophical men"

who knew what was good for the poor people and children (13). But it happens to

be that these men simply look down on the poor people and come up with rules that

"all poor people should have the alternative (for they could compel nobody, not

they), of being starved by a gradual process in the house, or by a quick one out of it"

(13).

Dickens describes the food situation in the workhouse as a place where there is not

enough food for the boys to eat despite working long hours during the day. There

is no hygiene observed as the boys have to clean their own bowls by using their big

spoons to scoop whatever is left in them. The workhouse only feeds the children

with thin gruel three times a day, with an onion twice a week, and half a roll on

Sundays. Obviously, all the boys including Oliver are starving to death:

Of this festive composition each boy had one porringer, and no more-

except on occasions of great public rejoicing, when he had two ounces

and a quarter of bread besides. The bowls never wanted washing. The

boys polished them with their spoons till they shone again; and when

they had performed this operation (which never took very long, the

spoons being nearly as large as the bowls), they would sit staring at the

copper, with such eager eyes, as if they could have devoured the very
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bricks of which it was composed; employing themselves, meanwhile, in

sucking their fingers most assiduously, with the view of catching up any

stray splashes of gruel that might have been cast thereon. (14-15)

One evening, when the boys are dining, Oliver is chosen by the boys to ask for more

food, thus, the phrase "Please, sir, I want some more" (15). The master who

serves the food gazes in stupefied astonishment and is about to collapse on hearing

that Oliver wants some more. The master replies: "What!" in a faint voice.

Everybody is horrified because no one dare ask for more food. Every child living

in the workhouse is meant to appreciate whatever they are given, thus, Oliver's

asking for more is an "offence" to the board. This emphasises that the rich think

that they are doing the poor a favour by building workhouses and paying tax to

support such institutions as the workhouse. Dickens depicts the inhumane

conditions of the workhouse through the experience of Oliver. Chesterton claims

thus:

A modern realist describing the dreary workhouse would have made all

the children utterly crushed, not daring to speak out at all, not expecting

anything, not hoping anything, past all possibility of affording even an

ironical contrast or a protest of despair. (27)

He further argues that while living in such a workhouse makes all children

pessimists, "Oliver Twist is pathetic because he is an optimist" believing that he

lives in a kind and just world. Living in a place where one is punished for asking

for more or made to live under terrible conditions may break the hearts of many and

discourages them to have any hope for the better. But we do not agree that Oliver

is pathetic because he is an optimist. He is simply an example of a pure hearted
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child who refuses to be crushed by the evil society. His natural inner strength and

innocence helps him to overcome the obstacles in life and to move on. He is not

influenced nor affected by the evil nature of human beings though he is confronted

by them. He fears the Bounderbys and the Fagins but it is as if something more

powerful protects him from further harm. This may sound unrealistic, but Dickens

seems to glorify the innocence and goodness of children with the hope that they will

end being happy.

Oliver's offence of asking for more food takes him into the confinement of a dark

and solitary room. Whenever the other boys dine, he is flogged into the dining

room as a warning to the others. Other times, he would be taken out every

morning in the cold to bathe under the pump in a stone yard and Mr. Bumble would

repeatedly cane him to cause "a tingling sensation to pervade his frame" (18). Mr.

Bumble's cruel and inhumane treatment of Oliver is a representation of how the

poor are underfed, overworked and mishandled by those in charge of the institutions.

On the contrary, the board members are all depicted as "fat healthy men" who

ensure the institution functions well by making the poor suffer.

Not only do those who manage the workhouses mistreat the children but they also

care less about those who die in their hands. When Mr. Bumble visits Mrs. Mann

long after Oliver leaves for apprentice, she reports of two deaths in the previous

week. The news does not bother Mr. Bumble at all. Little Dick who lives with

Mrs. Mann is also sick and has not been fed. The "scanty" uniform he is wearing

reinforces his misery in life. He is described as "pale and thin; his cheeks were

sunken; and his eyes large and bright. The scanty parish dress, the livery of his

misery, hung loosely on his feeble body; and his young limbs had wasted away, like
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those of an old man" (151). He is terribly weak and the depiction of his cheeks,

his eyes and even his body show clearly that he is malnourished. We cannot help

but feel sympathy for Little Dick who may die anytime.

Little Dick himself senses his short life and thus asks Mr. Bumble and Mrs. Mann to

write a letter for him to Oliver telling him how much he loves him. He expresses

his feelings as follows:

'I should like,' said the child, 'to leave my dear love to poor Oliver

Twist; and to let him know how often 1 have sat by myself and cried to

think of his wandering about in the dark nights with nobody to help him.'

'And 1 should like to tell him, ... that I was glad to die when 1 was very

young; for, perhaps, if 1 had lived to be a man, and had grown old, my

little sister, who is in Heaven might forget me, or be unlike me; and it

would be so much happier if we were both children there together.' (152)

Not only does Mr. Bumble get upset about the fact that Little Dick is sick but the

statement that Dick loves Oliver whom Mr. Bumble loathes and that he is happy to

die young angers both him and Mrs. Mann terribly as this is an insult to the whole

system. Mrs. Mann tells Mr. Bumble that she has never seen such a "hardened

little wretch" and locks him up in the coal-cellar. Dickens uses Little Dick to show

how the world is so cruel to the young children that death at a young age perhaps

was preferable to life in pain and agony. Dickens depicts Mrs. Mann and Mr.

Bumble as men and women with no feelings and sympathy towards the poor

children even if they are of the verge of dying
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Tiny Tim is a handicapped child of the Cratchets in A Christmas Carol who is

described as a boy who "bore a little crutch, and had his limb supported by an iron

frame" (44). Through Tiny Tim, Dickens depicts a society that cared less for the

physically handicapped. This is evident when Tiny Tim tells his father as they

return home from church that he hoped "the people saw him in church, because he

was a cripple and it might be pleasant to them to remember upon Christmas day,

who made lame beggars walk and blind men see" (45). This is a mockery of those

who go to church. They are worshipping Jesus who healed the blind and made the

lame beggars walk but they themselves as followers scorn and disregard the lame

and the blind. Scrooge, Bob's employer, on being shown Tiny Tim by the Ghost

of the Present asks the Ghost if Tiny Tim will live. To this, the Ghost answers as

follows:

I see a vacant seat ... .In the poor chimney-corner, and a crutch without an

owner, carefully preserved. If these shadows remain unaltered by the

Future, the child will die ... .If these shadows remain unaltered by the

Future, none other of my race ... will find him here. What then? If he

be like to die, he had better do it, and decrease the surplus population.

(47)

For Scrooge, his view is that worthless people like Tiny Tim should die and "reduce

the surplus population" than live in this world being helpless persons. But after

being shown Tiny Tim's reality and his possible future, Scrooge's heart melts and

he develops a feeling of want to do something for Tiny Tim to save his life. We do

not know if Tiny Tim will survive but Dickens has expressed his message that if
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only the well-to-do class would have a more caring heart for the underprivileged

class the society would transform into a more just society.

In The Old Curiosity Shop. Dickens vividly portrays a nameless sick boy living in a

school taken care of by a kind-hearted old schoolmaster. The boy gradually

becomes weaker and with no treatment to save him, he dies. When the poor boy

dies, the schoolmaster "sat in the same place, holding the small cold hand in his, and

chafing it. It was but the hand of a dead child. He felt that; and yet he chafed it

still, and could not lay it down" (199). The picture of an old man holding onto the

dead boy's cold hands provokes us to feel sorrowful for the small boy who dies

because of no one to save his life. What touches our hearts even more is that the

dead boy was left with only "one aged relative to mourn his premature decay" (199).

Dickens portrays a society where many children died unnecessarily when their lives

could have been saved because of being neglected by the society. A society can be

said to be a failure if it neglects a child by not giving sufficient support to the most

needy such as the orphans like Oliver ad Little Dick and the handicapped children.

The Victorian society was a society that was unfriendly and harsh to the children,

especially the poor children. He states "How many of the mounds in that old

churchyard where she had lately strayed, grew green above the graves of children"

(199).

Pip in Great Expectations is a happy child living with his sister and her husband, Joe.

He dreams of becoming a blacksmith like Joe when he grows up. Nevertheless, he

changes his values when he falls in love with Estella, a girl from the upper class.

He becomes miserable because he is poor compared to her and he begins to feel

ashamed of his background. He desires to become a gentleman because a person
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from a lower class was considered dirty and useless. There is no doubt that children

from the lower class hoped to get out from their situation and become wealthy and

live a good life. However, the society did not give any opportunities to the poor to

get out from their situation. The Victorian society was a society that was

unfriendly and harsh to the children, especially the children from the poor class.

Magiwtch, an ex-convict and who happens to be Pip's benefactor confesses to Pip

that since he was a small boy he was alone and used to steal out of hunger and cold.

People would tell him that he will spend his time in and out of jail in the future and

Magwitch grew up believing what they said. He wished that he was encouraged to

do good rather than to be told that it was his fate to do bad. Here is another

example of how society dictates the future of a young child rather than giving them

other opportunities to better themselves. Children who belonged to the lower class

not only suffered from being neglected and mistreated but could not dream of being

what they wanted to be. They had to be confined to what society dictated them to

be.

The scandal of Bounderby, the wealthy owner of a bank and a factory in Hard

Times explains how children of the poor are chained by society and thus cannot be

who they want to be. Bounderby deceives his town people that he was abandoned

by his mother in his infancy; a mother who "left him to the brutality of a drunken

grandmother" (234). He claims that through his own efforts he became the

wealthy owner of a bank and a factory. Bounderby will often suggest that those

who do not have ambition and a disciplined heart cannot achieve what he has.

This suggests that even those from a humble background can make it to the top with

their own will and hard work. However, his lies about his childhood are exposed
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when Mrs. Sparsit discovers Mrs. Pegler, Bounderby's mother and brings her to

speak the truth. Mrs. Pegler reveals that Bounderby was raised by his parents until

his father died when he was eight years old. His parents were loving, albeit poor,

and they saved their money to give him good education. At one point we are made

to believe that it is possible for a poor disadvantaged child to break free from the

chain of poverty and be successful. However, with the revelation made by

Bounderby's mother, it is not clear whether Dickens is expressing his view that

those in poverty cannot get out from poverty and be successful.

In Little Dorrit, the Dorrits, because of poverty, are imprisoned for a very long time.

In this work, William Dorrit is a prisoner at the debt prison for reasons of not being

able to repay back the money he owes. The novel's heroine is Amy or Little Dorrit

as she is called. She works for a Mrs. Clennam from eight to eight, twelve hours a

day, doing needlework. As the story develops we are told that Amy was born in

the Marshalsea Prison when her mother moved in with her two small children to

stay with her husband who was living in prison. This is similar to Dickens's own

family who lived together in the debt jail when Dickens's father was imprisoned.

It was only Dickens who was forced to work in a blacking factory.

However, when Amy's mother dies she is left being the "mother figure" for the

Dorrit family since she was small.

At what period of her early life, the little creature began to perceive that

it was not the habit of all the world to live locked up in narrow yards

surrounded by high walls with spikes at the top, would be a difficult

question to settle. (83-84)
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With a pitiful and plaintive look for everything indeed, but with

something in it for only him that was like protection, this Child of the

Marshalsea and child of the Father of the Marshalsea, sat by her friend

the turnkey in the lodge, kept the family room, or wandered about the

prison-yard, for the first eight years of her life. (84)

This girl is born in a debt prison and knows nothing else but prison life surrounded

by prisoners and turnkeys. The only time she gets out of prison is when she goes

to work for Mrs. Clennam. However, she strictly goes back to her home in the

prison before the gate closes. Amy has no friends from normal walks of life. Her

only friends were those who knew nothing much more than poverty and prison life.

As she grows up, she goes to an evening school a few weeks at a time while she

sends her brother and sister to day schools. Thanks to this experience, she learns

how to read and keep accounts. Since she begins to work outside the prison gate,

she has to make sure nobody comes to know where she lives and thus has to be

unnoticeable to the outside world as much as possible.

Hardy claims that children such as Oliver, Florence and Nell "seem to be shut off

from corruption but having enough connection with the environment to be able to

heal and rescue" (5). Many of Dickens's children are portrayed as innocent,

honest and strong characters who cannot be defeated in life. Nevertheless, it is not

the grown-ups such as their parents who nurture them to be virtuous people but

rather they have an inborn strength and goodness that protects them from being

defeated by evil. One wonders whether Dickens draws such characters based on

his own belief about his own self who was not defeated by his pathetic childhood

and was able to be successful in life.
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6.2. Child Labour

The unjust working conditions for children is another theme in Dickens's works.

The employers cared less for children working under them. What mattered was

that the children worked and contributed to profit making. It took a long time for

England to reform their labour laws and to be just to children. The issue of child

labour left a negative impact to the children because it made them not go to school;

the treatment they received by their employers left them traumatized. It also made

them fall into the trap of being confined into a box, not being able to think beyond

being a poor child labourer. It shut them out from being liberated and feeling that

they deserved better treatment. The employers took advantage of the poor children

and mistreated them and these problems are depicted by Dickens in his works.

In Bleak House, Charlotte Neckett and her younger sister and brother are taken care

of by Mrs. Blinder after the death of their father, Mr. Neckett who was a sheriff

officer. Mrs. Blinder tells John Jarndyce who adopts the three children that it is

difficult for Charlotte to get employed because of her background as a follower's

child and even if she is employed, most likely she will be mistreated and exploited.

Dickens shows how children from poor background were subjected to mistreatment.

She says thus:

Some people won't employ her [Charlotte Neckett] because she was a

follorer's child; some people that do employ her cast it at her; some make

a merit of having her to work for them, with that and all her drawbacks

upon her, and perhaps pay her less and put upon her more. (195)
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In David Copperfield, David's stepfather, Murdstone, removes David from school

after his mother's death and makes him work in his wine warehouse. Murdstone

tells David that education is costly and he has already received a good amount of it

at Salem School. He tells David that education will not help him survive in the

world; what he must do is to fight with the world by working. Murdstone's view

may have been the view of the many capitalists who preferred the poor to have as

little education as possible. They found it unnecessary to give the poor any

education since they will end up working as labourers. So at the age of ten, David

is forced to work at his stepfather's warehouse pasting labels on bottles, fitting

corks on them, or packing the finished bottles in the casks all by himself. David is

too young to know how to spend the little money he gets. He buys stale pastry

which is sold at half price and goes without dinner; when he has enough money, he

buys himself a half a pint of ready-made coffee and a slice of bread and butter. He

does not have enough, but he somehow survives. He says that without God, he

would have ended up being "a little robber or a little vagabond" (139). This

episode prompts us to recall Dickens's own experience as a child when he was

forced to work in the blacking factory at the same age often. We hear Dickens's

voice in David's words of agony of working as a child labourer. For Dickens felt

the shame and pain of having to work as a child which he will never forget. David

narrates:

No words can express the secret agony of my soul .... The deep

remembrance of the sense I had, of being utterly without hope now; of

the shame I felt in my position; of the misery it was to my young heart to

believe that day by day what I had learned, and thought, and delighted in,

and raised my fancy and my emulation up by, would pass away from me,
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little by little, never to be brought back any more, cannot be written.

(133)

Dickens exposes the inner pain of a young boy having to work and fend for himself

at a very young age without ant emotional support from his parents or anybody in

his world. He has no freedom or any opportunity to even have any glimpse of

hope that he will get out of his painful and frustrating situation.

So far, Dickens exposes us to fathers who are cruel and wicked. David's

stepfather is cruel, Nell's grandfather is unappreciative of Nell's concerns for him

and is absorbed in gambling all the money they had and even going to the extent of

stealing from her, making Nell suffer. Little Doll's Dressmaker, Jenny, has a

father who is wicked and behaves like a child. Amy has a father who is selfish and

forgets how much Amy suffered in prison looking after him. Yet, the young

children have no say in how they should be treated by their own parents.

Sally, a thirty-five-or-so-year-old lawyer in The Old Curiosity Shop employees a

young girl child, Marchioness, as a maid and keeps her in the basement of her house.

Dickens describes the room as follows:

It was a very dark miserable place, very low and very damp, the walls

disfigured by a thousand rents and blotches. The water was trickling

out of a leaky butt, and a most wretched cat was lapping up the drops

with the sickly eagerness of starvation. The grate, which was a wide

one, was wound and screwed up tight, so as to hold no more than a little

thin sandwich of fire. Everything was locked up; the coal-cellar, the

candle-box, the salt-box, the meat-safe, were all padlocked. (277)
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This description emphasizes how Marchioness lives like a slave in a dungeon like

place in the basement of Sally's residence. The emphasis of everything being locked

up with a padlock only stresses even more of the fact that the poor young maid is

being treated like a prisoner and not a maid.

One night, Sally orders her maid to stay away from the leg of mutton fearing she

might eat it and unlocks the safe and removes a "dreary waste of cold potatoes,

looking as eatable as Stonehenge" and cuts a two square inches of cold mutton for

Marchioness to eat. It is cruel for Sally to lock a young maid up and only give her

cold potatoes and two square inches of cold mutton to eat in a prison-like place.

Knowing very well that she will not give her maid another piece of meat to eat, she

deliberately asks her if she wants more. The poor maid says no knowing very well

that "yes please" is not an option. Unlike Oliver who dares to ask for more

porridge at the parish, marchioness knows too well she has no right to express her

thoughts.

Marchioness eventually manages to run away from Sally to Swiveller's place. She

elaborates how she lived at Sally's residence to Swiveller. She says:

I used to sleep in the kitchen-where we played cards, you know. Miss

Sally used to keep the key of the kitchen door in her pocket, and she

always come down at night to take away the candle and rake out the fire.

When she had done that, she left me to go to bed in the dark, locked the

door on the outside, put the key in her pocket again, and kept me locked

up till she come down in the morning-very early I can tell you-and let

me out. I was terrible afraid of being kept like this, because ifthere was

a fire, I thought they might forget me and only take care of themselves
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you know. So whenever I see an old rusty key anywhere, I picked it up

and tried if it would fit the door, and at last I found in the dust cellar a

key that did fit it. (482)

When Sally discovers that her maid has run away, she advertises a runaway servant.

When Mr. Abel Garland, a notary, informs her that he knows where she is (because

he was told about her by his friend Swiveller) she tells him that her maid is "the

most artful, lying, pilfering, and devilish little minx that was ever born" (496).

Sally demonizes her for doing nothing wrong. It is ironical that a female lawyer

who should be the one to protect the interests of her fellow woman mistreats her

own servant like an unworthy being. Dickens has used Sally to expose women

who also mistreat children.

In Oliver Twist, Gamfield, an evil-looking owner of a chimney sweeping business

visits the workhouse where Oliver lives to in search for an apprentice. He already

had three to four boys bruised to death. For Gamfield, it is only a matter of

replacing the dead children with "live ones" as if they were merely machines that

could be destroyed and replaced with new ones. Gamfield represents employers

who had no sense of compassion or sympathy to children to begin with.

When it is agreed that Oliver becomes Gamfield's apprentice, Oliver is taken to the

Magistrate for approval to work for Gamfield as an indentured servant On the

way to the magistrate's office, Mr. Bumble instructs Oliver to tell the magistrate

that he is more than glad to join apprenticeship under Gamfield, which Oliver

promises to do. However, when Oliver is asked by the magistrate he asks to be

sent back to the workhouse even if he will be starved, beaten or killed. He would

rather be mistreated in the workhouse than be sent to work for the dreadful
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Gamfield. In Oliver's eyes, the workhouse is a cruel place where one is starved,

bullied and sometimes killed. Still, he would rather go back to the workhouse and

suffer there than work for Gamfield who mistreats boys to death. One thing we

appreciate about Oliver is his courage to speak out without fear. After listening to

Oliver, the magistrate instructs Mr. Bumble to send him back to the workhouse and

treat him well.

Later, Oliver is taken as an apprentice to Sowerberry who was the parochial

undertaker. When Oliver comes to know what his work entails he confesses to

Sowerberry that he does not like the job. But Sowerberry tells him to persevere as

he will come to like it. After one month of trial Oliver finally becomes an

apprentice but as bad luck follows him, he is assaulted by Noah, another higher

ranked apprentice who becomes jealous of Oliver. Noah pulls his hair and

twitches his ears. Noah's hatred for Oliver escalates to a point where he insults

Oliver's dead mother. Oliver is very sensitive about discussing his mother and

does not want to discuss it with anybody. But when Noah insults his mother,

Oliver becomes violent and attacks him. Oliver is eventually confined in the

basement while Noah exaggeratedly reports to Mr. Bumble about the incident

blaming Oliver for his injury. Mr. Bumble canes Oliver and shuts him up in the

back kitchen until night. One of the important issues that is raised in this episode

is that children had no say as to what kind of job he/she preferred to do. They had

to persevere and just do the work as in Oliver's case.
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6.3. Crime and Punishment

Many children end up indulging in crimes when there is no hope of surviving in a

world that is unfair to them. As Duckworth explains in Fagin's Children: Criminal

Children in Victorian England, many children especially from the poor background

were abused by their parents and forced into criminal activities to bring home

money. Others would run away to the streets to "forage for themselves by parents

who were unable, or unwilling, to maintain them." There were no grown-ups who

would look after them as the protectors of the future generation. She continues:

They had no education, religious or secular and were subjected to no

restraints. They never heard words or advice or kindness, only the

language of the masses which they picked up as they grew up, copying

adults in shouting curses and using foul language. Ignorant and vicious

parents brought up their children in ignorance and vice. (9)

In Oliver Twist, Oliver ends up on the street after running away from Mr.

Sowerberry's place of work. Many children on the streets preferred pilfering to

living in workhouses because of the harsh and inhumane conditions. When

children leave workhouses or jobs for the streets, they end up being street children,

begging or joining criminal groups. This is what happens to Oliver. There are

those who take advantage of the runaway children and orphans on the streets and

use them for their own selfish greed. Fagin, "the Jew," a powerful underground

criminal leader is such a man who has taken in many young boys to steal for him

and Oliver ends up in his hands also. The group includes the professional child

thief, the Artful Dodger. Oliver begins by learning the skills of pick-pocketing but

later is trained for bigger crimes such as robbery. Duckworth explains that the
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pick-pocketing schools existed in the Victorian era where children were taught how

to become professional criminals.

However, it is also a world where innocent boys like Oliver, who realizes that it is

not the best way of making a living, are forced to remain in that world by being

threatened by their leaders. Fagin often reminds Oliver through his beatings that

Oliver is under his instruction. When Oliver tries to escape from the gang, Fagin

emotionally blackmails him and makes him feel guilty of absenting himself from his

dear friends. Fagin "had the boy in his toils" and was "slowly instilling into his

soul the poison which he hoped would blacken it, and change its hue for ever" (167).

This implies that the likes of Fagin indoctrinate the young innocent children's minds

and make them believe that doing evil is good. Sikes who is a member of Fagin's

gang, also threatens Oliver if he does anything stupid. He tells him "if you speak a

word when you're out 0' doors with me, except when I speak to you, that loading

will be in your head without notice. So, if you do make up your mind to speak

without leave, say your prayers first" (188). We are exposed to the criminal gangs

who take advantage of poverty to lure children from the poor class to join their evil

undertakings and harm their minds.

The Artful Dodger is a child criminal who pickpockets and always "artfully"

manages to "dodge" arrest. He takes Oliver to Fagin, the gang leader. Unlike

Oliver who is too innocent to be absorbed into the criminal world, children like

Artful Dodger are fully involved in criminal activities. At the end, the Artful

Dodger, though a child, is convicted of theft and is sent away to Australia as

punishment.
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During the beginning of the Victorian era, it was not unusual for children like the

Artful Dodgers to be sent away as punishment. Juveniles were treated the same as

adult criminals and were sent to prisons where adults were imprisoned and were

given harsh punishment. Some were even hanged. In Barnaby Rudge, Dickens

illustrates how two crippled children, one with a leg of wood, one who dragged his

twisted limbs along by the help of a crutch were hanged for participating in the 'No

Popery Riots' known as the Gordon Riot. Dickens's portrayal of children being

hanged is not any exaggeration. As young as an eight year old girl-child was

hanged. Many of these young children were hanged for reasons such as breaking

into a house to steal a spoon or setting a house on fire. The society believed that

any criminal regardless of their age must be given harsh punishment. Duckworth

claims that between 1801 and 1836, at least 103 children were handed a capital

sentence. It was not until 1847 that the Juvenile Offences Act was enacted where

children under fourteen were tried in special courts for children. The age was later

raised to sixteen years old. Again, in 1854, another reform was made to set up

reformatory school for offenders under sixteen.

In Bleak House, Dickens introduces us to Jo, a crossing-sweeper boy who has no

father or mother thus, has nowhere to go or live. One day, he is arrested because

he is not moving. The conversation between Jo and the constable brings out the

injustice towards the street children who knew no home except for the streets:

'I'm always a-moving on, sir,' cries the boy, wiping away his grimy tears

with his arm. 'I've always been a-moving and a-moving on, ever since I

was born. Where can I possible move to, sir, more nor I do move!' ....
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'He won't move on,' says the constable, calmly, with a slight

professional hitch of his neck involving its better settlement in his stiff

stock, 'although he has been repeatedly cautioned, and therefore I am

obliged to take him into custody. He's as obstinate a young gonoph as I

know. He WON'T move on.' (244)

Jo has nowhere to go but if he does not move, he would be arrested and imprisoned.

Dickens exposes the unfair laws that discriminated against the homeless children.

It was assumed that those who were not on the move were likely to be potential

criminals and thus they needed to be put in prison. Though this study has already

examined the prison system in chapter four, how the prison affected children will be

discussed here as this chapter focuses on how Dickens portrays the sufferings of

children. Dickens states of children who are kept in prison as follows:

I know the prisons of London well; that I have visited the largest of them

more times than I could count; and that the children in them are enough

to break the heart and hope of any man. I have never taken a foreigner

or a stranger of any kind to one of these establishments but I have seen

him so moved at sight of the child offenders, and so affected by the

contemplation of their utter renouncement and desolation outside the

prison walls, that he has been as little able to disguise his emotion, a if

some great grief had suddenly burst upon him.

(www.maybole.orglhistory/articles/raggedscholscharlesdickens.htm)

Dickens explains that such children do not reform but instead keep on coming back

to the prisons as they know nothing about what is right and what is wrong. The

aim of imprisonment was to deter children from committing crimes in the future.
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To the children offenders, "there is no escape or chance for them in any ordinary

revolution of human affairs." However, Dickens seems to argue that imprisonment

is not the solution to the increase of crimes committed by children. He strongly

believed that getting rid of ignorance, or in other words, giving quality education to

the poor was the most important factor to better their lives. The Ghost of Present

in A Christmas Carol presents to Scrooge a boy and girl "yellow, meager, ragged,

scowling, wolfish; but prostrate, too, in their humility" (56). The boy is Ignorance

and the girl represents Want. The Ghost tells Scrooge "beware them both, and all

their degree, but most of all beware this boy, for on his brow I see that written

which is Doom, unless the writing be erased" (57). Dickens warns that we need to

beware of the boy who represents ignorance and that on the boy's brow there is

written Doom, unless the writing is erased. This implies that without giving the

children education, the society is doomed for the worse.

In Dickens's works we find that children are not spared from being unfairly treated

by the legal authorities. For example, in Oliver Twist. Oliver is accused of

stealing a handkerchief that belongs to Mr. Brownlow. First, he is locked up

together with six drunken men who had also been locked up. It must have been

very scary for little Oliver to be put together with drunkards. As Dickens

explains in the book, the legal professionals such as the magistrates "exercise a

summary and arbitrary power over the liberties, the good name, the character,

almost the lives, of Her Majesty's subjects, especially of the poorer class" (92).

The incompetent magistrate, Fang, summarily sentences Oliver to three months hard

labour. Allen asserts that Fang is based on a notorious magistrate Allan Stewert

Laiing who existed during Dickens's time and Dickens actually sneaked in his

police court to observe his malpractice. It is only when the gentleman Mr.
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Brownlow appears in court to explain that it was not Oliver who stole his

handkerchief that the magistrate discharges the poor boy Oliver. Perhaps if it was

a fellow poor person coming to give evidence, the magistrate may have ignored his

evidence and still charged Oliver for the crime and given him a harsh sentence.

Dickens exposes another face of injustice towards the poor children.

Critics such as Leavis claim that Dickens wrote Oliver Twist to pamphleteer his

strong criticism against the society that approved the Poor Laws, tolerated the

criminal world that exploited children as thieves and prostitutes, and accept

inefficient lawmakers. Leavis argues that Oliver Twist is a:

... satiric diatribe against the Poor Laws (old and new) and the society

that produced them, against a society that tolerated the underworld of

Fagin and Bill Sikes and did nothing to protect children against being

exploited by them as thieves and prostitutes, against a society which let

justice be administered by a Mr. Fang, and which ascribed to an

illegitimate child inherited guilt. (108)

I agree with Leavis that Oliver Twist is a satiric criticism against the ills of society.

Dickens has expressed his strong sentiment against the unfair institutions such as

the workhouse and the society that allowed all manner of injustice including

exploitation of children, the corrupt practice by the courts and dehumanisation of

children born out of wedlock. However, aliver Twist is not only about Dickens's

criticism of the unjust society but it is also about goodness and honesty. Dickens

depicts a realistic world which is full of evils but he has also depicted people of

morals and kindness such as Mr. Brownlow who takes Oliver to his home to be

cared for and Mrs. Bedwin, Mr. Brownlow's housekeeper. The sufferings Dickens
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himself went through as a child has enabled him to be compassionate and

sympathetic to the children who are close to his heart and Oliver Twist is a novel

that expressed his concerns for the poor children who were suffering at the hands of

the grown-ups.

Christopher Nubbles, nicknamed Kit, is another good-hearted boy who lives with

his mother and siblings in The Old Curiosity Shop. He is Nell's only friend.

Quilp who wants to marry Nell, still a young child, is unhappy that Kit stands in

between him and Nell. He, therefore, schemes with the barrister Brass and his

sister Sally to get rid of him by implicating him for stealing a five pound note which

is purported to have been left on the table Sally and Brass ensure that Swiveller is

a witness to this whole drama. Brass hides the five pound paper in Kit's hat under

the handkerchief and tucks it beneath the lining. When he makes a commotion

over the loss of the money, he pretends he is looking for the money in Kit's pockets,

waistcoat and the coat tail. He finally checks the hat and, alas, the money is there.

He immediately asks Swiveller to bring the police constable. Kit tries to defend

himself but Brass will not listen to this "nonsense" and accuses him of committing a

robbery. This he did all in the name of helping Quilp to destroy a small boy, Kit.

How adults can deceive small, innocent children for their own selfish reasons is

outrageous.

Kit is taken before the magistrate and within half an hour he is committed for trial

and then taken to prison. It is clear that Kit is innocent but this was the society that

could easily manipulate the situation and make the innocent guilty. Dickens states

thus:
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Let moralists and philosophers say what they may, it is very questionable

whether a guilty man would have felt half as much misery that night, as

Kit did, being innocent. The world, being in the constant commission of

vast quantities of injustice, is a little too apt to comfort itself with the

idea that if the victim of its falsehood and malice have a clear conscience,

he cannot fail to be sustained under his trials, and somehow or other to

come right at last; 'in which case,' say they who have hunted him down,

'-though we certainly don't expect it-nobody will be better pleased

than we. (455)

It is more depressing for an innocent child who knows nothing about his "offence"

than a guilty man to be put into prison. We see no fair trial being accorded to Kit

yet a fair trial is an important element of justice. Dickens observes the unfair

world where innocence does not guarantee freedom. He further states:

Whereas, the world would do well to reflect, that injustice is in itself, to

every generous and properly constituted mind, an injury, of all others the

most insufferable, the most torturing, and the most hard to bear; and that

many clear consciences have gone to their account elsewhere, and many

sound hearts have broken, because of this very reason; the knowledge of

their own deserts only aggravating their sufferings, and rendering them

the less endurable. (455)

Dickens lays stress on the society's non-committal attitude towards correcting the

evils of injustice. If human beings can have some decency to ruminate about how

injustices have brought misery to the under-privileged, the world be a better world.
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The phrase "knowledge of their own deserts" emphasizes the fact that being

uneducated, the under-privileged have no means of improving their lives.

After eight days of confinement, the Grand Jury finds Kit guilty of the felony of:

... stealing from the dwelling-house and office of one Sampson Brass,

gentleman, one Bank Note for Five Pounds issued by the Governor and

Company of the Bank of England; in contravention of the Statutes in that

case made and provided, and against the peace of our Sovereign Lord the

King, his crown, and dignity. (469)

What an exaggeration of Kit's offence it is. The offence sounds serious when the

jury talks of a bank note issued by the "Governor and Company of the Bank of

England" or "contravention of the statute" that is against the "peace" of the King.

This statement is ironical because it is more serious, shameful and disgraceful to the

King when it is fraudulent people like Brass and his lawyer sister who set up

innocent Kit.

Kit pleads not guilty to a society where people form hasty judgments from

appearance. Characters like Brass could have never been known as cunning and

vicious people. The society regarded such people as virtuous and most upright

characters simply because of their profession. On the other hand, children like Kit

who belong to the poor, despite their innocence, were the first to be found guilty

simply because of their status. Whatever evidence is given nobody will believe in

Kit, nobody will want to listen to the truth as they are fond of listening to falsehood.

It is only when Swiveller receives information from Sally's maid, the Marchioness,

about the Brass' plan to indict Kit with stealing that he discovers the truth of the
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matter. This is how Kit is pardoned and set free after all the days in prison. We

may say truth prevails. However, at the end of the day, how many children are

lucky as Kit to get out of such a mess? We also wonder how many people feel

sympathy for the poor children who are jailed for crimes that they have never

committed.

Dickens was indeed concerned with children and his efforts to support Urania

Cottage known as the "Home for Homeless Women" with the financial help of his

friend, Miss Coutts, attests to this. This institution was opened in 1847 for young

prostitutes and delinquent girls and Dickens was involved with this institution from

1846 to 1858. The girls were engaged in reading books, cultivating flower-beds,

doing needlework and learning good behaviour. After sometime, the girls were

found suitable employment. Collins in Dickens and Crime states that many of the

girls "came straight from prisons or police-courts, having been interviewed by

Dickens" (99). Though it was Miss Coutts who paid all the bills, "the planning

and execution were almost wholly Dickens's" (99). Thus, Dickens did not only

write about the plight of children but also took action in helping them be better

human beings.

6.4. Conclusion

As Dickens clearly states in A Christmas Story, unless the society deals with the

problem of want and ignorance especially regarding children, a just and humane

society cannot be created. Want is the "want of common necessaries" and the "want

of common comforts." Want is what an ordinary human being would like to have;

a decent house to live in, clean clothes, sufficient food, and warmth in winter,
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security, access to education among others. The poor had little access to any of

these and they had to suffer even without hoping that one day they will live a better

life. Ignorance is indeed the worst enemy to society. Education as Daisaku Ikeda

states in "A Matter of Heart," a speech delivered at Beijing University, "is

necessary for the cultivation of character and the elevation of humanity" (23).

Education helps us to understand life and to make us aware of what is right and

what is wrong. In other wards, it helps us to be aware of our rights and the need to

respect others. If a child grows up uneducated, he/she will remain a slave of the

oppressors for the rest of his/her life.

In this chapter, I have examined the unjust treatment given to the children. In

particular, I looked at how children are neglected by their parents and the society at

large. I also examined how children are exploited by adults and forced into crimes

leading to harsh punishments. Dickens portrays a society in which children grow

up not having the opportunity to have a child's heart or dreaming a child's dream.

The society is too cruel for children to grow up freely and exploit their potentials.

Dickens also depicts a cruel world with illustrations to expose how the grown-ups

including the parents unfairly treat the children with cruelty and unloving attitudes.

The children grow up with nobody to give them moral guidance and nurture them to

be good citizens with values.

Dickens does not give concrete solutions to the unfair treatment of children but he

conveys the message that grown-ups as well as the society at large need to guide the

vulnerable children on how to live good lives as they protect them from evil and the

negative environment that can easily crush them and defeat them.
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Conclusion

In this study, I have examined the role that Dickens plays in promoting social

justice. I have critically analysed his works and proved that Dickens has played an

important role in promoting social justice in his society. He does so by revealing

the different social injustices in his works by caricaturing certain characters who

promote injustice or by causing the victims to suffer greatly to arouse the readers'

sympathy for them. These include the unjust treatment of the poor, the women,

the marginalized Jews and the children. He also attacks the systems that

contributed greatly to the unjust society: the legal system, the legal professionals,

the public administration system and the politicians. Dickens's greatness lies in

creating a comprehensive picture of an unjust society by dealing with the different

social injustices that he became aware of and needed to expose.

I have examined Dickens's life history which was vital in understanding how

Dickens's personal life influenced his concern for social justice. I have come to a

conclusion that his personal life, in particular, his childhood experience has affected

his perception of life. He himself had to go through a disheartening experience as

a small child, and this formed a base on which he developed sensitivity and

compassion towards the poor. The experience he went through as a child labourer,

his father's imprisonment in the debt prison and his unpleasant relationship with his

mother have affected him greatly in his portrayal of the underprivileged class, III

particular, the women and the children.

His experience as a legal clerk and as a parliamentarian reporter have also shaped

his way of thinking as they gave him a great opportunity to understand the deeper
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sufferings of the people as well as the unjust laws and the legal procedures that

contributed to the injustices. His first-hand experiences as a legal clerk and a

reporter helped him cherish his concerns and empathy for the underprivileged.

Dickens was consistent with his attack on the injustices as well as his concerns for

the underprivileged.

I further investigated how Dickens deals with the plight of women of his time and

whether his concerns are relevant to the twenty-first century women. The women

during the Victorian era were treated unfairly and with contempt not only by men

but by the unfair laws as well. It was, therefore, one of my objectives to examine

how Dickens as a male writer appreciated the problems women underwent during

his time. Dickens neither ignores the problems of the women nor does he write in

any way to encourage the unfair treatment of women. He deals with the various

unfair treatments women had to endure during the nineteenth-century England. In

particular, I observed that Dickens writes about women who are abused by men

including their husbands and fathers. I also looked at Dickens's depiction of

women who are mistreated by their own mothers. I concluded that Dickens's

portrayal of evil mothers is influenced by his own troubled relationship with his

mother whom he hated till the last days of his life.

His analysis of their deep thoughts of suffering and frustrations of being in abusive

and unfair relationships is creditable. Dickens shows his strength as a writer for

being very observant of the prejudice against the women during his time. In a

society where women were looked down upon, he is commended for not shying

away from the problems women were facing during his time. He may not have
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crusaded for the betterment of the status of women but the fact that he exposes their

plight is a tremendous step forward.

I have examined that Dickens was particularly sympathetic with the children who

were the most vulnerable. In most of his works, he portrays the sufferings of the

children inflicted by the grown ups including their own parents. I have understood

that his own painful childhood experience has helped him fight for the vulnerable

children who are unloved, uncared for and have no opportunity to receive moral

guidance from the grown-ups. Dickens provokes us to rethink about how to

nurture children in our societies as where there is no protection of the children in a

society we cannot expect a better future.

I also examined whether Dickens was concerned with the marginalized status of

Jews. I referred to several texts to investigate this concern. I discovered that

Dickens depicts how the Jews were treated unjustly by the English people during his

time. Therefore, the Jews, such as Fagin and Riah were used to represent the

stereotypical Jews. Dickens has been criticised for being biased against the Jews

but I have come to a conclusion that his portrayal of the Jews is in no way

anti-Semitic but rather a depiction of how Jews were known to be during his days.

Dickens has also demonstrated his VIews about revolts in fighting injustices.

Through The Tale of Two Cities and Barnaby Rudge, I discovered that he is critical

of any revolt to achieve justice. He is against retributive justice as it does not

remove the evil that is deep-rooted in human beings. Dickens considers retributive

justice as a way of taking justice into one's hands without any positive results and

changes. I am persuaded to believe that for Dickens, taking justice into one's hand
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was not the solution for a fair society. Retributive justice would only bring

destruction in society and further injustice rather than promoting justice.

Critics have argued as introduced earlier that Dickens was angry with the legal

system because of his personal grudge against the Chancery. Dickens persuades us

to believe that his criticism of the legal problems that obstructed social justice as

well as the corrupt election campaigns and the inefficient administrative offices

were based on Dickens's own experience in training as a legal reporter and a

parliamentary correspondent. His own experience of his father being imprisoned

in the debt prison is also a contributing factor to his critical view of the prison

system. His mockery of the abuse of the systems as well as the individuals who

represent the rotten system demonstrates his condemnation of them with the hope

that there will be reformation.

People treat other unjustly or with prejudice because of certain fears they have

against those they unjustly treat. In my view, Dickens condemns the value system

of each individual. He focuses on how individual goodness can change the world.

If only the legal professionals can be just and fair rather than thinking only about

their personal gains; if only the politicians can honestly care for their people and not

lie to them that they do; if only the public servants can serve their people

righteously and not be corrupt and lazy; if only those who are in charge of the

prison system and the court system can be fair to all citizens and not discriminate

them; then a just society may be possible. This is what Dickens seems to have

yearned for.

Dickens took a strong initiative to use his pen to fight against the injustices suffered

by the children, the women and the poor. His attack on social injustices is relevant
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even in the twenty-first century as many of the injustices he deals with are still

problems in present day world. In particular, child labour, child abuse, abuse of

women and the unfair treatment of the poor are some of the issues that are still

being tackled in this twenty-first century society.

Daisaku Ikeda, a Japanese Buddhist philosopher, states in the preface to his Human

Revolution "A great human revolution in just a single individual will help achieve a

change in the destiny of a nation and further, will enable a change in the destiny of

all humankind" (viii). Dickens's view of human beings seems to echo the voice of

Ikeda. His message at the end of each novel is about how goodness, compassion,

tolerance and honesty mould human beings to live better with each other.

Dickens's works are still popular and persuasive today because he looks at the

change of individual hearts as the solution to injustice in this world. He may not

have given any tangible solutions to the injustices in his works, but I am persuaded

that his solution was for people to change their attitudes towards other people.

Through his works, he injects critical consciousness of justice to the readers. By

reading his works, we are able to resolve some of the challenges regarding social

injustice we face in this twenty-first century.

Finally, this study recommends an in-depth study of Dickens's portrayal of

parent-child relationship in relation to his own relationship with his parents. I

further recommend a comparative study between Dickens and the female writers of

the Victorian era to enable understand how Dickens's awareness of the injustice

towards women differed with them. There are a great number of researches that

can be conducted on Dickens even in this twenty-first century, one hundred forty

years after his death. Perhaps this is because human values are universal and
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writers will always look for ways of correcting unethical behaviours for people to

live in better societies.
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